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Editorial

In front of us is the new issue of „Serbian Political Thought”. This 
issue addresses different questions in contemporary political science, 
such as the party and electoral system and its political consequences, 
as well as the analysis of government stability in Serbia over the two 
decades of party pluralism. It also provides an interesting insight into 
mainstream European political debates on identity, EU’s Common 
Foreign and Security Policy and territorial cohesion, cross-border and 
regional cooperation in Europe.

The present issue continues the journal’s tradition of publishing 
articles by both domestic and foreign authors, thus contributing to 
scientific cooperation between Serbia and other countries. 

We believe that the current issue fulfills two basic objectives of the 
journal. The first one is the promotion of Serbian political science in 
the world and the second, but no less important is an exchange of ideas, 
experience and knowledge with our dear and respected colleagues 
around the globe. 

As usual, we invite everyone interested in publishing with us to send 
in their articles to our editorial board. We are also open for any kind 
of comments and suggestions from you about the journal, in order to 
continue its development. 

We look forward to our future cooperation.  

Editorial Board

Institute for Political Studies
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Europe and the Others

Abstract

Understood as a social and political entity, Europe is constituted by its 
outside. It is, as anthropologists beginning with Fredrik Barth have elaborated 
for more than forty years now, at the boundaries to others that identities are 
being maintained. The article looks at the consequences of this for European 
identity, makes a tour d’horizon of Europe’s constitutive outsides, and draws 
particular attention to the key role played by the Eurasian steppe in European 
state building. Steppe polities were part of a tradition, with patterns of leadership, 
succession and also foreign relations that differ from what was found amongst 
sedentary polities, but they nonetheless put their distinct marks on state 
building projects. Europe’s Eastern neighbours must be thought of as intimate 
strangers through a more than thousand year long period.

Keywords: Europe, identity, European identity, the steppe, constitutive 
others.

Analyses of European identity often have starting point in nation 
states. The nation state is an interesting and also dominant form of 
political control unit, but it’s not and it has never been the only one. In 
a longer historical perspective, it is a newcomer. One of the features of 
political life in Europe today concerns the relationship between the EU 
emerging political governing bodies on the one hand, and its member 
states on the other. An intense dialogue between the two of them is in 
progress. A key concern in this dialogue is “the East”, whether it concerns 
the easternmost members of the current EU, such as Bulgaria, or Russia, 
or for that matter Iran or China. The point I will elaborate here is very 
simple. Europe has its origins in the Eurasian steppes - the area stretching 
from the Bering Strait in the east to the forest area surrounding the Volga 
in the west. With the possible exception of the Basques, whose origins 
we know little about, so-called indigenous people came to Europe from 
the East. Historically, this is obvious. Politically speaking, it is definitely 
gone into oblivion. That’s why there may be a reason to point out that 
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this is not just a phenomenon belonging to prehistory. In fact, steppes, 
or more specifically, people who come from the steppes, has always 
been called Europe’s constitutive other by the poststructuralists. I will 
briefly evaluate how this manifested from about the year 800 to about 
the year 1500, and draw the line to the current form of nomadism. 
The term “constitutive other” simply emphasizes that identities are a 
question of separating “us” from “them”. Since the objective of creating 
and maintaining a specific identity always involves delimitation of “us” 
from the phenomena that are outside, the outside will necessarily play 
a role in shaping or constituting the term “us”. As with all identities, 
Europe has been created through its ongoing delimitation of the 
phenomena that are considered non-Europe (Neumann 1999).

Us and Them 

It may be necessary to set right the concept of identity’s ”constitutive 
outside.” Let us take a detour on Plato’s dialogue The State. Plato is 
interested in what distinguishes a statesman’s work, and thus also the 
politics. His answer is that the politics is overarching, or perhaps better 
developed art of regulating the relationship between one person and 
a lot of people. Polis, Plato suggests, is a textile. Statesman’s task is to 
finalize that textile. The finished textile should be an inclusive and 
perfectly tuned blend of the brave and the cautious. Such textile, such 
political society would be the most beautiful of them all, concludes 
Plato (2003: 261b-263a). 

For Plato, politics should also affiliate individual threads of destiny 
to a textile where all mutually complement each other, bound together 
in a community of practice and destiny. This is a collective identity 
formation that you can see above in the text. As we will discuss later 
in the text, it is about belonging and acting in accordance with already 
existing script. This theme is a recurring element in the political theory’s 
canon. For contract theorist, that is an example that people come out of 
their natural state to form a community. The basis of all questions about 
everyday politics, about what kind of constitution a society should have, 
how resources should be distributed, etc., is the basis of the question of 
who we are. Belonging to a group is the key to human life. The larger 
the groups are, the more crucial is that there’s a kind of glue that holds 
them together, some markers of community, integrating powers.

Why is this so? Because it is dangerous, perhaps impossible to act 
collectively without having an already existing scheme of who should act? 
Methodological individualists claim the opposite - that each individual 
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can only act gradually, and so, we are absolutely preparing ourselves 
for a collective action - but then, they seem so far away from the idea 
of individualism –that the individual is the one who should act- that 
idea is by itself a group forming phenomenon: whether individuals are 
being formed from the collective ideas that they should be individuals 
who will act in a certain way, and they do that, yes that’s how collective 
idea of   the individual is being realized as a series of ”individual” actions 
that reflect a collective form; they are the same.

Collective action problem grows with group size. Any workplace is 
full of occasions where the community idea and practices repeat, again 
and again. Why? So that the employees should feel good? Also, it is 
because it’s widely accepted that community feeling is something that 
causes most people to feel good. But the main idea is that community 
feeling is based on a knowledge repertoire of how and when we should 
act together. The idea of   who will act together becomes substantial 
through the practice. Such knowledge is vital for every collective action 
power. A group that feels like ”we” is simply more productive; it has 
more action capacity than it would have if we-feeling was weaker. Thus, 
we-feeling, as it has been argued since Plato’s time, is a key resource. 

People are neither bees nor ants. A group made of human species 
will necessarily be more or less heterogeneous. This means that an 
important part of community feeling will be fictional, not actually 
lived– when we form ”we”, we imagine that we are equal, that we have 
more in common than we actually have. Collective identities are also 
complex. They have no clearly defined boundaries, but they are built 
on what Ludwig Wittgenstein calls family similarities. It isn’t physical 
or cultural trait that guarantees absolute equality. To be a member of a 
group is a case of ”know it when you see it”, as social anthropologists 
say when they are pushed into a corner. Collective identities are also 
relational. For a single concerned group to be a member of that group 
is like to be a part of something without further learning to unite with 
the feeling of being a member of another group. As a Norwegian, I live 
each day with a possible combination of national identity and European 
identity (as discussed in Neumann 2001).

The relationship between just Norwegian and European identity 
is very controversial sometimes. For a number of Norwegians to be 
a Norwegian means to stay out of the EU. The EU is what we can call 
a constitutive outside for Norwegian identity. All identities have their 
constitutive other. In the border areas of any collective identity, whether 
in terms of gender community or territorial political community, there 
is a continuing need to support and maintain this identity. Collective 

Iver B. Neumann
Europe and the others        
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identities can be fictional and complex, but since they are relational, 
there are always other identities that support them to be different. 
The question of who the others are, vary within the group and also 
historically. Today, a German nationalist who lives in Hesse and a 
French-Algerian liberal who lives in Paris, presumably will not agree on 
who represents the constitutive other for their European identity (Bang 
City & Bunzl, forthcoming). But the constitutive other will necessarily 
be there in one form or another. No inside without an outside, no in-
group without out-groups.

It is not a new insight that a collective identity is a relational condition, 
that the group relationship to the other groups is what maintains the 
group itself. But decades after World War II, this insight has been 
deepened in the ways that made it become springboard for the social 
analysis of collective identity. Philosophers like Emmanuel Lévinas 
did the theoretical groundwork (cf. Neumann 1999:1-38). Whatever 
method is concerned, breakthrough however happened within the 
social sciences that have specialized in identity from the subject’s own 
birth, namely social anthropology. In Bergen in 1969 published Fredrik 
Barth and the others book Ethnic Groups and Boundaries, whose main 
point was that the maintenance of ethnic groups could and should be 
studied from the group boundaries and inwards, and not, as before, 
inside and out. Collective identities are not maintained simply by the 
fact that people are dressed in the same type of clothes, that they eat 
the same type of food, etc., but people do this in competition with 
the other ways to dress up and eat. Such competition becomes most 
clearly visible in the (social and political) border areas, where it is the 
most intense, yes, social boundaries can actually be defined by such 
competition formation. Social anthropologists never looked back, and 
over the last thirty years, other social scientists have followed in their 
footsteps.

Identity should be studied along its borders. This has significant 
impact on the way we think about European identity. In the first place, 
it means that attempts to create a list of historical and social features 
that will define a given political entity (for example Norway = meatballs, 
17th of May, folk costumes and settlement on the edge, or Europe = 
Christianity, Ode to Joy and democracy) have limited value. It is 
impossible to find any cultural trait shared by all Europeans, and that at 
the same time is missing with non-Europeans. For example, is it true that 
most Europeans have some traditional behavioral manners in common 
— but you can also find similar manners in other places. It is true that 
there is a European cuisine tradition, but it is not consistent, you can 
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find it in other places and in Europe itself, it lives side by side with, for 
example, Turkish and Chinese cuisine traditions. Similar points can be 
used for all cultural features.

A second implication of the fact that identity is relational condition, 
concerns the compatibility between European and national identities. 
The more similar two types of identity are, the less they will be 
compatible. The more different they are, the less is the chance that they 
will be activated simultaneously, and the less is the chance that they 
will come in conflict with each other. Here we have the reason why the 
European Commission’s efforts in the 1970s to build a European identity 
on the basis of one European flag, one European anthem, etc. were so 
obviously unsuccessful, and probably seemed counterproductive. This 
way of building identity was already adopted by nation states, and 
hence to build a European identity by using the same type of symbols 
was a risky undertaking that soon went under. 

A third consequence of this type of relation between identities 
is that the size of cultural differences does not depend on inherent 
characteristics, but on how different they are perceived to be. Finnish 
and Swedish belong to the two different language families, while 
Swedish linguistic is very similar to Norwegian linguistic. As identity 
markers, they are however equally good. For an outsider, the difference 
between Serbian and Croatian folk music is minimal. However, for 
Serbian and Croatian people, they belong to the literally different worlds 
- no matter how related they can be musically, they are constituted of 
an identity-related difference. This point - that a difference perceived 
by the group itself is the key to cultural difference - has important 
consequences for European identity. This means, for example, that 
all the things that Europe has in common with its neighbors, can be 
considered for nothing because everyone who’s involved insists on 
the differences, not similarities. Religion is an example. What it helps 
to point out that Islam and Christianity come in many varieties, that 
they have a common origin (”we are all sons of Abraham”), that they 
have a number of structural similarities (monotheism and patriarchy, 
to name just two), if the most people involved look at religion as a 
razor sharp difference marker (Rumelili 2007)? This is why people like 
Samuel Huntington, Osama bin Laden and Jean-Marie Le Pen are so 
dangerous - not because they point out ”real” differences, but because 
they insist that these differences would be constitutive of who we are, 
and thus essential for social and political life. Every identity has its 
constitutive other. Many things stand and fall on how we think about 
the outside, and in what ways and to what extent we undo a difference 
towards another. 

Iver B. Neumann
Europe and the others        
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Time 

History is chronological aspect of identity. Chapter one of European 
etymology is mythic, it comes from Greece, and it’s about how a 
Phoenician princess named Europe was seduced by Zeus, who had 
assumed the form of white bull, and that happened from mainland 
to Crete. Term Europe was used as a geographical term for the upper, 
western half of the Greek map, where Asia and Africa were the two 
parts of the map below the crossbar. The border between Europe and 
Asia should have been the River Tanais, i.e. The Danube River. Europe’s 
constitutive other was Asia. More specifically, it was Persia. Note that in 
the 5th and the 6th century came waves of steppe people who invaded 
the residents west of them – among others Scythians and Sarmatians- 
Iranian-speaking people.

Chapter two in European etymology seems to be the worst known. 
The term shows up around the time of reign of Charlemagne (742-814) 
to signify the Carolingian Empire in a narrow sense, and Christendom in 
a broader sense. We are talking about spread use of term, not enough 
to attach it to a specific territorial reference. Charlemagne was King of 
the Franks, and he became, as we remember, crowned emperor of the 
Romans early in the year 800. Note that this was just one of the various 
transfers of rule (Lat. translatii imperii) in circulation. A main reason 
why the coronation took place when it did was to celebrate the victory 
over the Avars. Let us say a bit more about these Avars. 

Avars were one of the many predominantly Turkish-speaking 
people who invaded and settled in the populated areas west of the 
steppes (Curta 2006). They arrived in the mid 500’s, after Sarmatians. 
Avars invaded westwards from Central Asia to escape the pressure of 
another Turkish group, the Altaic Turks. They defeated the Bulgarians, 
another Turkish-speaking people who lived out on the Caucasian 
steppe at the time, and gathered around the place that’s now known 
as The Great Hungarian Plain (Alföld).  Avars were organized in a 
qaghanate, the political electoral system for the nomads from the steppes 
kingdom in inner Asia (a khagan is Khan of Khans). Charlemagne 
defeated Avars khaganate, and his coronation was among other things 
celebration of this victory. In other words, Charlemagne placed himself 
up as the crowned head of a unit that was called Europe few times, 
and a constitutive unit outside this one was the Avars khaganate, that 
originated from the steppes.

There is a direct relationship not only between the Avars and the 
European identity structure, but also between the Avars and the specific 
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national states’ identity in contemporary Europe. One is French. The 
other is Bulgarian. The Bulgarian state emerged as a result of mixture 
between the conquerors from the steppes who came to collect tribute 
- Bulgarians - and the local tribes, mostly Slavic. Bulgarians hold on 
this territory became stronger as the largest of the Bulgarian khans, 
Krum (803-814), ended the Avars.1 It is not difficult to find examples 
of how it is impossible to think about Europe and its current political 
entities and not to include the steppes. Today’s Bulgaria is really a result 
of a confrontation, like Hungary and Russia. Let us not forget that the 
Vikings a thousand years ago played a crucial role in early formation 
of Russian state (Noonan 2001). Note that they did this in competition 
and finally, in cooperation with the steppe people such as Bulgarians, 
Khazars and Magyars (a branch of today’s Hungarians). The second 
chapter in European etymology is still very alive.

The third time term Europe emerges is evidently in the 15th century, 
this time as a replacement for the term Christendom (Neumann 
1999). My interpretation of this is that religious disputes, first between 
Orthodox and Catholics, then between Catholics and Protestants, 
requested a concept that could unite without referring directly to the 
conflict theme. ”Europe” was such a term. We can further note that 
the term Europe was also related to Christian defense forces that in 
the 15th century gathered against the Ottoman attack that finally 
brought Constantinople to fall in 1453. Enea Piccolomini, who later 
became Pope Pius II, was the first to employ this term in a book title. 
Conceptually as well as politically, Europe is Christendom’s successor, 
and its constitutive outside this time was the Ottoman Empire which 
had conquered Constantinople and the Byzantine Empire. The Ottoman 
Empire emerged from the Turkish-speaking people who pulled in from 
the steppes to settle. Again, we can see that the steppes and the people 
there make Europe’s constitutive outside. 

Space

I have focused on these three occurrences of the term Europe and 
emphasized how they all have their constitutive outside because it has 
a direct impact on the current situation. Constitutive outsides must 
be maintained. The old Habsburgs used to insist that Asia began east 

1 But Quidditch player Krum and his key role as a menacing figure from the East in the 
Harry Potter universe is an interesting example of how Europe's steppe-connection is still 
present as an undercurrent in European culture.

Iver B. Neumann
Europe and the others        
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of the Ringstrasse - a circular road that surrounds the city. Balts and 
Romanians will say that the East begins over the river, in Ukraine. Most 
Poles will say the same, if they are not the expansive historical type who 
considers themselves for Jagiellonian Poles, related to the Ukrainians. 
If that’s the case, they will tell you that Asia begins in Russia, as the 
majority of Ukrainians will say (Mälksoo 2009). Most Russians will 
however insist that Asia begins in a place that’s southeast of them. In 
the southeastern corner of Europe we can probably identify a chain 
that’s been identified. Austrians would say that Asia begins in Slovenia, 
Slovenes will point to Croatia, Croats will point to Serbia, Serbs will 
point to Bosnia and Bosnians will point to Turkey. Most Greeks will be 
keen on supporting the idea that Europe stops at their threshold.

In the south we can identify a diluted version of the same tendency. 
Moroccans want EU membership, and since being European is an 
explicit requirement for membership, they have to play up their 
European side. Moroccans do not seem to be in doubt about the non-
European status of their neighbors further in south (Pace 2006). 

We can make two points out of this tendency to always make Europe 
boundaries merge with the boundaries of “someone’s own” state, and they 
point in different directions. The first point is that these arguments are very 
difficult to substantiate. I have not seen yet, say, a Romanian argument 
for Romanian Europeanization and Ukrainian non-Europeanization, 
or any Slovenian argument for Slovenian Europeanization and Croatian 
non-Europeanization that could be formed beyond the national state 
framework where the argument was launched. Any outsider who has 
been in a Romanian Orthodox and Ukrainian Catholic Church, or who 
has eaten a Slovenian and Croatian meal will still wonder why one out 
of two of them should be more European than the other. But the second 
point is the exact opposite: If enough people adopt these differences as 
constitutive for Europe, then this becomes a social fact, and thus self-
fulfilling. The formation of “we” is the essence of all identity politics. It 
is absolutely crucial who will win the semantic identity battle, because it 
also defines who will be excluded and how ”normal” we-group seems.

If Europe’s relationship with its geographical neighbors is constitutive 
for European identity, then a single view on all of them should tell us 
something about the current condition of European identity. However, 
that isn’t so simple. Since identities are social, not geographical, 
Europe’s identity is not only related to the Europe’s relationship with 
its neighbors, territorial proximity, but also to more distant powers. 
Furthermore, there are other types of relationship than geographical 
one that also play a significant role. Europe’s relationship with its own 
past could be a significant example (Wæver 1996). For some, European 
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identity only deals with Christianity, and the Middle Ages stands out as a 
particularly prosperous period. For others, the European heritage deals 
with secularization’s triumph of faith and for them, the cornerstone 
of enlightenment thought and the intellectual life during the Age of 
Enlightenment are ideal. 

Russia is located on the east. Russia and Europe have a consistent 
history of about three hundred and fifty years in which both parties 
have discussed the extent to which they are related to each other 
(Neumann 2008a, Neumann 2008b). This conversation continues, and 
I will argue that its key issue reaches the state’s role. In Europe we see 
a concentration of political power in the EU, and universal standards 
of various kinds intervene increasingly into politics. Human rights are 
obvious example. But I think first of all on the relationship between the 
state and society. In Europe the state backs off, not in the sense that it 
necessarily becomes less important, but in the sense that it delegates 
more and more to the other entities and to the citizens. We see a turn 
towards indirect control orchestrated by the state. The State pulls non-
governmental organizations, transnational organizations, international 
organizations and different social actors to bring programs into life 
(Neumann & Sending 2010). That’s not the situation in Russia, where 
the state is growing, and it has tendency to control several relationships 
more directly. If a social project is successful, it will be shut down. We 
can recall Yukos-affair, in which the owner of a multi-million dollar 
company was sent to prison and the basis for that was not strong, after 
the state out of nowhere had promoted enormous tax requirements; 
we have the NGO law that prevents foreigners to establish themselves 
and contribute with money to the Russian NGO partners; we have the 
state’s attack on non-Orthodox religious groups. What we see here 
is a situation where pluralism and a form of generalized liberalism 
become more and more central in European identity politics, while 
Russia chooses something that for Europeans seems like an antique 
state construction. The result is that Russia is not synchronized with 
the development of European identity.

If we turn ourselves southward, we see that countries from Estonia 
in the north to Slovenia in the south made big efforts to achieve EU 
membership during the 1990s. There are two things that other countries 
in this region can learn from this. In the first place, these states were 
integrated in the union because they met the Copenhagen criteria.2 It is 
possible to succeed, and that can happen quickly. In the second place, 

2 EU's Copenhagen-criteria from 1993 are requirements for membership; institutionalization 
of democracy and human rights, market economy that works, respect for the EU legislation, 
institutional capacity to manage the membership.

Iver B. Neumann
Europe and the others        
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a state may postpone the implementation of certain legislation and get 
the European Commission to close their eyes for a single deviation from 
the Union’s political line, but there isn’t any alternative to actually avoid 
to carry out the social and political work that was formally required in 
order to take part in the union. Experiences with European protrusions 
such as Norway and Switzerland point in the same direction - their 
foreign policy is oriented towards making amends in accordance with 
the EU actions. European identity can be socially decentralized, but 
the politics is concerned with something that definitely has a center. 
Furthermore, the Brussels-centered European integration politics 
provides directions for increasingly larger parts of European politics 
in general. In each European country, whether it’s a member of the 
EU or not, it seems that division line, in increasingly large degree, is 
concerned with to what extent the country is willing to commit itself 
and to be active in the whole fan of arenas and networks that are in the 
game when European decisions are being made. As far as I can see, 
this willingness to commit is considerably more important than vote 
support on questions such as whether the country should go over to 
euro or to agree to the Lisbon Treaty or not. Any political agenda has 
become a European agenda. This, I will claim, is more important than 
the question of integration speed. One relationship that can reverse this 
tendency is not opposition to further integration. It can certainly reduce 
integration speed and stop its expansion into new areas of social life. 
But alone, it wouldn’t be able to undermine the Brussels-based politics 
central role. One relationship that can have such effect is whether the 
political life in European countries should develop its own agendas, 
which not only stands in opposition to, but simply is a different kind 
than hegemonic one, Brussels-based politics. The only place in Europe 
where I can see the possibilities for such development is in Serbia. 
Serbia’s recent political history is also a sober reminder of what such 
non-Brussels-oriented politics can lead to. But in Serbia itself, we are 
only chatting about a modest protest and minority position. Generally, 
the political life in the Eastern Europe and the Balkans strengthens the 
European identity; thereby they want to participate so strongly, that 
they sign the validity of the European political project. 

In my view, the formative forces that concern European identity 
today can not relate to Russia, that currently has decided to keep its 
distance, or to the Eastern European countries and the Balkans, that to 
the contrary want to reduce the distance to a greater or lesser extent. 
Rather, they have to deal with the allied issues of the USA and Turkey.

Importance of the USA for the global politics today can not be 
overestimated. There is hardly any political problem area or political 
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conflict that can be adequate understood without the United States 
inclusion in the equation. Relationships with the United States play an 
important role in the formation of any political community in any order, 
anywhere in the world. It’s black and white in the official American 
documents such as the Quadrennial Defense Review, an official military 
strategy which gets updated every four years, and presents America’s 
long-term goals (25-30 years) to block the emergence of possible potential 
rivals. I will argue that there are two reasons why the relationship with the 
United States is going to be crucial for European identity in the coming 
years. The first reason is the indisputable and overwhelming importance 
of American military and political power in the years ahead for the rest 
of the world, including Europe. The second is that America is a model 
for a lifestyle that in many important areas presents an alternative to 
the European way of life. It takes no interplanetary explanation for this, 
as some have tried (Europeans are from Venus, Americans are from 
Mars, see Kagan 2003). It is enough to point out that the United States, 
because of its experience as an immigrant nation, has developed a way 
to look at the rest of the world in line with how mature they are to adopt 
a particular political and economic order (democracy and capitalism) 
as well as particular social order (”the American way of life”) (Forsberg 
2009). The debate about how ”the West” will drive state construction to 
the ”rest” is among other things a debate about identity politics role in 
this confrontation between liberal imperialistic American program and 
other different political projects, among them European (Leira 2008; 
Nexon and Wright 2006). European identity will be put to the test in 
the coming years, not least because of the pressure from the American 
liberal imperialistic project. 

In the aftermath of 9/11, Islam and Muslims have become an 
increasingly important factor for the Western, American and European 
identities. There is a particularly important and historically charged 
relationship between Islam and Europe that can serve as a barometer 
of European benevolence towards the Muslim world and Europe’s 
willingness to leave behind a historical heritage of hate and the ability 
to show closure to pluralism. This is the question of Turkish EU 
membership. Turkey has been waiting for a chance for almost 40 years. 
Already, millions of Turks live and work in Europe. Most important of 
all, Turkey has carried out fundamental political and social adjustments 
in order to become a member. Important twists remain. It was also the 
case with the eastern enlargement. Turkey would for example get a lot 
closer to the membership if the country admits attacks on Armenians 
around 1915. Even if the arguments can vary and have religious or other 
nature, no one should make that type of arguments against membership 
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like in the previous case. Turkish membership would send a much 
needed signal to the rest of Europe’s neighbors - and among them we 
can find countries with young, large and growing populations such as 
Egypt - it would mean that they engage themselves in thinking about 
relations to Europe in their own home. 

Tangled in the European identity, we find a number of other identities, 
each with its constitutive other, each with its own dynamics, and each with 
its potential to affect European identity. Who we are depends on what is 
on the outer side of us, and it is not easy to draw the boundary between 
inside and outside. Identity is an open project. When we, and particularly 
the politicians among us, weave Europe’s textile, it is crucial that we let the 
thread pieces hang freely. Collective identities do not stand still in front 
of the camera. They are always unfinished, in terms of contents as well as 
the social and geographic range. Therefore, Europeans should be open 
to those who seek our companionship, and compensate for the broader 
challenges that are being created by a larger and more multifaceted 
union, by continuing to strengthen Europe’s common institutions as 
the enterprise grows, just as we have done at each enlargement of the 
Union so far. Since the concept’s birth, steppes have been Europe’s most 
important constitutive outside. However, steppes have also been our 
own place of origin. Literally speaking, people who lived in what we 
now call Europe interacted with people that came from the steppes for 
thousands of years. Our eastern neighbors may seem like strangers, but 
they are close strangers. 
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In the Bermuda Triangle? 
The European Union’s Enlargement Policy, 
Common Foreign and Security Policy and 
Unfinished States in the Western Balkans

Abstract

Twenty years of the European Union’s (EU) action as a strategic actor in 
the process of political and economic reforms of former communist countries 
has created enough experience based on which it is possible to thoroughly 
analyse the influence that the European integration has had on the success of 
transformation of these countries. In a self-imposing comparison, the process 
of European integration of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) countries can 
be evaluated as much more successful than it is the case with the Western 
Balkan countries. Such course of events can only be explained by an overall 
consideration of all the factors having a decisive influence on the relationship 
between the EU and the Western Balkan countries. This paper implies that 
the concept of Europeanization based on the external incentive is not enough 
to explain such a course of the European integration process of the Western 
Balkan countries. Another important factor is the EU Common Foreign and 
Security Policy (CFSP) action that contributed not only to the spreading of 
phenomenon of unfinished countries in the Western Balkans but also to the 
decreased efficiency of the instruments of enlargement policy itself. 

Key words: European Union, Western Balkans, enlargement, Common 
Foreign and Security Policy, unfinished states, normative power.

Introduction 

It is often said that enlargement policy is the most successfull foreign 
policy of the EU. (Schimmelfennig 2008: 918; Noutcheva 2008: 29; 
Vachudova 2006: 8). Unambiguous success of the EU’s Enlargement 
policy and action in influencing transitions of Central and Eastern 
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Europe (CEE) countries has encouraged studies of the EU transformative 
power in relation to the candidate countries and its impact on their 
political and economic reforms during the accession process (Grabbe 
2006) as well as mechanism of ’Europeanisation’, or influence that the 
EU has on domestic structures of the candidate countries and their 
reasons for fulfilling the conditions set by the EU. (Schimmelfennig 
and Sedelmeier 2004: 661-679; Schimmelfennig 2005; Grabbe 2006; 
Vachudova 2006). The Stabilisation and Association Process, as a 
dominant EU political framework for the Western Balkan region, has 
fostered high expectations regarding changes that it will eventually 
lead to, and these high expectations partly come out of the prevoius 
success of the EU transformative power in the post-communist 
countries (Elbasani 2008). Why has the Stabilisation and Association 
Process not justified such high expectations? The main thesis of this 
paper explains that it was influenced by three factors: slower process 
of transformation of the Western Balkan countries themselves, 
complexity of the association process and contradictory action of the 
EU’s CFSP in the Western Balkans. The influence of the third factor 
has been especially neglected during consideration of the Stabilisation 
and Association Process, therefore this paper aims to point out the 
aspects of the EU action in the Western Balkans needing to be further 
explored. The paper is divided into three sections. The first section is 
dedicated to the prevailing standpoints of what the reasons are for the 
slow association/accession of the Western Balkan countries to the EU, 
the second section implies the complex role that the EU’s CFSP has 
in unfinished states of the Western Balkans, while the third section is 
dedicated to consideration of the EU action as a normative power in 
the Western Balkans.

 
The EU Enlargement Policy and the Western Balkans

What went wrong in the Western Balkans? Authors point to a 
number of factors that contributed to slower transformation and 
European integration of the Western Balkan countries. One group of 
factors is linked to the political and economical issues of the Western 
Balkan countries: communist legacy and the lack of breakup with the 
communist past, fragile institutions, especially weak judicial system 
and insufficiently strong fight against corruption and organized crime, 
issues of the post conflict societies, problems in cooperation with the 
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) 
in The Hague, the phenomenon of weak states (Petrovic 2009: 39-
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58; Vachudova 2006; Mungiu-Pippidi et al. 2007). There is a spread 
phenomenon of partial reforms implemention in the Western Balkans, 
which creates conditions for one group of people to profit as a net-
winner. In a situation like that, „instead of forming a consitutency 
in support of advancing reforms, the short-term winners have often 
sought to stall the economy in a partial reform equilibrium that 
generates concentrated rents for themselves, while imposing high costs 
on the rest of society“ (Hellman 1998: 205). Also, the reforms in these 
countries are characterised by the fact that in them the EU is faced with 
„unwilling reformers and obstructed transitions“, pointed out are also 
structural socioeconomic obstacles, political-culture legacies, as well as 
lack of political will (Mungiu-Pippidi et al. 2007: 5, 13).

Despite the slower transformation, authors suggest that „with only the 
partial exception of FYR Macedonia in regard to its political stability, all 
the countries in the region succeeded in significantly accelerating their 
post-communist political and economic transformation in a relatively 
short period of time, and „... intensification of the EU’s presence in the 
Western Balkans, most notably its conditioned technical and financial 
assistance for reforms, has produced strong and rapid effects as elsewhere 
in post-communist Eastern Europe“ (Petrovic 2009: 43, 44). In terms 
of economic and political reforms, the Western Balkan countries do 
not fall much behind Bulgaria or Romania which are the EU member 
states (Mungiu-Pippidi et al. 2007: 57). Milada Vachudova pointed 
out that the EU has, as ’gravitational force’ significantly influenced 
strengthening the liberal forces in the post-communist countries in 
the Western Balkans by four mechanisms: creating the focal point for 
cooperation, providing incentives for adapting, using conditionality, 
and serving as a credible commitment for reform (Vachudova 2006).

The second group of factors that influenced slowing down the 
process of European integration of the Western Balkans results from 
changes in the very Enlargement policy of the EU: enlargement fatigue, 
and related to that the reactualized concept of absorption capacity, more 
rigid control of not only the adoption but also the application of the 
acquis, as well as the increased number of chapters during accession 
negotiations (Petrovic 2010). Even though there is no formal change of 
the very criteria, the lessons learnt led to the more strict interpretation of 
both the existing and the new instruments of implementation control, 
as for example the more strict control of fight against corruption after 
the membership admittance of Bulgaria and Romania. Although these 
elements to a certain extent make the process complex, and although 
the warnings such as „the EU has to be consistent, coherent and 
credible in the demands that it makes“ (Grabbe 2010) are justified, it 
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is undoubted that the EU implements a consistent approach when it 
comes to conditionality of the process of democratization and economic 
reforms in the candidate countries (Schimmelfennig 2008). In that 
respect, there is a normative consistency to conditionality as part of 
the EU’s Enlargement policy. In accordance with the conditionality and 
Europeanization model based on the external incentives, „the success 
of political conditionality depends on (i) the conditional offer of EU 
membership to the target government; (ii) the normative consistency 
of the EU’s enlargement decisions; and (iii) low political compliance 
costs of the target government“ (ibid: 921). Although conditionality 
represents an unequal relationship, and comprises also „imposition, 
pressure, control, and, partly, threats“ (Anastasakis 2008: 366), the 
policy of conditionality was successfull in CEE countries as the EU 
consistently insisted on implementation of the same standards that 
are being fullfilled by the EU member states themselves (Lerch and 
Schwellnus 2006: 304-321).1

However, progress in the process of political and economic transition 
is not enough for fullfillment of the EU conditions. Things are different 
when it comes to the issues of sovereignity and territorial integrity of 
the potential candidates. Frank Schimmelfennig believes that the main 
reasons for problems in the Enlargement policy in the Western Balkans 
are not changes of the Enlargement policy itself, but also the legacy of 
ethnic conflicts on the territory of former Yugoslavia and the associated 
factors such as the cooperation with the International Criminal Tribunal 
for the former Yugoslavia in The Hague, relations between ethnic 
groups in BiH and the status of Kosovo (Schimmelfennig 2008: 920). If 
we exclude the cooperation with the Tribunal in The Hague, which has 
been consistently implemented as the criteria of Enlargement policy 
in the Western Balkans from the begining, the course of events in BiH 
and Kosovo is linked to the issues of sovereignity and constitutional 
structure, areas in which the conditionality and Europeanization model 
based on the external incentives is not sufficient. The issue of national 
identity could be added to this: „Explanations of non-compliance to 
political membership criteria focusing on political adaptation costs 
are short-sighted and need to be complemented by national identity 
as a prior causal factor“ (Freyburg and Richter 2010: 263-281), which 
the case of Macedonia and the twenty-year long dispute over its name 
confirms. On the other side, the examples of Montenegro and Kosovo 
show that the primary goal of the political leaders in the Western Balkans 

1 There are different opinions regarding this issue. See, for example, conditionality of 
minority rights protection in CEE countries although the EU itself does not have a 
unique standard regarding this issue. However, this issue is an exception. 
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was not always the EU membership but gaining independance. At the 
same time, the Western Balkans, as a post-conflict and unstable region, 
is under the influence of the EU’s CFSP . From a formal point of view, 
Enlargement policy, even though with more strict implementation 
instruments, has not changed, but what’s different in the case of the 
Western Balkans compared to the CEE countries is a considerably 
higher influence of the CFSP on the course of events in the region and 
the direct influence it had on the Enlargement policy. In that respect, 
the Western Balkans is a unique example of the EU’s action in its 
more recent history and cannot be compared to the previous stages of 
enlargement. 

The EU Common Foreign and Security Policy and Unfinished 
States in the Western Balkans

Being predominantly multinethnic states, most of the Western 
Balkan countries are faced with the relationship issues between their 
national communities, the issues that used to bring, or rather bring 
into question the constitutional structures of these countries. Unlike 
the previous enlargements (with an exemption of Ciprus to some 
extent, where the EU Enlargement policy has proven inefficient as a 
tool for solving the issues of soveregnity and terrirtorial integrity of the 
candidate countries (Diez and Pace 2007: 10)2), at the very begining of 
the Stabilization and Association Process the EU acted as a mediator, 
monitor and ocassionally an arbiter in the process that changes the 
constitutional organization of the existing and leads to the creation of 
the new states. But it carried it out through its CFSP, often bringing the 
Enlargement policy into the second-grade position and presenting it 
with an already accomplished act. So the first country of the Western 
Balkans that signed the Stabilisation and Association Agreement 
(SAA) in 2001 was Macedonia, which nowhere near fullfilled the 
conditions for the signing of this agreement, but it was awarded for 
its agreement to international (and the EU) mediation in granting a 
wide territorial and functional autonomy as a response to the armed 
rebellion of the Albanian minority (Petrovic 2009). Paradoxically, 
the stopped civil war in Macedonia did not lead to full political 
stabilisation nor to the improvement of the democratisation process – 
unlike other Western Balkan countries, Macedonia marks stagnation 

2 So Thomas Diez suggests that „... while there have been many changes in conflict 
behaviour, there has also not been a transformation to the extent that one could see EU 
engagement in present circumstances as successful.“
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in terms of democratisation process in 1999-2008 period (Petrovic 
2009: 49; Anastasakis 2008: 365-377; Bechev 2004). When Macedonia 
submitted candidacy for EU membership, in March 2004, it was the 
first time that the candidacy had been submitted by a country with 
the EU police mission (the Proxima mission which took over from 
Concordia) in its own territory (Bechev 2004). Macedonia experiences 
recurrent spates of violence, raising concerns among domestic and 
international commentators about the possibility of renewed fighting 
(Belloni 2009: 330), and ten years after the Ohrid Agreement, it is still 
seen as controversial by the Macedonian majority, and the political 
movements ocassionally lead to the strengthening of revisionist stands 
towards the Agreement (Matovski 2008).

Temptations that the Western Balkans represents for the EU’s CFSP 
last from the beginning of the 1990s, when numerous efforts made 
by the EU to prevent the wars in the former Yugoslavia were often 
ambivalent and confusing, and on many occassions led to complete 
turnaround in the politics of the EU itself (Petrovic 2009). In the case 
of the former Yugoslavia, the EU made a complete change within less 
than a year: from giving strong support to the Yugoslavian state at the 
beginning of 1991 to recognizing the independence of Slovenia and 
Croatia at the end of the same year. The complete turnaround was 
also made in the case of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia: from the 
EU mediation in 2002 in defining the new constitutional structure of 
the two-membered federation of Serbia and Montenegro and giving 
warranties that this redefining would not slow down the country’s 
progress in the process of European integration, to mediating the 
establishment of conditions and monitoring the process of secession of 
Montenegro four years later (Noutcheva 2007). In the case of Kosovo, 
opinions are different whether the EU has made the turnaround in its 
politics, or it axcepted the independance of Kosovo from the beginning 
as an unavoidable solution (Ker-Lindsay 2009: 141-156; Sahin 2009: 
235-255). All in all, after twenty years, the issues of creation of the new 
states in the Western Balkans have not been solved. 

If we define a finished state as the one that has been internationally 
recognized, functional and territorially undisputed by other states, there 
are at least three disputed cases in the Western Balkans according to 
such criteria: BiH (internationally recognized, territorially undisputed, 
nonfunctional), Serbia, which has been brought in the position of the 
unfinished state by those EU member countries which recognized 
Kosovo (internationally recognized, functional, territorially disputed) 
and Kosovo (partly internationally recognized, nonfunctional, 
territorially disputed). On the other side, „Brussels asserts that it 
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is only possible for the EU to enter contractual relationships with 
sovereign states that can present themselves as clearly defined 
negotiating partners, with a single voice“ (Massari 2005: 261). Exactly 
by its nonfunctionality did the constitutional blockade of the Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia become a subject of the EU’s security interest, 
but despite EU mediation in defining the new constitutional structure, 
EU association policy conditioned SAA negotiations by internal 
harmonisation that would never be successfull. Then the EU intensively 
worked on setting up standards for holding a referendum the results 
of which would be acceptable by the political parties in Montenegro 
and the international community as well, and immediately after the 
referendum it invited its member states to recognize this country. 
Contradiction between the security policy of the EU (which in 2002 
estimated that the independance of Montenegro would be too early, 
taking into consideration its internal instability and the possible effect 
on Kosovo, which only led to the preparation of the right moment) 
and the association/Enlargement policy which requested functionality, 
brought to a four-year long sabotaging of redefining the constitutional 
system of the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro. The association/
Enlargement policy conditions were not effective as it was obvious that 
the EU’s strategic action was motivated by its own estimations of security 
considerations, and Montenegro knew they were only postponing its 
independance (Massari 2005; Noutcheva 2007). On the contrary to 
this case, in BiH the policy of strengtheing central institutions was 
implemented as a necessary precondition for this country’s accession to 
the EU. Functionality of one country is certainly a normative condition 
for the EU association/accession, however imposition of certain 
institutional (even less constitutional) solutions in BiH does not have 
normative justification considering that the EU itself is a set of various 
national structures, from centralised, like the French, to the extremely 
decentralised, like the Belgium structure (Anastasakis 2008: 366-368; 
Noutcheva 2007; Bieber 2010). In that context, „EU’s unclear and 
wavering strategy towards“ BiH can be noted (Bieber 2010: 1). The EU 
poses itself ambivalently towards constitutional reforms, „supporting 
(although not whole-heartedly) the first US-led efforts that failed in 
April 2006 and then subsequently stating that constitutional changes 
are not a requirement, but are necessary“ (Bieber 2010: 2). Despite the 
European Commission’s  position that it „will not negotiate an SAA 
with Lord Paddy Ashdown“ (Vachudova 2006: 27), the EU signed the 
SAA with BiH in June 2008.  

How does the Enlargement policy function in such circumstances? 
The EU policy towards the Western Balkan countries is based on the 
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same (the right one?) main presumption that was prevalent in the case of 
the CEE countries - namely, that the perspective of the EU membership 
is the most important incentive for political and economic changes. „By 
the late 1990s, however, enlargement and foreign policy had become 
closely interwined as it became clear that EU’s leverage on aspiring 
members was the most powerful and successful aspect of EU’s emerging 
foreign policy. Recognizing this, EU leaders made the prospect of EU 
membership the cornerstone of EU’s foreign policy toward the Western 
Balkans“ (Vachudova 2006: 8). The EU strategy was based, in addition to 
the political conditions concerning functionality of the Western Balkan 
countries, the cooperation with the ICTY and the reginal cooperation, 
on the application of the EU transformative action or Europeanization 
model, the centre of which is the perspective of membership, the same 
model that was applied in the CEE countries.

However, it turned out that this powerful incentive was not sufficient 
to prevent the creation of new countries in the Western Balkans. The main 
presumption of the EU’s Enlargement policy proved to be unjustified 
in collision with aspirations for creation of new countries. In all the 
processes in the Western Balkans, the CFSP  has played an important, 
although not a decisive role. It is exactly for the important role the EU 
had that the process of association/accession of these countries cannot be 
analysed without taking into consideration the EU action through both 
its policies. The EU action in the Western Balkans is also characterised 
by the fact that it „forces the implementation of a particular statehood 
solution by the use of its conditionality criteria for association and 
accession“ (Petrovic 2009: 40). Thus the complex influence of the EU led 
to the gradual changes in the nature of conditionality, changes with both 
contradictions and risks in them. Othon Anastasakis implies that the 
EU a) is adding new political conditions and criteria (by strengthening 
conditionality for every step in the early stages of the association process 
– such as feasibility study, the start of negotiating the SAA, the initialling 
of the SAA, the signing of the SAA, etc.), giving more attention to ’the 
journey’ than the accession as the goal, affecting the credibility of the 
strategy; b) through its conditions the EU blends together normative, 
functional and real political demands, which makes its intentions less 
clear; c) in some cases it carried out strict assessment of fullfillment 
of the standards, while in other cases it relaxes the criteria to avoid 
security risks, thus having an influence on the consistency of the process 
(Anastasakis 2008: 366-368).

Very often security reasons that have an influence on the selection 
of criteria and the course of conditionality dominate. The influence 
of security interests on the Enlargement policy is no new – let’s give 
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only a few examples: interests of  geopolitical stabilisation of the region 
(but also keeping the balance of powers within the EU itself after the 
reunification of Germany) had an influence on forming the policy 
towards the CEE countries after the fall of the Berlin wall, and the 
decision to start accession negotiation with Bulgaria and Romania 
was a reward for their support to the NATO intervention in Kosovo 
(Sedelmeier 2005). One of the reasons for the lower success of the 
Stabilisation and Association Process in the Western Balkans region 
lies in the „EU’s dual objectives in the region - first stability and then 
integration“ (Elbasani 2008: 299). It is undoubted that the European 
integration of the Western Balkans can significantly contribute to 
the stabilisation of the region. However, there is a problem here – 
what does the term stability mean to whom, which leads not only to 
different, but also to directly opposite goals. For the EU, stability could 
mean everything that prevents influx of refugees or increased illegal 
trade at its borders (ibid: 301), while for the Western Balkan countries 
it may bring into question their territorial integrity, such as it is the 
case of Kosovo for Serbia, for example. The EU’s striving to accomplish 
security goals in the region, by achieveing stability beyond anything 
else, had an impact on creation of two new countries (Montenegro and 
Kosovo). The EU’s role in the making of new countries produces the 
new conditions for the region - so in the case of Serbia there is already de 
facto (although the EU institutions do not formally say it) the additional 
condition that it should „normalise“ relations with Kosovo before the 
accession to the EU, through gradual silent recognition, until the most 
likely demand that a legal framework for the solution of this problem 
is found in the final stage of the accession negotiations. This condition 
will become more evident now that Serbia has fullfilled the condition 
of full cooperation with the ICTY (the two last indictees Ratko Mladic 
and Goran Hadzic were arrested in May and July 2011). 

Although the importance of the EU’s security interests for the 
Enlargement policy is not new, what is different in the case of the 
Western Balkans is the fact that the EU has been involved, much more 
than in the previous enlargements, in the internal political process of the 
potential candidate countries (the declaration of Kosovo independance, 
inernal reconcilliation and institutional reorganization in BiH, political 
cooperation of the national communities in Macedonia), and very often 
EU itself is responsible to ensure security and the rule of law in these 
territories (Macedonia, Kosovo, BiH). In such circumstances, one of 
the limitations of the EU’s integration strategy is even more expressed, 
resulting from its internal divisions, both between the member states 
and between the EU institutions (Belloni 2009; Rupnik 2009), or „the 
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parallel existence of supranational external relations, intergovernmental 
Common Foreign and Security Policy, and independent national 
foreign policies of member states“ (Lerch and Schwellnus 2006: 305). 
However, one of the key lever of consistency of the EU’s Enlargement 
policy and transformative capacity „lies in its potential for minimising 
differences likely to be exploited by local players in the region“ (Belloni 
2009: 325). Exactly the opposite has proven to be the case in the EU 
member countries action regarding Kosovo. 

The EU uses conditionality policy also to influence the election results, 
as the example of the last elections in Serbia shows, when the decision 
to initialise visa liberalization negotiations was made three days before 
the presidential elections at the beginning of 2008, which helped the 
pro-European candidate Boris Tadic to win the elections. Then, in April 
of the same year, in order to influence the results of the parliamentary 
elections after the declaration of independance of Kosovo and its fast 
recognition by some member states, the EU agreed to sign the SAA with 
Serbia, even though Serbia had not fullfilled the condition of the full 
cooperation with the ICTY (Anastasakis 2008: 374). Surely, in the EU 
itself, providing mutual political support between the member states 
governments is not rare (Wallace 2002: 325-344), but in the Western 
Balkans we are witnessing an overall influence: from influencing the 
results of electorial process, political and economical reforms, to the 
issues of statehood, sovereignity and territorial integrity. Dimitar 
Bechev describes this complex role of the EU in the Western Balkans in 
the following manner: „On one hand, the EU’s in charge of preventing 
conflict and stabilising, if not building up from scratch, the ethnically 
divided and politically volatile states and territories in the region. It 
facilitates peace agreements and imposes consitutional charters, run 
cities, directly administers economies, dispatches peacekeepers and 
police officers. On the other, the Union drives forward its pre-accession 
agenda centered on wholesale implementation of legal and regulatory 
framework in functional areas such as trade, fiscal governance, consumer 
protection, competition, and the like“ (Bechev 2004: 2). Let’s also add 
the EU’s role as a mediator and facilitator in the making of electorial 
alliances, such as, in addition to the already mentioned case of Serbia, 
the case of the Office of the High Representative action in creation of 
The Alliance for change in BiH (Vachudova 2006: 27).

However, the foundation of the EU’s transformative influence on the 
candidate countries is the fact that the EU requests the implementation 
of same principles and norms that it applies itself. The question in 
the case of the unfinished Western Balkans states is whether the EU’s 
action is driven by spreading of its norms and universal values, or by 
accomplishing its own security interests in the region. 
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EU – a Normative Power in the Western Balkans?

Such complex action of the EU’s CFSP in the Western Balkans refers 
to the importance of the question of what the nature of its action is in the 
international relations, the question that has been actual from the very 
formation of this policy. In the recent years, the EU has been increasingly 
described not only as a civil and soft power, but the normative power 
as well (Manners 2002: 235-258; Manners 2006: 182-199; Sjursen 
2006: 169-181), as a foreign policy actor which – whether for beliefs 
or because it has no power to act differently – aims to shape, embed 
and spread the rules and values in the international relations without 
using tools of force, most frequently through contractual relationships 
that it makes with third parties. The EU, as „a post-national normative 
power for the twenty- first century“ (Manners 2006: 182), unlike the 
states, represents its foreign policy not as a policy that is based on the 
balance of powers and the logic of the ’zero sum’ game, but the one that 
acts believing that the cooperation and the strengthening of the third 
countries are the best ways to accomplish the interests of the EU itself 
(Tocci 2008a).

This concept has been critised as an expression of a liberal-idealistic 
view of the EU as the new and uniqely benign actor in international 
relations. Thomas Diez suggests that it represents „a discursive 
construction rather than an objective fact, and that the ’power of 
normative power Europe’ rests in the identity it provides for the EU and 
the changes it imposes on others, partly through its hegemonic status“ 
(Diez and Pace 2007). Adrian Hyde-Price believes that the EU does not 
act as a normative power, but that it „serves as an instrument of collective 
hegemony, shaping its external milieu through using power in a variety 
of forms: political partnership or ostracism; economic carrots and stics; 
the promise of membership or the threat of exclusion“, and that it acts as 
a ’civilisational power’ only in the sense that its most powerful member 
countries use it in order to impose their common values and norms on 
the post-communist East (Hyde-Price 2006: 217-234).

Despite criticisms, the EU sees itself as the normative power. „The 
constitution of the EU as a political entity has largely occured as an elite-
driven, treaty based, legal order. For this reason its constitutional norms 
represent crucial constitutive factors determining its international 
identity“ (Manners 2002: 241). Wide normative basis of the EU for 
the past 50 years has been developed through many declarations, 
agreements, policies, criteria and conditions (ibid: 242). The Lisbon 
Treaty determines also that „the Union’s action on the international 
scene shall be guided by the principles which have inspired its own 
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creation, development and enlargement, and which it seeks to advance 
in the wider world: democracy, the rule of law, the universality and 
indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for 
human dignity, the principles of equality and solidarity, and respect for 
the principles of the United Nations Charter and international law“.3 As 
highlighted by Ian Manners, who developed the concept of the EU as 
a normative power, confirmation and development of its own norms is 
what empowers the European Union to represent and legitimize itself 
as something more that just a sum of its constitutional parts, and the 
concept of normative power suggests not only that the EU was built on 
the normative foundation, but also that it predispones itself to act in a 
normative manner in the world politics (ibid: 244, 252).

In her analyses of the EU action as a normative actor, Nathalie 
Tocci suggests that, although the term normative can be a matter of 
subjective interpretation in which every stronger actor would influence 
determination and formation of ’the norm’ in international relations, it 
can be avoided by being subjected to a set of standards that is generally 
acceptable and legitimate to the largest possible extent. She qualifies 
them as normative goals, normative means and normative result/
impact. Different combinations of the first two mentioned variables 
(beside all the complexity of their determination in each particular 
case) lead to different types of foreign policy: normative, realpolitik, 
imperial and the status quo type. Normative type of foreign policy is 
characteristic by its normative goals and normative means. This type 
justifies its action in the foreign policy by the goals directed towards 
strengthenning international law and institutions and it promotes 
the rights and obligations determined by the international law. The 
opposite type is the realpolitik (non-normative goals, non-normative 
means) with the aim to possess (territories, decisive influence, or 
anything else it values and competes with others in possessing/sharing 
that value), and it fullfills this goal using all available means (including 
the means of coercion), regardless of the internal or international legal 
obligations. The imperial type of foreign policy claims that it follows 
normative goals, but in the way that does not engage itself (normative 
goals, non-normative means). Instead of obeying the international law 
and multilateral legal frameworks, this type uses whatever means are 
available to impose its norms, even if it means breaking the international 
law. Such foreign policy is breaking the existing rules, it prevents 
adoption of new or imposes making of those rules that would best serve 
its interests. And, finally, it is possible to profile the status quo type of 

3 Treaty of Lisbon, Title V, Article 21.
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policy. In this case goals are non-normative in as much that the actor 
does not strive to improve the international law and institutions, but it 
respects the existing, therefore using the normative means. As far as the 
results are concerned, they can be expected or unexpected. The expected 
result is the one reflecting the goal, regardless of whether the goal was 
normative or not, while in the case of the unexpected, an international 
actor could pursue normative goals through normatively deployed 
means, yet it may fail to achieve a normative impact (Tocci 2008a). 

Implementation of this criteria in practice has shown that EU 
foreign policy, despite normative self-determination, in different 
parts of the world and in different periods of time had „dramatically 
different forms“ (Tocci 2008b: 25). The analysis carried out by Gergana 
Noutcheva shows that the Enlargement policy in 1989-2007 period 
was normative in all its elements (Noutcheva 2008a). The basis of the 
Enlargement policy in that period was made of the normative goals 
of democratisation and economic modernisation through anchoring 
post-communist countries of the Central and Eastern Europe into 
the Western model of political pluralism and economic liberalism, 
successfully accomplishing normative results. In the Western Balkans 
region the situation is different, which in the analysis according to 
the same model shows the example of Kosovo (Noutcheva 2008b). 
Complex EU involvement in the case of Kosovo aimed to peacefully 
determine its final status through reaching the permanent solution. 
Despite declarative normative goals, the international action, part of 
which the EU was, in the case of Kosovo deviated from the international 
legal norms and multilateral frameworks. Many EU member states 
had already supported or even participated in the NATO bombing 
of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in 1999, without the United 
Nation Security Council’s approval. The EU silently participated in a 
gradual process of legitimisation of independance as the process results 
(ibid: 49), and it was preparing the launch of operation in Kosovo 
within the EU CFSP, without the explicit UN authorisation, broadely 
interpreting the UN Resolution 1244. Finally, many EU member 
states recognised Kosovo, although the EU has formally declared its 
position as status neutral. The fact that not even the advisory opinion 
of the International Tribunal in The Hague regarding the declaration of 
Kosovo independance cannot give internationally legal legitimacy to 
this process, is shown by the EU, but also the USA and other countries 
that recognized Kosovo, insisting on Kosovo as sui generis case which 
cannot be applied as a rule. Declaring the alleged uniqueness of the 
Kosovo case, the EU demonstrate selective application of the new 
„rules“. The EU in the case of Kosovo used the means that were not 
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in accordance with its proclaimed normative goals of support to the 
international legal system. In this context, the impact of its foreign 
policy is imperial or hegemonist. Imperial actor may fail to achieve 
normative impact given that, while having the capability and resolve 
to pursue normative goals, its breaking of the law sets a strong model 
and precendent for other international players, which impedes the 
achievement of an overall normative impact (Tocci 2008a). Despite the 
fact that „it was in this region that the EU’s credibility as a foreign policy 
actor was most clearly at stake“ (Vachudova 2006: 8), the EU continues 
to make mistakes. The mistake with the role that the EU accepted to 
play in the case of Kosovo is bigger by the fact that, as a community 
that is based on the rule of law, it erodes the legal norm in the territory 
of the potential membership candidate, and at the same time, through 
the process of enlargement, it requires from the candidate to fullfill the 
legal norms set by the EU. Such action of the EU is just the continuation 
of the inconsistent foreign policy to which the Western Balkans has 
been a great temptation for two decades. 

Conclusion

If we take that „political accession conditionality is based on a 
credible and normatively consistent commitment to rewarding the 
democratic consolidation of European  countries with EU membership“ 
(Schimmelfennig 2008: 932) as a criteria, the EU Enlargement policy 
has not changed. This policy in the Western Balkans nowadays has, 
however, been burdened with factors that are direct consequence of EU’s 
CFSP action. This „loaded agenda of both stabilization and association 
coupled with a weaker promise of membership can arguably erode 
the power of enlargement conditionality in the region (Elbasani 2008: 
294). From the beginning of implementation of the Stabilisation and 
Association Policy, the two new states have been created in the Western 
Balkans, new borders, even a new language (the case of Montenegro), 
while at the same time the centralisation in BiH was insisted on. The 
paradox of the EU action in the Western Balkans is that it had the role 
in creation of the new states (at least the role of setting up standards 
for gaining independance and monitoring the process) although one of 
the key advantages of the European integration supposedely is that „the 
answer to the problem of borders is not to redraw them, but to make 
them increasingly irrelevant by recognizing allegiances to overlapping 
polities and thus de-politicizing the significance of (hard) borders“ 
(Belloni 2009: 324). Just the opposite is happening in the Western 
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Balkans, in the Enlargement process. For the first time in its history the 
EU directly participates in formation of its, as it says, potential member 
country, in the territory of the potential member country. All of this 
has led to general confusion: who is recognizing whom and within 
what borders in the Western Balkans? Following more that ten years of 
action of both the accession/Enlargement policy and the CFSP in the 
Western Balkans, problems have not been solved at all, the number of 
unfinished states in this region has been increased, and the number of 
protectorates has not been decreased. 

The EU action in the Western Balkans is lacking a strong normative 
justification, which certainly impacts the lower level of accepting the 
conditionality. To a great extent, conditionality in the Western Balkans has 
been accepted as a consequence of the EU’s strategic influence more than 
as accepting a legitimate norm in the process of accession/association, 
threfore this acceptance is more prone to change. The conditionality 
policy implemented by the EU in the cases of the State Union of Serbia 
and Montenegro, BiH and Kosovo, was based on its strategic interests, 
first of all security interests, and not on the normative principles or 
moral reasons (Noutcheva 2007). Such an appoach compromised the 
legitimity of the EU requirements relative to the actors in the Western 
Balkans. The same actor in the same region cannot implement double 
policy without consequences. Under such conditions, the political 
conditions (which are formally derived from the enlargement policy) 
are sometimes, due to the inconsistency of the EU, seen as illegitimate 
for a reason. The conditions will be more effective if seen as legitimate, 
and in order to be seen like that they need to be based on clearly defined 
rules that apply to all the member states. 

Instead of the normative Enlargement policy, the EU implements 
the policy of precedents though the influence of its CFSP (signing the 
SAA with Macedonia, unconsistent application of the agreement on the 
State Union of Serbia and Montenegro, the case of Kosovo). While in 
the enlargement to the CEEC the EU consistently insisted on standards 
which it applies itself, in the Western Balkans, in the case of Kosovo, for 
instance, the EU participates in making the precedent that the member 
countries would never implement in their own territories. In addition 
to that, in the process of accession/associaion the EU implements not 
the institution building, but the member state and nation building, 
which brings to the confusion of its roles: from the actor that influences 
the process of economic and political reforms by conditionality, the EU 
becomes the protector that has to evaluate its own success in the making 
of functional states. When all of this is accompanied by the problems 
of the EU such as absorption capacity, enlargement fatigue, impact of 
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the world economic crisis and its devastating consequences for some 
of the EU member countries and stability of the euro-zone, the case of 
Turkey and exit option contained in the EU’s Negotiating Framework 
for accession negotiations4 which represents a certain formalization 
of the candidacy and negotiation game without realistic membership 
perspective, the European future of the Western Balkan countries (with 
the exeption of Croatia) does not look bright. 
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Abstract

The European Territorial Cooperation forms fulfil an increasingly 
significant role along the internal and external border of the European Union, 
and during the process of sub-national integration these models gain more and 
more importance concerning the development policy, the cohesion policy and 
the neighbourhood policy of the European Union. In this study I analyse the 
position and opportunities of Serbia on how to join the European cohesion 
process. The development and strengthening of the competencies of the local 
and regional authorities, especially in external relations, started only recently 
with the process of European integration and the evolution of the regions. For 
the sake of the proper contents and the effectiveness of national and cross-
border cooperation schemes, the cooperation between institutions and local 
municipalities need to be strengthened both at local, regional, Euro-regional 
and international levels, also including the extension of the partner contacts 
ranging from settlements up to regions. I focus on the European Danube 
Region Strategy from the aspect of Serbia’s contribution. In terms of institutional 
development the creation of a Danube macro-region calls for partnership and 
high level of cooperation on behalf of participants and stakeholders that stems 
from the acceptance and practical adaptation of the principles of multi-level 
governance and good local governance.

Keywords: European Union, territorial cooperation, territorial cohesion, 
cross-border cooperation, South-East Europe, Danube region, Serbia

Introduction 

Borders are the scars of History (AEBR, 2004. Preamble 3). The 
wide range of problems and opportunities on both sides of borders 
in wider Europe makes cross-border cooperation indispensable. The 
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aim of this study is to comprehensively present one of the key areas of 
the European regional and cohesion policy, namely the pillars of the 
territorial cohesion, including cross-borders and trans-national and 
interregional co-operations, and to provide alternative solutions to 
problems stemming from legal and institutional deficiencies.

The territorial cooperation forms fulfil an increasingly significant 
role along the internal and external border of the European Union, 
and during the process of sub-national integration these models gain 
more and more importance concerning the development policy, the 
cohesion policy and the neighbourhood policy of the European Union. 
This topic is especially current since a process in European integration 
has already started, in the course of which the former governing system 
based on national sovereignty is gradually transformed, while the local 
and regional levels strengthen both their political and decision-making 
powers. 

Firstly, I examine the core competences of different levels of the 
European territorial cohesion, taking into account the perspectives of 
Europeanization (decentralisation and regionalisation) in a heterogenic 
Union. Distinction of competences can be defined on the ground of 
the regulation system, such as difference between the international (the 
Council of Europe), supranational (the European Union), national and 
sub-national (regional and local) levels. 

Hereafter, I analyse the position and opportunities of Serbia on 
how to join the European cohesion process. For the sake of the proper 
contents and the effectiveness of national and cross-border cooperation 
schemes, the cooperation between institutions and local municipalities 
need to be strengthened both at local, regional, Euro-regional and 
international levels, also including the extension of the partner contacts 
ranging from settlements up to regions. The European Union financial 
funds (Instrument of Pre-Accession Assistance, IPA) have significantly 
promoted the establishment of cooperative institutions along the EU 
external borders. 

Finally, I focus on the European Danube Region Strategy from 
the aspect of Serbia’s contribution. Serbia has good location in the 
Danube Basin. The Danube river valley rarely forms a complex region, 
therefore it requires an integrated approach and uniform actions 
(based on a conscious community of interest) despite its international 
and heterogeneous features. In terms of institutional development 
the creation of a Danube macro-region calls for partnership and high 
level of cooperation on behalf of participants and stakeholders that 
stems from the acceptance and practical adaptation of the principles 
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of multi-level governance and good local governance. This process has 
methodological consequences: appropriately applying the „bottom-up” 
approach in addition to involving the EU member-states and the non-
EU Member states concerned. 

2. How to Differentiate Competences

2.1. Apparent Constitutional Frameworks 

Describing the competences of local municipalities, authorities and 
regions one has to define which normative criteria are to be taken into 
account. Generally speaking, legal rules and constitutional guarantees 
have to regulate the tasks, responsibilities of sub-national units in 
governance including relations, commitment towards local population 
and economic and civil sectors within their administrative territory. 
What are the main determinants of the existing diversity in the list of 
these competencies? It is obvious how huge diversity is observed and 
it also remains so. Due to further enlargement further heterogeneity 
is probable in the future instead of formulating a unified picture in 
Europe. 

The development and strengthening of the competencies of the local 
and regional authorities, especially in external relations, started only 
recently with the process of European integration and the evolution of 
the regions. At the same time, the increase of competences of local and 
regional authorities has a natural effect on state sovereignty. This problem 
is solved in different ways by the legal and administrative systems of the 
unitary, decentralised, regionalised and federal states, offering different 
chances of local and regional authorities to take common actions and 
set up and maintain common bodies and institutions. According to the 
Study of the European Union Institute Florence (EUI, 2008, pp. 23-33.) 
concentrating on the structure and operation of institutions, there are 
four types of the state systems: federal, regionalised, decentralised, and 
unitary ones.

Table 1 proves how many states are unitary (12) while local units 
in decentralised states (7) are not necessarily in the possession of 
all entitlements and resources ensuring their smooth trans-border 
cooperation or autonomous actions as public service providers and 
democratic actors. However, up to now, no common legal instruments 
existed that would be valid and appropriate for the whole of Europe 
and for defining the competencies and powers of the local and regional 
authorities.
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Table 1. Constitutional structure of member states

In federal states, there is a constitutional division of power between 
the centre and the constituent units, which cannot be changed 
unilaterally. Regionalised and decentralised states have established an 
intermediate regional level of government. There are several motives 
for this: 

economic development and planning; -
restructuring the welfare state and management of health and social  -
welfare;
historical reasons, as stateless nations or national minorities; -
encouraging administrative modernisation, policy experimentation  -
and innovation; and 
bringing the government closer to the citizens by devolving powers  -
from the centre.
Regionalised and decentralised states come in a variety of forms: -
functional regionalism – limited to one task, usually planning and  -
economic development;
multifunctional regionalism – broader in scope:  -
some regions have legislative power and others are limited to  -
administration, although this distinction is not always clear;
some regions may also have powers of secondary legislation,  -
allowing them to change details of state-wide laws.

Regionalised  Federal  
states states 

Decentralised  
states 

Unitary 
states  

Austria 
Belgium 
Germany 

 
Italy 

Poland 
Slovakia 

Spain 
UK 

 
Hungary 
Lithuania 

Malta 
Netherlands 

Romania 
Slovenia 
Sweden 

 
Bulgaria 
Cyprus 

Czech Republic 
Denmark 
Estonia 
Finland 
France 
Greece 
Ireland 
Latvia 

Luxemburg 
Portugal 
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Unitary states have only administrative self-governments at the 
provincial and local level of government, that have only administrative 
competencies, but there is at least one elected council. 

The overall answer to daily challenges is most frequently provided 
by local and regional governments which create good or bad conditions 
for investments to deliver local and regional services. This question 
may be clarified from two aspects: 

Lack of real political and legal competences at the local and  -
regional level, bad conditions for local and regional service delivery 
(weakness of local and regional governments, strong influence of 
national level).
The financial conditions of the sub-national level are not evaluated.  -
In the context of the new cohesion policy for the period 2007-
2013, the creation of the EU’s legal basis for enhancing territorial 
cooperation in the EU constitutes a major priority for local and 
regional authorities as it brings along added value by helping them 
to overcome practical difficulties cooperation faces at this moment 
in the EU.
The distinction between the nature of legislative, administrative 

and fiscal competences is rather formal, the line is not easy to draw. 
The administrative competences may well include the power to adopt 
general regulations that complement the formal laws. The power of 
local governments to levy taxes is so broad that it is often confused by 
politicians and practitioners with legislative powers. However, political 
competence is the core of local democracy and of local public service 
management, which partly overlaps the management of local self-
government.

2.2. The CoE Normative Frameworks

The European Charter of Local Self-Government, passed by the 
Council of Europe in 1985, defines the constitutional and legal basis 
for the principles of government and arrangement of financial affairs. 
Dismantling barriers to regional and international cooperation and 
strengthening cooperation of local authorities across borders with the 
aim of decentralisation play an important part in the activities of the 
Council of Europe. 

The European Charter of Local Self-Government – the only common 
legal basis in this context for all 27 Member States in the Union – 
commits the Contracting States to applying basic rules guaranteeing the 
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political, administrative and financial independence of local authorities. 
Opened for signature by the Council of Europe member-states on 
October 15 1985, it came into force on 9 September 1988. It provides that 
the principle of local self-government shall be recognised in domestic 
legislation and, where practicable, in the constitution. Local authorities 
are to be elected under universal suffrage. The document defends the 
right of local communities to self-governance by acknowledging it, thus 
creating the basis for self-governance and local democracy. According 
to the Charter the public responsibilities shall generally be exercised, if 
possible, by those authorities closest to the citizens.

Local authorities, acting within the limits of the law, are to be able 
to regulate and manage public affairs under their own responsibility 
in the interests of the local population. Consequently, the Charter 
considers that public responsibilities should preferably be exercised 
by the authorities closest to the citizens, the higher level being turned 
to only when the co-ordination or discharge of duties is impossible or 
less efficient at the level immediately below. To this end, it sets out the 
principles concerning the protection of local authority boundaries, the 
existence of adequate administrative structures and resources for the 
tasks of local authorities, the conditions under which responsibilities at 
local level are exercised, administrative supervision of local authorities’ 
activities, financial resources of local authorities and legal protection of 
local self-government.

The principles of local self-government contained in the Charter 
apply to all the categories of local authorities. Each Contracting State 
undertakes to consider itself bound by at least twenty paragraphs of 
Part I of the Charter, at least ten of which shall be selected from among 
the “hard core”.

This list of common core of competences for all sub-national 
units in the EU27 is really impressive (see Annex). It is to be expected 
(Tóth and Fejes, 2009, pp. 24-31) that the abstract definitions of the 
competencies of local self-governments and territorial authorities, 
such as the regulative power and management of public services, the 
democratic management of a substantial share of public affairs are 
overlapping with the legal basis for the trans-frontier mandate and 
actions. Consequently, without direct constitutional restraint at national 
level, the sub-national units and their representatives can hardly be 
excluded from consultations on decisions or interventions adopting at 
national and European level which are in relation to their:

regulative power; -
management power in local services;  -
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trans-frontier cooperation; or  -
local democratic representation, social cohesion and development.    -
Therefore, due to the CoE law, there is a common minimal 

competence for all sub-national units in each EU27 state which is built 
on responsibilities of councils or assemblies composed of members freely 
elected by secret ballot on the basis of direct, equal, universal suffrage, 
and which may possess executive organs responsible for them.

Trans-border cooperation is a competence of sub-national units, 
well-regulated by the CoE law. However, not all EU Member States are 
Contracting States in it. According to the Madrid Convention, trans-
frontier cooperation means any concerted action designed to reinforce 
and foster neighbourly relations between territorial communities or 
authorities within the jurisdiction of two or more Contracting States 
and the conclusion of any agreement and arrangement necessary 
for this purpose. Trans-frontier cooperation shall take place in the 
framework of territorial communities’ or authorities’ powers as defined 
in domestic law. The expression „territorial communities or authorities” 
means communities, authorities or bodies exercising local and regional 
functions, and are regarded as such under the domestic law of each 
state.

The matters dealt with under trans-frontier consultation shall be 
those arising in the following fields (see Annex): 

urban and regional development;  -
transport and communication (public transport, roads and  -
motorways, joint airports, waterways, seaports, etc.);
energy (power stations, gas, electricity and water supplies); -
nature conservation (places requiring protection, recreation areas,  -
natural parks, etc.);
water conservation (pollution control, plant treatment, etc.); -
protection of the atmosphere (air pollution, noise abatement, noise- -
free zones, etc.);
education, training and research; -
public health (e.g. use of medical facilities in one area by the  -
inhabitants of another);
culture, leisure and sport (theatres, orchestras, sports centres,  -
holiday homes and camps, youth centres, etc.);
mutual assistance in disaster relief (fire, flood, epidemics, air  -
crashes, earthquakes, mountain accidents, etc.);
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tourism (joint projects for the promotion of tourism); -
problems relating to frontier workers (transport facilities, housing,  -
social security, taxation, employment, unemployment, etc.);
economic projects (new industry, etc.); -
miscellaneous projects (refuse disposal plant, sewerage, etc.); -
improvement of the agrarian system; -
social facilities. -
The Madrid Convention, passed by the Council of Europe in 1980, 

plays a compensatory role, in that it defines the concept of cooperation 
across borders and sets out a range of model agreements to enable both 
local and regional authorities as well as states to take part in cross-border 
cooperation in order to reinforce and foster neighbourly relations 
between sub-national communities or authorities and resolve any legal, 
administrative or technical difficulties which might potentially hamper 
the development and smooth running of trans-frontier cooperation. 
Under the Convention, Contracting States undertake to seek ways 
of eliminating obstacles to trans-frontier cooperation and to grant 
authorities engaging in international cooperation the facilities they 
would enjoy in a purely national context.

The Madrid Convention is intended to encourage and facilitate 
the conclusion of cross-border agreements between local and regional 
authorities within the scope of their respective powers. Such agreements 
may cover regional development, environmental protection, the 
improvement of public services, etc., and may include the setting up of 
trans-frontier associations or consortia of local authorities. According to 
the Convention the matters dealt with under trans-frontier consultation 
shall be related to frontier workers (transport facilities, housing, social 
security, taxation, employment, unemployment, etc.).

The Convention only encourages the Contracting States to aid, 
facilitate and support the cooperation initiatives of settlements and 
regions across borders, but does not yet acknowledge the right of self-
governments to sign agreements. To this end, the Convention has 
been modified several times, and two Additional Protocols have been 
drafted. 

The first Additional Protocol, which came into force in 1998, deals 
with the institutions and bodies operating along common borders. It 
acknowledges the right of sub-national communities and authorities 
to establish cross-border cooperation organisations, having legal 
authority with the stipulation that they must respect the international 
commitments of the other parties. The Protocol aims to strengthen the 
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Convention by expressly recognising, under certain conditions, the 
right of territorial communities to conclude trans-frontier cooperation 
agreements, the validity in domestic law of the acts and decisions made 
in the framework of a trans-frontier cooperation agreement, and the 
legal corporate capacity (“legal personality”) of any cooperation body 
set up under such an agreement. As the general legal framework for 
cooperation of local/regional authorities across borders in Europe, the 
Outline Convention together with its Protocol will be useful to the new 
Member States in their governmental reform processes.

The second Additional Protocol assists the interregional cooperation 
of the sub-national communities and authorities that have no common 
borders. The Protocol aims to strengthen inter-territorial cooperation 
between European countries. It follows the CoE’s declaration at the 
1993 Vienna summit to build a tolerant and prosperous Europe through 
trans-frontier cooperation. The Protocol complements the existing 
Convention and Protocol, which are concerned with relations between 
adjacent communities that share common borders. These two legal 
texts have proved so successful that twinning agreements have begun 
to spring up between areas that are further apart. The second Protocol 
will act as a legal text to cover these new arrangements. It recognises 
the right of authorities to make such agreements and sets out a legal 
framework for them to do so.

The third Additional Protocol provides for the legal status, 
establishment and operation of “Euroregional Cooperation Groupings”. 
Composed of local authorities and other public bodies from the 
Contracting Parties, the aim of the grouping is for trans-frontier and 
inter-territorial co-operation to be put into practice for its members, 
within the scope of their competences and prerogatives. Under the 
Protocol the Council of Europe may draw up model national laws for 
facilitating adoption by the Contracting Parties of appropriate national 
legislation for enabling the Euroregional Co-operation Groupings to 
operate effectively. It opened for signature by the States signatories to 
the Outline Convention in Utrecht on 16 November 2009. It would 
enter into force after 4 ratifications.

To sum it up, there are different experiences, policies and legal 
basis for cross-border cooperation in the European Union, EEA 
and the candidates. For this reason there is not a unified structure of 
competences in the constitutional framework of the trans-border co-
operations of local municipals, authorities and regions in the Union 
and its environment. However, the Charter on Local Self-Governments, 
containing optional provisions (Art 12 on undertakings) for Contracting 
States, provides a wide acceptance in the whole of Europe.
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2.2. The EU Normative Frameworks

Beyond the European Union’s institutions (European Commission, 
European Parliament) its advisory bodies (CoR, European Economic 
and Social Committee) exert substantial influence on shaping the 
competences of the local and regional authorities (CoR, CdR 89/2009). 
Not only the economic dimensions of its activities deserve emphasis, 
but also its instruments of preventive diplomacy, conflict prevention 
and building new democratic structures. The obstacle to shaping of 
common policy in this area is that documents at the European level 
(communications, recommendations or opinions) are not compulsorily 
implemented in the EU Member States.  

The previous national peripheral status of many border regions can 
only be transformed into a favourable situation with a greater local value, 
improved economic development and a cross-border labour market 
within Europe when all economic, social and legal barriers have been 
dismantled and Europe has been integrated into a single, yet diverse 
entity. Cross-border networks create conditions that make border areas 
more attractive, enhance economic cooperation and development, and 
develop cross-border labour markets, especially at external borders. 
Immigration puts far greater pressure on labour markets in the EU’s 
external border regions than on internal ones. Consequently, there is 
often a much higher incidence of illegal activity and job mediation in 
these areas (European Commission, 2004).

The lack of unified legal regulation originates from the diversity 
of the legal systems, and also from the fact that community level 
regulation settling the legal state of the Euroregions and securing the 
acknowledgement of the right of public legal international treaty-making 
of the local and regional governments was absent from the legislation 
of the European Union for a long time. The existing instruments, such 
as the European economic interest grouping, have proven ill-adapted 
to organising structured cooperation under the INTERREG initiative 
during the 2000-2006 programming period. Council Regulation 
(1083/2006/EC) laying down general provisions on the European 
Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund and the 
Cohesion Fund increases the means in support of European territorial 
cooperation. The Regulation (EC) No 1082/2006 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on a European grouping of territorial 
cooperation (EGTC) is a response to the lack of legal and institutional 
instruments, and ensures cooperation facilities for the local and regional 
authorities and member states under the acquis communautaire. It is 
applicable in every member state, even in those that have not signed the 
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Madrid Convention and its Additional Protocols or the special bi-, and 
multilateral agreements.

The new legal instrument supplements the already existing 
initiatives and forms of cooperation, although the Euroregion and 
the working community also remain. The EGTC regulation leads to 
the strengthening of cross-border cooperation in both European and 
domestic law, providing the opportunity for the partners in cross-
border co-operations to create structures with legal personality. The 
members of EGTC can be states, local and regional authorities as well 
as certain public legal institutions, or associations – these latter may 
be members if they are located on the territory of at least two Member 
States. The law applicable to the interpretation and application of the 
convention is that of the Member State in which the official EGTC 
headquarters are located.

3. The Sub-National Co-Operations in Central and South-East 
Europe (CSEE) – With Special Focus on Serbia

Cooperation along the borderlines is a tool of the cohesion and 
regional policy of the European Union. The importance of cooperation 
systems evolving along the external and internal borderlines of the EU 
has been increasing since the eastern enlargement (in 2004 and 2007). 
In Europe, more than 40 % of the areas are border regions, inhabited by 
more than one third of the population, which increases the importance 
of the EU strengthening its economic influence and its subsidy policy in 
these areas. The purpose of the EU is to improve cooperation between 
communities along the borderlines, within the whole of Europe (CoR, 
CdR 89/2009). 

New regionalism as a complex phenomenon was a more perfect 
form of democracy and model for the future of Europe with 
converging regions (Keating, 1998). It is not only a myth but is based 
on the empirical reality of the various types of regions. In practice, 
regions have to face the heterogeneity of the rising economic, social, 
political and cultural interests. However, the regionalisation process 
has more or less confirmed the concept of three-level – or tripartite 
– structure of the EU polity, consisting of the trans-national, national 
(centralistic) and regional (decentralised) layers with a strong demand 
for partnership on the regional level that has proven to be a genuine 
‘intermediary’ level. Further on, the post-modern EU society has been 
based on multiple identities and communities, with their own interest 
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representation. Thus only the most perfect regions can become one of 
these newly borne communities.  

In the Central and South-East European states not only the 
settlements have become fragmented after constitutional and self-
government reforms, but usually their interest representation system 
has also become poor, asymmetrical and fragmented. The weak mezzo-
level or “the missing middle” together with institutional weaknesses 
can prevent local interests to compensate as real power for stronger 
and stronger central administrative, political and economic power. 
The common lessons from the history of the last decade and analysis 
(Ágh, 2005) which show that regionalisation in these countries can only 
be completed in a general framework of the overall reform of public 
administration - since the establishment of self-governing, autonomous 
regions with their own budgeting - will change the entire structure 
of public administration at all levels and with all players, actors and 
agencies. Strategic planning, research, expertise for the institutional 
design of regionalisation is needed, yet it is not enough. 

There are three societal and political preconditions for mature 
regionalisation: 

nation-wide campaign that advertises it, since regions are not well  -
known among the population at large; 
historical compromise has to be made with the local power elites in  -
order to avoid their resistance; and 
national political consensus has to be reached as a compromise  -
between the government and opposition on the principles of 
decentralisation and regionalisation.
The EU may support establishing preconditions with a sensitive 

and differentiating approach to regionalisation policy and instruments 
in the Union, while taking into account the political, legal and societal 
reality in each part of Europe, including the accelerated top-down and 
not historically developed bottom-up regionalisation in the CSEE. It is 
exactly this diversity in reality and legal competences of local authorities 
and sub-national units that may be used in the near future as existing 
instruments at consultations.

3.1. Serbian Opportunities

The countries of the region of Central and South-East Europe had 
exceptionally closed borders towards the West until 1990s, nearly 
impenetrable, therefore any cooperation was ruled out. With the opening 
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of the borders, not only the chance of cooperation, but also effectively 
operating EU-schemata, as well as current legal norms and financial 
support became available. These co-operations, beyond the drafting 
of noble purposes, are only superficially similar to spontaneously 
evolving European structures; in terms of content they are empty, often 
inoperable, and their only purpose is to obtain financial support from 
the Union (Soós and Fejes, 2008).

The contribution of the local and regional level in cross-border 
policies is determined by how much the central government broadens 
their competence in public law. In addition, it is not enough to base 
cooperation systems on private law when they concern public institutions 
and services for which provision a public legal entity is necessary. 
Consequently, the building-up and institutionalisation of cross-border 
cooperation systems are largely influenced by the differences of legal and 
administrative systems, bilateral and multilateral agreements signed by 
central government. During their operation, the sub-national partners 
act according to the legal system of their own country. And its effect is 
appreciable mostly at the cross-border co-operations and at the external 
borders of the EU (Fejes, 2010). 

Serbia signed (2005) and ratified (2007) the European Charter of 
Local Self-Government, which entered into force in 2008. Serbia has 
signed neither the Madrid Convention, nor its Additional Protocols. 
The Serbian signature and ratification of the Convention and the 
Additional Protocols would require the realisation of the effective sub-
national cross-border cooperation. The initiatives of the Council of 
Europe preceded those of the European Union in the field of regional 
policy and decentralisation.

The Council of Europe has always recognised the crucial importance 
of democracy at the local and regional level. The Conference of Local 
Authorities of Europe was created within the Council in 1957. After 
some time it became the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities, 
bringing together the elected representatives of the local and regional 
communities. The Congress is therefore a political assembly composed 
of representatives holding an electoral mandate as members of a local 
or regional authority appointed each by a specific procedure. Its 318 
full members and 318 substitute members, representing over 200 000 
European municipalities and regions, are grouped by national delegation 
and by political group. Thus the Congress offers an ideal forum for 
dialogue where representatives of local and regional authorities discuss 
common problems, compare notes about their experiences and then put 
their points of view to the national governments. Serbia is represented 
in the Congress by a delegation of 7 representatives and 7 substitutes.
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It helps the Organisation’s new Member States in introducing real 
local and regional self-government. Speaking for Europe’s regions and 
municipalities, it delivers its support in founding the actual units of 
local and regional self-government while encouraging consultation and 
political dialogue between the national governments and the territorial 
entities. The Congress moreover performs a function of keeping watch 
on local democracy in Europe, by producing “monitoring reports” on 
the situation in the Member States. In this way, it verifies the effective 
application of the principles set forth in the European Charter of Local 
Self-Government, and of the major principles of local democracy. It is 
also in charge of monitoring local and regional elections and of setting 
the standards for Europe in electoral matters. 

Now that new states with varying political and economic profiles are 
coming on the scene, a reappraisal and a redefinition of the goals of the 
Congress is in progress. For instance, the Congress needs to aid effective 
organisation of local and regional authorities in new democracies by 
encouraging regional and trans-frontier cooperation. As promoter of 
local and regional democracy, since its inception it has produced a 
body of international treaties such as the European Charter of Local 
Self-Government, which has become the authoritative international 
treaty in this sphere. 

However, the harmonious development of the EU and greater 
economic, social and territorial cohesion implies the strengthening of 
cross-border co-operations. In order to overcome the obstacles hindering 
territorial cooperation, it was necessary to institute a cooperation 
instrument at the EU level, hence the creation of cooperative groupings 
in Community territory, invested with legal personality, called ‘European 
groupings of territorial cooperation’ (Regulation 1082/2006/EC). The 
EGTC is a new European legal instrument designed to facilitate and 
promote cross-border, trans-national and interregional cooperation. 

However, measures were necessary to reduce the significant 
difficulties encountered by Member States and, in particular, by local and 
regional authorities in implementing and managing actions of territorial 
cooperation within the framework of differing national laws and 
procedures. It is appropriate for an EGTC to be given the capacity to act 
on behalf of its members, and notably the local and regional authorities 
of which it is composed. The tasks and competencies of an EGTC are 
to be set out in its convention. It should be specified that the powers 
exercised by local and regional authorities as public authorities, notably 
police and regulatory powers, cannot be the subject of a convention.

At the same time the Treaty does not allow the inclusion of entities 
from third countries in legislation based on that provision. From the 
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aspect of Serbia the adoption of a Community measure allowing the 
creation of an EGTC should not, however, exclude the possibility of 
entities from third countries participating in an EGTC formed in 
accordance with this Regulation where the legislation of a third country 
or agreements between Member States and third countries so allow 
(Regulation, 1082/2006/EC Preamble 16). 

3. 2. The Strategic Tool for Territorial Cooperation – The EU Danube 
Strategy

In the interests of cross-border cooperation systems, it is important 
to create multi-level governance in which local and regional (self-) 
governance plays a significant part in the arrangement of public 
affairs. The principle of subsidiarity plays a specific role – due to the 
decentralisation of central assignments – in the division of power of 
states at local and regional level (European Commission, COM (2001) 
428). 

At the end 2010 the European Commission has proposed an 
overarching Strategy for the Danube Region, which covers eight EU 
Member States and six other European countries (including Serbia). 
The participation in the Danube Region Strategy promotes the 
strengthening of economic and political cohesion and coherence in 
the region, and it also brings the participating non-EU member states 
closer to integration-related cooperation. It is importance that EU 
member states taking part in the strategy should support the countries 
aspiring to EU membership in their integration preparations, in further 
developing their democratic political structures and the state of the rule 
of law, furthermore in developing their civil society in the whole of the 
Danube’s catchment area (European Commission, COM (2010) 715). 

The countries and regions will lead priority areas of work drive 
implementation of the Strategy by agreeing on a work programme and 
identifying sources of finance. Serbia is responsible for two priority 
areas (the European Commission, IP/11/124, Annex):

To improve mobility and intermodality (rail, road and air) in 
cooperation with Slovenia and Ukraine

To develop the knowledge society (research, education and ICT) in 
cooperation with Slovakia.

The Strategy aims at a strong cooperation between countries, making 
a more optimal use of all EU funding available, without reserving new 
funds, setting new rules or creating new institutions.  Cooperation 
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within a ‘macro-regional framework’ is intended to produce a more 
effective coordination. This approach does not imply new laws or 
institutions but rather strengthens links between different policies and 
a wide range of stakeholders. 

The European Union’s internal strategy is also aimed at developing 
macro-regions. However, this innovative approach requires a high 
level of coherence in its design and integration within the European 
process and must without question be supported by a form of multilevel 
governance which defines a new type of partnership bringing together 
the strategic approaches of the internal and external policies of the 
Union. The lessons learnt from the implementation of the Strategy for 
the Baltic Sea region and from the Strategy for the Danube, together with 
the possibilities created by the wider neighbourhood plan drawn up for 
the outermost regions, will be essential in determining the relevance of 
these macro-regions with regard to European governance, development 
of territorial cooperation and the objective of territorial cohesion.

Although the Strategy does not come with extra EU finance, a 
considerable amount of funding is already available to the region through 
various EU programmes. The Strategy is implemented by mobilising 
and aligning existing funding to its objectives, where appropriate and 
in line with overall frameworks. Indeed, much is already available via 
numerous EU programmes (e.g. EUR 100 billion from Structural Funds 
2007-2013, as well as significant IPA and ENPI funds). Project selection 
procedures could be reviewed to support the agreed aims. There are 
also other means, such as the Western Balkan Investment Framework as 
well as the international financing institutions (e.g. EIB: EUR 30 billion 
2007-2009, with its support to navigability and depollution). Attention 
should be given to combining grants and loans. There are national, 
regional and local resources. Indeed, accessing and combining funding, 
especially from public and private sources below the EU-level, is crucial 
(European Commission, COM (2010) 715 p. 11-12).

Conclusion

In summing up the ongoing processes on the Serbian borders, it 
is essential for local and regional authorities to have necessary power 
to play their natural role of promoting and managing competitiveness, 
innovation and cohesion policies, for the benefit of cross-border 
cooperation. In brief, according to the CoE law, there is a common 
minimal competence for all sub-national units in each European state.  
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It defines the responsibilities of councils or assemblies composed of 
members freely elected by secret ballot on the basis of direct, equal, 
universal suffrage, and which may possess executive organs responsible 
to them.

Consequently, without direct constitutional restraint at the national 
level, the sub-national units and their representatives can hardly be 
excluded from consultations on decisions or interventions adopted at 
national and European level which are in relation to their:

regulative power; -
management power in local services;  -
trans-frontier cooperation; or  -
local democratic representation, fostering social cohesion and  -
development.
European territorial co-operation is not possible without 

decentralisation. The European Union has established a new legal 
instrument, a new form of cooperation of the European territorial 
cooperation (2007-13; Objective 3). It substantially contributes to 
European integration and to implementation of cross-border strategies. 
Furthermore, it brings EU policies closer to people; it means European, 
political, institutional and socio-cultural added value.

Successfully strengthened territorial cooperation needs an 
appropriate legislative framework in terms of local governance, local 
administrative reforms and capacity building. To overcome obstacles 
and barriers created by borders due to national law and the different 
administrative structures and competences is the willingness of local 
and regional authorities.

On the basis of these my conclusion is that the most appropriate 
models for institutional cooperation could be those applied by the 
European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation (EGTC). The EGTC 
regulation is the first example among EU legal regulations in the course 
of which a legal instrument grants special rights to local, regional and 
national public law institutions and civil law organisations of different 
member states, in order to develop unified structures that can achieve 
a more efficient cooperation:

it represents a new alternative to increase the efficiency, legitimacy  -
and transparency of the activities of territorial cooperation 
it  signifies decentralized cooperation, and is built on the year long  -
experience of Euroregional cooperation
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it is an instrument of multi-level governance, and contributes to the  -
quality improvement of local and regional cross-border cooperation
it may be possible for geographical overlaps to be found in case  -
of the various EGTC-s or for the EGTC-s to be arranged around 
specific tasks, instead of on a territorial basis – the macro-regional 
cooperation can be the new form, which can successfully manage 
the common goals of bigger territories, such as the EU Danube 
Strategy.
However, the EU’s commitment and the assistance to international 

documents need to be matched with the dedication of non-EU 
governments to implement the necessary political and legal reforms, 
to establish the required administrative capacity, and to cooperate 
between themselves.

The European territorial networks at local and regional level can 
make an important contribution to tolerance and building mutual trust 
via socio-cultural cooperation. Cross-border cooperation therefore will 
remain an indispensable factor for facilitating partnerships between 
neighbouring countries. Partnerships of this kind can build new good 
multilevel neighbourly relations on the borders.

Therefore, the Committee of the Regions recommends looking 
into whether, due to the particular geographical, historical and cultural 
significance of the Danube region, the new macro-region means 
that the south-east Europe cooperation area under the European 
Territorial Cooperation (ETC) programme (strand B) could be adjusted 
accordingly. This would enable European cohesion policy to take 
account of the new Danube macro-region and allow for cooperation 
within a single cooperation are. And the CoR notes in this connection 
that a cooperation area would be of benefit to the dynamic development 
of the Danube region. The Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance 
(IPA) and the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument 
(ENPI) are flexible measures for integrating EU candidate and potential 
candidate countries and third countries into the cooperation area (Cor, 
CdR 86/2001, Art. 61-62).

The Committee of the Regions calls for greater attention to be paid 
to this aspect when further developing the action plan, including in the 
context of existing mobility programmes. The “Young Citizens Danube 
Network” (YCDN), based in Novi Sad, is a good example of how young 
people can forge a Danube regional identity, and thus also a European 
identity. Another example would be the establishment of a “Danube 
Youth Foundation” to organise interaction, exchange, education and 
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cooperation between young people on a long-term basis (Cor, CdR 
86/2011, Art. 22).

The recommendations and opinions of the international organisations 
representing regional interests (Council of Europe, Association of 
European Border Regions) and also those of the EU Committee of 
the Regions possess a “soft-law” character, and so these only provide 
a framework for cooperation, which only national legal regulation can 
fill with real content. That is why cross-border activities are influenced 
by multilateral, bilateral and trilateral agreements even today, mainly 
depending on the partners’ political will. Although local and regional 
agreements also exist, in most cases these belong to the field of private 
law, securing the public law authority of the state. 
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Annex

Competences of local self-governments and territorial authorities, 
communities

Zsuzsanna Fejes
The European Territorial Cohesion 

– with special focus on serbia

 Competence Source 
For councils or assemblies composed of members freely elected by secret 

ballot on the basis of direct, equal, 
executive organs responsible to them 

Regulation (in the interests of the local 
population, Subsidiarity) 

Charter 
Art.3 (1) 

under their own responsibility and in the interests 
of the local population (Subsidiarity) 

Charter 
Art.3 (1) 

Consultation (and giving opinion to central 
decision makers) as possible, in due time and in 

an appropriate way in the planning and decision-
making processes for all matters which concern it 

directly. 

Charter 
Art. 4 (6) 

Consultation on changing authority boundaries of 
the local communities concerned (and giving 

opinion to central decision makers) 

Charter 
Art 5 

training, recruitment) 

Charter 
Art 6 

own, of which it may dispose freely within the 
framework of its powers (taxes, charges etc.) 

Charter 
Art 9 (1) 

authorities (procedures or equivalent measures 

burdens) 

Charter 
Art 9 (5) 

Consultation (and giving opinion to central 
decision makers) in an appropriate manner, on 

the way in which redistributed resources are to be 
allocated to it 

Charter 
Art 9 (6) 

Accession to the national capital market (e.g. 
borrowing capital investment) 

Charter 
Art 9 (8) Entitlement for co-operation (e.g. forming 

consortia with other local authorities in order to 
carry out tasks of common interest) internally and 

internationally. 

Charter 
Art 10 
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Source: Tóth and Fejes, (2009) Annex – based on the European Charter of Local 
Self-Government (CoE, CETS No.122.) and European Outline Convention 
on Trans-Frontier Cooperation between Territorial Communities or 
Authorities (CoE, CETS No. 106.)
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The Designing of Serbia’s Electoral System

Abstract

Electoral system reforms in Serbia followed the practice of post-socialist 
states - they were frequent and they became the “eternal” issue of institutional 
design. A century and a half of electoral experience of alternating between 
the majoritarian and proportional formulas and frequent interventions 
of governments into the electoral process could not serve as a model at 
the beginning of redemocratization. External factors initially acted as an 
inspiration to a small number of domestic experts. In the second phase, their 
influence increases. Contextual factors had the largest influence. Round table 
was used only in electoral system redesign and, even then, only when the 
government power was weakened. Head of state and Constitutional Court 
represent the most active institutions intervening into the electoral system, 
initiating reforms or revoking certain provisions of the electoral law. Perception 
of the stakeholders’ interests evolved along with the reforms. By positioning 
themselves in the parliament through the proportional electoral model with a 
closed list and with the right of the parties to allocate mandates as they wished 
regardless of the voting lists order, party elites have opposed all types of reforms 
that would emphasize personalization of elections. Election reforms in Serbia 
have been at a standstill for a decade. They are debated in professional and 
political circles. Negative effects of the current electoral system have been 
observed. Mechanisms available to designers, which serve to achieve goals 
and solve problems, are also known. The only thing missing is the power to 
transform them into electoral laws, as there is no political will to do so.

Keywords:  elections, electoral system, political parties, reforms, majoritarian 
voting system, proportional system, constituencies, path-dependancy, contextual 
factors.

1. Factors in Shaping Electoral Systems 

Electoral systems theorists agree that four groups of factors play a 
crucial role in the design of electoral institutions. The first three focus 
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on historical, external and wider contextual determinants, while the 
fourth takes into account perception, or specifically, an assessment of 
strategic players’ interests in the electoral process. Electoral systems are, 
of course, a result of all these factors, constantly exerting their influence 
with varying intensity. Thus, we will present the main characteristics of 
these factors as a matrix for the analysis of electoral system reform in 
Serbia.

Researchers who attach greater importance to historical factors in 
the design of electoral systems believe that “historical precedents are 
most likely to prove relevant: 1) if the historical experience is considered 
positive, 2) if it is not too removed from contemporary relevance and 3) 
if the decision makers are faced with the pressure of necessity of  quick 
decision making” (Birch 2002: 12-13). 

Experience of using foreign institutional models, whether conscious 
or influenced, is definitely as known to electoral systems constructors 
as the fact that “The only thing that can be predicted with certainty 
about the export of elections is that an electoral system will not work in 
the same way in its new settings as in its old.” (Mackenzie 1957: 251). 
This warning, of course, by no means implies the absence of direct or 
indirect influence, more or less latent or open, low or high intensity, 
desired or invoked from within or imposed from outside.

In addition to the open views of electoral systems theorists, there 
were, certainly, the views of “experts” who, through different individual 
or party contacts, proposed a certain type of electoral system, trying 
to convince those in charge of adopting electoral laws that this was a 
surefire “recipe” for electoral victory. Far more common are examples 
in which domestic contractors in the construction of an electoral system 
use foreign models as examples, without any actual external advice or 
pressure. Finally, examples in which opinions from foreign experts 
and “experts” were used once the politicians had already reached their 
decision are not rare either, and such advice was then used to justify 
adopted solutions to convince the voters and the often disgruntled 
opposition that their chosen electoral model is compliant with the 
experiences of democratic countries. (Lijphart  1992: 218).

 Still, it is evident that most post-socialist countries chose 
or adapted adequate electoral models indirectly, in a manner that 
cannot be reduced to simple transplanting or copying of electoral laws. 
It is more a case of adapting known models, more or less creatively. 
When it comes to pressure, it is more likely that such pressure was 
exerted unilaterally, but rather through appropriate international 
organizations monitoring electoral processes and electoral reforms in 
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post-communist countries. In addition, the transition process in post-
socialist countries was initiated by old and new elites. Being that this 
was a conscious choice, use of external inspirations is a result of several 
factors which seem specific in the context of a given country, making 
it difficult to analyze and determine reliably to which extent a foreign 
model or influence had been dominant (Birch 2002: 13).

Impact of contextual factors is obviously unquestionable and requires 
no special proof and neither does the fact that it varies from country 
to country in line with social, cultural, historical, political or economic 
situation. Depending on specific conditions, certain elements of electoral 
law will go unnoticed. In other conditions, again, their specific character 
will make them the object of intense interest, numerous contentions and 
discussions.

But still, it is possible to formulate some general assumptions on the 
influence of these factors. Political conditions in post-socialist countries 
always represent an important contextual factor. Ethnic diversity, 
often neglected and suppressed in communist states, had a powerful 
impact on the shaping of electoral systems. Where this did not occur, 
post-communist countries were confronted with intense criticism, 
above all from OSCE, but also from numerous international and non-
governmental organizations, as well as with a pressure to reform their 
electoral systems. Economic conditions have no direct impact on the 
shaping of an electoral system. Their influence is indirect and mostly 
reduced to limiting costs of election campaigns, aimed primarily at 
restricting the power of former communist parties or their transformed 
successors and then at preventing different forms of corruption or 
influence on representative bodies through campaign financing.

Acknowledgement of contextual variations from one country to 
another is important, as they contribute to the shaping of different 
perspectives and provide the only means to understanding the formation 
of interests and strategies of the stakeholders in selecting and reforming 
electoral systems. Contextual conditions shape the perception of 
consequences of different electoral system alternatives and can be a key 
factor in determining who will adopt which decision with regards to the 
electoral system and when.

Theories that explore the influence of political stakeholders in 
studying electoral systems are quite numerous and employ different 
empirical methods to verify this influence. This is why an analysis of 
design and reform of an electoral system must also take into account the 
interests of stakeholders. Generally, there are two distinct models based 
on the calculation of interests.
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The first is based on defining those stakeholders who are involved in 
adopting strategic decisions on electoral rules - laws and other regulations. 
The second is based on the goals that individual stakeholders seek to 
achieve in this process. Thus, in states with formatted, well established 
party systems, theories have been elaborated based on observing 
political parties as main stakeholders, hence observing their interests 
as well (Bawn 1993: 965-89; Dunleavy 1995: 2-29). Some theorists 
used this model when analyzing countries in transition, such as Spain 
and Korea and the model s proved functional (Gunther 1989: 835-58). 
In post-socialist countries, this model was used by many researchers, 
seeking to explain the interest positions of individual stakeholders. A 
point of almost universal agreement in these explanations is a view 
that communist elites preferred the majoritarian electoral system, with 
single-mandate constituencies, as they saw it as an opportunity for a 
more effective use of their positions - organization, finances, human 
resources and experience. Conversely, opposition parties that were in 
the process of formation opted for the proportional model, believing 
that it would prevent the dispersion of their votes and voters (Geddes 
1996: 15-42). According to this model, it may be concluded that both 
sides reached logical conclusions, interpreting their interests and goals 
based on their respective starting positions.

In addition to this model, certain authors used the model of 
maximizing mandates, proposed by K. Benoit et al. (Benoit 2001: 
158-61). This model is based on the premises set by Stein Rokkan, 
proposing that an electoral system changes at the moment when a party 
or a coalition of parties supports an alternative that they believe will 
increase their share in the mandates, i.e. that the electoral system will 
not be changed when a party or a coalition of parties has a possibility 
to decide to adopt an alternative, but assesses that this change will not 
yield more mandates than the existing electoral system (Lijphart 1991: 
69-84; Boix 1999: 609-624). 

Parties are the main stakeholders in the electoral race. They play 
an irreplaceable role in post-communist countries as well, but their 
interests are not always coherent. This yields the basis for analysis of 
individual politicians’ interests, in addition to the interests of parties 
and various political groups that strived to get organized and act. It is 
realistic to assume that the stakeholders the politicians in power will 
always give preference to an electoral system that satisfies their needs 
of strengthening their own political positions. Each reform of the 
electoral system, based on this perception of personal interest, which 
will be generated through collective stakeholders - political parties - will 
develop this interest ensuring that the reform will protect interests of the 
individual.
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In addition to identifying the stakeholders to interpret the design 
and reform of an electoral system, it is necessary to recognize the goals 
that they seek to accomplish by this design. In theory, the scope of these 
goals can be very wide. In practice, it comes down to achieving as large 
a share in representative bodies as possible, i.e. the largest number of 
deputies in the parliament. Indisputably, the stakeholders will seek 
to establish a democratic electoral system, where this position can be 
interpreted using the “maximal fairness” or “sociotropic” model, in 
cases where interests of the population take precedence over one’s own 
interests. However, even with this - mainly theoretically identified - 
altruistic position, researchers must calculate in the presumption that 
even the most consistent among designers of electoral legislation will 
consider not only the ideal democratic electoral system - “the best”, “the 
most democratic”, “the fairest” etc. - but also the character of the results. 
In simpler terms, the researchers must presume that most stakeholders 
in the electoral system design process will view the general interest 
through the lens of their individual or group interests. Hence, the 
researchers use the maximum mandate model in explaining the goals 
of individual stakeholders (Remington 1996: 1253-79). 

Researchers who considered issues of interests and goals and their 
impact e on the design and reform of electoral systems differently 
approach the conduct of stakeholders during the first and second phase 
in the constituting of electoral systems in post-communist countries.

In the initial, the so-called “zero phase” or “inception phase” of 
transition, decisions adopted reflect changes in the regime. In post-
communist countries, these decisions are taken in circumstances of poor 
institutionalization, high f uncertainty of voting results and a universally 
professed pledge from all stakeholders that the electoral system must and 
should be a democratic one. Individuals integrate into parties, which 
in turn act as collective stakeholders in selecting institutions based on 
interests and objectives formulated in this manner. In other words, in 
the initial phase, there is a continual battle of personal and collective 
(party) interests in formulating the electoral system. Thus, according to 
M. Shugart, if politicians see a perspective for their careers in keeping 
political parties at a low level of development, allowing them room to 
satisfy the local interests of individual political figures, they will advocate 
a majoritarian voting system, single-mandate constituencies and a 
distribution of power with a strong, powerful state leader. Conversely, 
politicians who bind their careers to the strengthening of their political 
parties will sooner accept a proportional representation model, based 
on a weak state leader and the possibility of strengthening political 
parties. This author, in his research, correlates favouring certain electoral 
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systems with the manner of initiation of the democratic transition, i.e. 
with the rate and sequence of changes and on who (insiders or outsiders) 
participated in the decision making process (Shugart 1998: 13-17). 

An extremely high level of uncertainty of election results, faced by the 
stakeholders in the initial phase of transition, produced an additional 
level of pressure. Main interest of the stakeholders in this phase is to 
survive the electoral race. This extreme uncertainty forced individual, 
but also collective stakeholders, to embrace the strategy that provided 
them with a parliamentary status in several ways, by using different 
variations of a mixed electoral system. This approach does not contradict 
Shugart’s assumption on favouring single-mandate constituencies. 
For both collective and individual stakeholders, avoidance of defeat 
meant eliminating the conditions that could potentially lead to the 
loss of parliamentary status. For this reason, the possibility of taking 
part in the government was pushed aside, while keeping a  position in 
parliament was the prime interest and goal . Hence, it was logical that 
most stakeholders would support the proportional electoral model, 
as it guaranteed fair possibilities for representation of all classes and 
political options (Shugart 1998: 28). 

In the second phase, as soon as the newly established system began 
functioning, the context would be strategically changed. Insecurity 
decreases, stakeholders acquire knowledge - both positive and negative, 
their interests become clearer and the parliament represents the main 
decision making institution on potential electoral reforms. In this 
phase, electoral systems become “hard” for reform. Electoral system 
has produced certain effects; stakeholders, parties and individuals 
have learned their lessons; electoral institutions gain an attribute of 
“tradition” etc., all features of their “change-proof” nature more difficult 
to redesign entirely and reducing the possibility of electoral reform to 
adjustment of individual elements of the electoral system.

This “hard” to change position of electoral systems can be explained 
by structural factors and different interests. Structural factors are 
reflected in different formal obstacles, above all in constraints contained 
in constitutional provisions defining the character of the electoral 
system and requiring a qualified, usually two-thirds majority for its 
change. An impediment to electoral system redesign are reforms in 
the economic sphere which take priority, shifting reform efforts from 
the electoral system to other areas. Institutional inertia in the electoral 
system may also arise due to an assessment by elites in power that a 
reproduction of such institutional arrangements in the institutional 
system would guarantee, or at least render more probable, their own 
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reproduction, too. This is emphasized especially by the advocates of the 
“dependence path”, who stress that those who gained power through 
the existing electoral regime will not care to have it reformed. Naturally, 
advocates of this theory do not imply that electoral institutions are 
absolutely closed to change. They point out that certain elements may be 
transformed under the influence of several factors - certain stakeholders 
can modify their interests through education and experience acquired, 
especially when it comes to adverse impacts; the elites may divide over 
the issue of electoral system reforms; changes may occur in the beliefs 
and expectations of stakeholders. Simply speaking, one cannot accept 
that the institutional design will remain unchangeable, at least not 
for long, as it is completely clear that reforms occur “not only when 
groups undertake steps towards reforming or abolishing designs which 
systematically provide privileges to their opponents, or when smaller 
groups, or groups less confident in their electorates, oppose the victory-
focused design, but also when strong and confident groups intend to 
revise the design with low stakes...”, naturally, aiming to boost the odds 
of their own victory (Dunleavy 1995: 20; Benoit 2000: 31-2).

In the second phase, the position of collective actors - political 
parties - also changes. They dominate in this phase of electoral system 
reform and their position and influence depends on internal unity 
and ideological disposition. In addition, in this phase they will have at 
their disposal more information about the geographic distribution of 
support they enjoy among the voters, their organisational network, their 
rivals’ strength etc. Based on this, major parties will give precedence to 
electoral system that decreases party fragmentation in the parliament, 
advocating changes in constituencies, high threshold for election and 
those formulas for translating votes into mandates that will make this 
possible. Conversely, parties that do not find themselves in this position 
will favour either a majoritarian electoral system or a proportional 
representation system with smaller constituencies (Gerard 2001: 261). 

In addition to the stakeholders’ interests, influence of collective 
interests on electoral reform process should also be considered. There 
are opinions that requests for general system functionality and the need 
for strengthening market economy, general liberalization and general 
administrative efficiency influence the choice of an electoral system. 
Empirical facts do not always corroborate this assumption, since use 
of such arguments is irrational from the viewpoint of distributive 
institutions such as electoral systems, among other things (Carey 
1995: 417-39; Katz 1980). 
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Table 1: Electoral system in Serbia 1990-2008.

 
ELECTORAL SYSTEM 

Year Parliamentary elections Local - city/municipality elections 

1990 

Majoritarian, two rounds 

round --- 

1992 
Proportional 
9 constituencies 
5% threshold 
D'Hondt formula 

Majoritarian, two rounds 

round 
 
 

1993 
Proportional  
9 constituencies 
5% threshold 
D'Hondt formula 

---
 

1996             --- 
Majoritarian 

round 

1997 
Proportional  
29 constituencies 
5% threshold 
D'Hondt formula 

--- 

2000  Majoritarian 
Relative majority 

2001 
Proportional 
Single constituency 
5% threshold 
D'Hondt formula 

---
 

2003 
Proportional 
Single constituency 
5% threshold 
D'Hondt formula 

--- 

2004              --- 

Proportional 
Single constituency 
3% threshold 
Natural threshold for minority 
parties 
Hare-Niemeyer formula 

2007 

Proportional 
Single constituency 
5% threshold 
Natural threshold for 
minority lists 
D'Hondt formula 

 

2008 
Proportional 
Single constituency 
5% threshold 
D'Hondt formula 

Proportional 
Single constituency 
5% threshold 
D'Hondt formula 

             --- 
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2. Reform of the Electoral System in Serbia

In the two decades since reinstating democracy, Serbia has frequently 
and thoroughly adopted amendments to its electoral laws. Deputies 
to the National Assembly of Serbia were first elected through a two-
round majoritarian electoral system, then through a proportional 
representation system with nine, 29 and one constituency. This also 
applies to the election of representatives to local government units. 
They were also elected through a two-round majoritarian system, then 
through a majoritarian electoral system with a relative majority, then 
through a proportional representation electoral system with a change 
in threshold and formulae used to transpose votes into seats in local 
representative bodies.

Reforms of the electoral system in Serbia in the last two decades 
followed the trend observed in other post-socialist countries in Eastern 
Europe as well. Not only was the basic model changing, but so were 
also the elements with major effect on the consequences that electoral 
systems produce in parliamentary and party systems. Further in this 
text, we will point to the character of the designing and redesigning 
of Serbia’s electoral system in its narrower sense – running for office, 
constituencies, polling and translating votes into mandates - in the 
context of factors that influenced them.

2.1. Influence of Historical Factors

Prior to the outset of the re-democratization process in 1990, we 
can identify three stages in which it is productive to examine historical 
factors and the inspiration they provided to the stakeholders at the 
beginning of the transition.

Electoral practice of the Principality of Serbia and the Kingdom of 
Serbia, namely its first stage, began in 1858 with the first law governing 
the election of deputies into the National Assembly and ended in 1918. 
In these six decades, Serbia essentially had six electoral laws, alternating 
in cycles between majoritarian and proportional representation systems. 
Under the first law, one deputy was elected by every 500 tax payers. In 
county centres, this was done directly, through a majoritarian electoral 
system with a relative majority, by means of public voting; in districts, 
it was done indirectly, through trustees, using the same model. This 
model was adjusted in 1870, by introducing a two-round majoritarian 
electoral system with absolute majority. Two years following the 
adoption of the Constitution in 1888, which devoted one third of its 
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articles to electoral matters, an electoral law stipulating a transfer to 
a mixed electoral system was passed. In county centres, a two-round 
majoritarian system was applied, while a proportional representation 
system was applied in the districts - mandates were allocated based on 
a quotient, using the largest remainder model, which included in its 
distribution those lists that did not meet the quotient. Only four years 
later, this electoral model was substituted with the previous one. The 
Constitution from 1901 established a majoritarian system with large 
constituencies and voting by lists, which was applied only in a single 
electoral cycle, only to be replaced again by the previous model of a 
proportional electoral system. Constitution of 1903 reinstated the 
proportional electoral system established by the 1888 Constitution with 
one important novelty - votes for the lists that did not meet the quotient 
were attributed to the list that won the highest number of votes. This 
favoured majority, practically derogating proportionality,  while the 
system thus produced the effects characteristic of a majoritarian model. 
This system would remain in force until 1918. Only the elections at the 
very beginning and the very end of this phase were spared from the 
direct interference of power-holding parties into the electoral process. 
All the other elections were characterized by massive violations of the 
electoral procedure - “... partly by force and then also, partly by various 
frauds” and “virtually with no freedom”, the establishment used all 
known methods of influence - persecution of the opposition and 
their candidates, pressure and blackmail of voters, mass lay-offs and 
relocations   of opposition voters and candidates in the civil service, 
etc. (for further information, see Ristić 1935: 71-211; Jovanović 1990; 
Protić  1911).

The second stage started with the elections for the Constitutional 
Assembly of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in 1920. The 
Law governing the election of deputies to the Constitutional Assembly 
was modelled after the electoral law of Serbia. The taxpayer census was 
abandoned - one deputy was elected by every 30,000 voters, women 
did not have the right to vote and the ballot was secret, by small rubber 
balls. Mandates were allocated using a quotient system, whereby 
the quotient was calculated by dividing the number of voters by the 
number of deputies elected in the given county. Unallocated mandates 
were distributed using the largest remainder method, including 
the lists that did not meet the quotient so as to ensure at least some 
representation for minorities (Jovanović 1924: 95-137; Pavlović 1939: 
27-30). It is interesting that the Constitutional Assembly did not deal 
any further with the electoral system. Although it is evident from the 
proposals of most of the deputies and parties that took part in drafting 
the Constitution that they were advocating some variation of the  
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roportional electoral system (with the Socialist Club even advocating 
for a single constituency), the electoral system was not laid down in the 
Constitution. The Electoral Law from 1922 promoted a mixed electoral 
system. A certain number of deputies were elected in single-mandate 
constituencies by a relative majority, while others were elected through 
lists, using a quotient system in counties with a single list and d’Hondt 
formula if several lists participated in the allocation of mandates. 
Exclusion of the lists that failed to meet the quotient from the mandate 
allocation disfavoured minorities and small parties. The introduction 
of absolutist rule of King Aleksandar Karađorđević on January 5, 1929, 
outlawed political parties, while already in 1931 a public vote and a 
quasi proportional voting system were introduced. The list with the 
highest number of votes would automatically gained 3/5 of parliament 
seats. The purpose was to underscore the unitary character of the state 
and to curb the influence, and even representation, of regional parties. 
This was achieved by complicated requirements for the running of of 
small, regional party lists (Pavlović 1939: 41).1

The third phase refers to the period of socialist Yugoslavia. Immediately 
after the war, communist revolutionary authorities organized elections 
for a Constitutional Assembly, pursuant to a law that had a lot in common 
with the last electoral law of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. The deputies of 
the lower house of parliament, Federal Assembly, were elected according 
to a majoritarian electoral system with a relative majority, whereas the 
deputies of the upper house, Assembly of the Peoples, were elected by a 
proportional electoral system using d’Hondt method. Opposition parties 
criticized the overall electoral atmosphere, citing arbitrary divestiture 
of voting rights, bias, illegitimacy of electoral bodies and complex 
and biased electoral model of proportional representation (Koštunica 
1990: 120-121). Communists suspended political pluralism after their 
victory, turning elections into a “single horse race”, as there was only 
one candidate to vote for. Electoral contest was replaced by elaborate 
cadre combinatorics within the communist organization, while the 
voting itself was turned into a ritual activity of plebiscitary support to 
the system. This practice culminated in a system of delegates, derogating 
all principles of elections - directness, generality, equality and secrecy. 
Election participation was made more complex and mediated by a 
series of institutions that voters found complicated, hard to understand 
and which did not enable electing, but only voting. 

1 Consequences of such an electoral model are best seen in the results of the last elections 
organized in line with this model, held in 1935. The list lead by the Prime Minister, 
M. Stojadinović, with 54% of the votes, got 306 seats, while the list of the opposition 
coalition, lead by V. Maček, with about 45% of the votes, was allocated only 67 seats in the 
parliament.
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Less than a century of electoral practice filled with electoral models 
marked with serious limitations with regards to unbiased political 
competition, distorted proportionality, cumbersome candidature and 
constrained electoral rights shows that these historical models could 
not provide an inspiration for the designers in early 1990. If to this we 
add that this whole period passed under non-democratic regimes of 
different kinds, in which electoral processes were generally riddled 
with mass infringements of electoral rules, it yields an unfavourable 
impression on the influence of historical factors on the design of the 
electoral system in Serbia at the beginning of its redemocratization 
(Marković 2007: 263-264).2 Actors had a rich historical experience at 
their disposal, but they were neither well acquainted with it, nor was it 
suitable for implementation. Firstly, because it was a distant experience. 
For 70 years, the function of elections was practically suspended or 
was implemented within a deformed electoral system. Secondly, the 
actors were not familiar with this rich experience, nor could it serve as 
a suitable model in the first phase of organizing the first pluralist free 
elections. Thirdly, the actors were not pressed for time to have to resort 
to some past electoral system.

Let us look at how the actors regard the experience they have 
acquired in the last two decades and how they use it to redesign today’s 
electoral system. In the first phase, only the Socialist Party of Serbia (SPS) 
advocated the majoritarian voting system. All other parties demanded 
a proportional electoral system, with the exception of New Democracy 
- Movement for Serbia, which proposed a trench - type mixed electoral 
system. Today, SPS advocates the proportional voting system while 
certain (then) opposition parties and their leaders - major ruling parties 
of today - Democratic Party (DS) and its President, B. Tadić, as well as V. 
Pešić, an official of the Liberal-Democratic Party, for example - propose 
a majoritarian system as a mechanism for party democratization, more 
efficient functioning of political institutions and higher government 
responsibility. Direct experience is projected and used through a prism 
of candidate-maximizing.

2 From 1804 to 2004, Serbs "lived in democracy" only for 30 years, or 15% of their most 
recent bicenteneal history. During the 20th century (1903-2003) the percentages were 
somewhat different. Approximately 26% of the time passed in democracy, 14% under 
totalitarian rule, 60% in different authoritarian regimes. The low percentage of time 
passed in democracy is not so striking when it comes to the 19th century. It should be 
taken into consideration that many West European countries lived under authoritarian 
rule at that time as well (e.g. Prussia/Germany or the Habsburg Empire). In the 20th 
century the percentages show a significant discrepancy between Serbia and all West 
European countries...
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2.2. Influence of External Factors 

There was no foreign influence on the constitution of a majoritarian 
electoral system in the election “phase zero” at the beginning of 
redemocratization. In a wider context, one could perhaps speak of 
inspiration. This electoral model was applied in most post-socialist 
countries at the beginning of transition. It also dominated in most 
countries created on the territory of the former SFR Yugoslavia. These 
were familiar examples to the electoral system designers which could 
have encouraged them to follow in others’ footsteps. Opting for the 
majoritarian electoral system was rather a result of the calculation of 
interests by the ruling party - SPS, than of external stimuli. SPS had 
inherited the infrastructure of the Communist League, its officials 
held all key positions in the state and in economy, they had a popular 
leader, S. Milošević, they boasted a large number of candidates  
capable of venturing into the electoral race dictated by a majoritarian 
formula. The opposition was at the very beginning of its formation in 
all aspects and could not concede to an electoral system that put it in 
an inferior position.

Reforms that took place in the second phase, through the redesign of 
the electoral system constituted at the beginning of redemocratization, 
bear far more reflections of foreign influence, primarily from 
international organizations such as OSCE and European Union. 
Through its specialized offices, observation missions in a number of 
electoral processes, support to non-governmental organizations working 
on electoral issues, education - OSCE would, in certain situations, 
stimulate debate, recommend amendments to electoral legislation and 
directly intervene in correcting electoral results. The mission of this 
organization contributed to preventing fraud in the 1996 elections for 
local self-government units, accepting  appeals  filed by the opposition 
(Rakić-Vodinelić 1997). 

Each report of observation missions ended with recommendations 
for amendments to numerous normative provisions in the electoral 
system. Initially, they were primarily directed at improving compliance 
with the electoral procedure, equal conditions for running in elections, 
especially in terms of media coverage, election campaign funding, 
transparency of work of electoral bodies and control of elections. Only 
later did some of the recommendations focus on the central aspects of 
electoral law - candidature, proportionality, position of the citizens - 
voters with respect to the voting that should provide for direct elections in 
conditions of closed voting lists. In addition, ODIHR, specialized office 
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of the OSCE, made a list of recommendations for the improvement of 
electoral practices in Serbia.3

Recommendations of the Venice Commission should also be viewed 
in this context. This Commission exerted its influence on the electoral 
system by evaluating a whole range of draft laws and the Constitution 
adopted in 2006. Let us just recall that Venice Commission in its 
Report criticized provisions of Art. 102 par. 2 of the Constitution of 
the Republic of Serbia, which practically suspended the institute of 
free mandate.4 In addition, the Venice Commission positively assessed 
the Draft Law on Local Elections, which personalized the election of 
deputies; this draft, at present, has no support from political parties 
- neither those in power nor those of the opposition,  since they wish 
to retain their influence over the election of deputies from their lists 
regardless of the will of their voters.

The questionnaire that the government institutions are required 
to complete, in the process of accession to the EU, contains several 
questions on electoral issues related to the constitution of the national 
parliament. They pertain exactly to the above-mentioned ODIHR 
recommendations and problematic constitutional provisions on 
mandates.

Finally, we should consider the broader context of redesigning the 
electoral systems in post-socialist states. Given that, as a rule of thumb, 
majoritarian formulas were abandoned in favour of mixed and/or 
proportional electoral systems, this fact was certainly known to the 
stakeholders who redesigned Serbia’s electoral system. We do not claim 
that this fact directly gave impetus to reforms, but it certainly played 
a part in encouraging the opposition to insist on proportionality in 
the first place and subsequently the ruling majority to accept such a 
model, partly as a favour to the opposition and partly to conform with 
a general trend.

Foreign factors were not dominant in either the design or the 
redesign of electoral systems. In the reforms of Serbia’s electoral system, 
the presence of foreign factors was more prominent and their influence 
stronger in the second phase. Serbia is not a country that could serve as 
an example of transplantation of political institutions and the same goes 
for its  electoral system as well. But it is evident that key stakeholders - 

3 Reports of the OSCE's election observation missions to Serbia can be viewed at www.
oesc.org/odihr-elections

4 "Under the terms stipulated by the Law, a deputy shall be free to irrevocably place his/her 
mandate at the disposal of the political party, at the proposal of which he/she had been 
elected a deputy", Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, 2006. 
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those who would decide on the electoral system - were acquainted with 
foreign examples and that they viewed them from the perspective of 
maximizing their position, both in terms of the number of votes in the 
elections and the number of seats in the parliament.

2.3. Influence of Contextual Factors

The influence of contextual factors on the shaping of Serbia’s electoral 
systems is indisputable. In this text, we will focus on political, institutional 
and “unbiased” elements in a contextual framework.

Despite the fact that oppositional efforts of intellectuals, public figures, 
writers and artists formed a fledged-out network of groups opposinal 
views of the socialist system, at the beginning of redemocratization they 
failed to transform into opposition parties fast enough, nor did they  
stand together as a homogenous opposition block to the communists 
transformed into SPS. Hence the old elites, dictated not only the design 
of the electoral system, but also the design of the wider institutional 
system in “phase zero”. A majoritarian electoral system turned the 
opposition into outsiders, but it did not boycott the first elections. 
Simply, the leading opposition parties, primarily the Serbian Renewal 
Movement (SPO), believed quite naively that the very fact that there is 
an election will dethrone the old elites. The strength of the reformed SPS 
and the support they enjoyed among the voters was completely ignored. 
In addition, ethnic minority parties, especially those of minorities that 
are numerous and geographically grouped together - Hungarians and 
Muslims/Bosniaks, did not object to the majoritarian voting formula 
as they were aware that it would perhaps offer much better chances for 
their representation in the parliament, as it actually did.

The creation of institutional pre-requisites for the first pluralist 
elections in Serbia occurred in a new constitutional atmosphere. Serbia 
was the only former Yugoslav republic that first adopted a Constitution 
that established basic human and civil rights, market economy, plural 
political system and the state setup consistent with the principles of the 
distribution of power. The other republics organized their first elections 
within the framework of their old constitutional institutions. The 
dilemma of “elections first, constitution later” of the reformed old 
elite was solved in a referendum - the citizens backed the option to 
adopt the Constitution first and then schedule multiparty elections. 
This referendum already suggested the outcome of the elections. It 
is important to note that, although the constitutional framework 
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was adopted by a practically single-party assembly consisting of the 
reformed communists, not only did it fail to prescribe the electoral 
system, but also did not establish the necessary majority for the 
adoption of electoral system legislation as had been the case in a 
whole series of other post-socialist countries. Therefore, normative 
conditions for any potential changes of the electoral system did not 
“nail down” the majoritarian voting system, which would later make 
it easier to replace by a proportional election system. This kind of 
constitutional reform gnawed at the legitimacy of political institutions 
and the opposition fiercely criticized the newly adopted Constitution. 
The then-opposition, 16 years later in the position of power, would 
amend the same Constitution, but its provisions on voting by lists and 
on the disposal of mandates by the lists that the deputies were elected 
from, left a lingering dilemma whether it practically prescribed or 
merely prejudged the proportional electoral system.

Another significant contextual factor of institutional character is 
reflected in the use of the institution of “round table”. “Phase zero” in 
Serbia went without a round table. The reformed old elites had the 
power to decide on the type of voting system by themselves. Less than 
two years later, the “round table” would substitute the majoritarian 
system with a proportional one with nine constituencies, closed 
blocked lists and a voting threshold of 5%. At that time, the opposition 
requested an extreme variation of the proportional electoral system, 
with a single constituency, but agreeing to a maximum of six.. The 
ruling SPS demanded 18 constituencies. The compromise was imposed 
by the Federal Prime Minister at the time, M. Panić (Jovanović 1997: 
166-176). The regime honoured the decisions of the “round table” 
and transposed them into laws. The opposition did not sign the final 
document of this belated agreement, but did not boycott the elections 
in 1992 and 1993, which were held based on the agreed model. 
Evidence that the opposition supported the electoral law model that 
resulted from the “round table” can be seen in the 1997 election 
boycott, when the regime increased the number of constituencies from 
9 to 29 without prior agreement with the opposition, turning large 
constituencies into medium and small constituencies, which created 
a distortion when transposing votes into mandates. The change of 
the electoral system in 2000, which instated a single constituency, is 
also the result of a specific “agreement”. Namely, after the election 
of V. Koštunica as the President of FR Yugoslavia, SPS agreed to the 
creation of the transitional government and to amendments to the 
Law on Elections, as a result of the pressure from the opposition, 
which, riding the crest of its victory on the federal level, wanted to 
validate its rating also in the republic-level institutions.
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Institutions “uninterested” in contextual factors s were also active 
in both phases in Serbia’s case. This can be seen from the examples of 
all three Presidents of the Republic. S. Milošević, as President of the 
Republic was the most active, promoting the majoritarian model, but 
he relented under opposition pressure and accepted the proportional 
electoral model, only to amend it again once he felt powerful to do so, 
trusting that electoral engineering of the constituencies would bring 
more votes to his party. President M. Milutinović did not get involved 
in the agreements between the opposition and the outgoing ruling 
party, at the time when single constituency system was introduced. 
The current President B. Tadić in his statements supports changes to 
the electoral system, aimed at reducing and consolidating political 
parties, guaranteeing free mandates and a majoritarian electoral 
system.

In addition to the heads of the state, among the “uninterested” 
institutions, activities of the Constitutional Court stand out. By its 
decisions it intervened several times, amending electoral laws by 
revoking some of its provisions. The provision stipulating that deputies 
could lose their seat in the parliament if they were expelled from 
their parties was declared non-constitutional. In addition, leaving a 
coalition could not constitute a reason for having a mandate revoked. 
The Constitutional Court revoked the provisions of the current Law 
on Local Elections, which had allowed parties to take blank letters of 
resignation from their candidates for deputies in units of local self-
government and have them notarized in court, without allowing the 
deputies an option to withdraw such resignations. At the same time, 
the provision allowing parties to allocate mandates to candidates at 
their own discretion, regardless of the order stated on the lists, was 
also revoked. The first decision was initiated by petition of citizen 
T. Nikolić, otherwise President of the Serbian Progressive Party 
(SNS), which was created after his leaving the Serbian Radical Party 
(SRS) - a party that practiced taking blank resignations; he, as the 
Deputy President of this party “misplaced” these blank resignations, 
to protect his position in his newly-formed party - thus rendering 
this deformed constitutional mechanism, which the parties used to 
prevent “party hoppers”, pointless (Jovanović 2008b : 85-100).5 

5 Decision of the Constituional Court IUz no. 52/2008, Official Gazette no. 34 from May 
21, 2010 (2008) Report on the imperative mandate and similar practices. European 
commission for democracy trough law (Venice Commission), Study br. 488, http://www.
venice.coe.int/docs/2009/CDL-AD(2009)027-e.asp (30. nov. 2009)
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Contextual factors are very diverse and require more detailed 
explanations. They had a far more intensive influence on shaping and 
redesign of the electoral system, modifying, at certain times, arguments 
for or against individual solutions in electoral laws.

2.4. Influence of the Perception of Interests

Key actors perceived their positions well and opted for a majoritarian 
(SPS) or proportional electoral system in the “phase zero”, for the reasons 
explained earlier. According to this, they remained within the matrix that 
had been observed in other post-socialist states as well. Nevertheless, 
in this phase, there were certain misperceptions among the opposition. 
Namely, opposition parties claimed, guided by theoretical paradigms, 
that application of a majoritarian formula would lead to a two-party 
system. This did not happen. The majoritarian system did produce, by 
fabricating majority, an over-representation of the socialists and under-
representation of the opposition, but as many as 15 parties entered 
the parliament and parties of ethnic minorities of the Hungarian and 
Albanian communities (from South Serbia) were allocated a number 
of seats proportionate to their share in the total population. However, 
had the opposition’s proposal to have the first elections held according 
to a proportional electoral system with a single constituency been 
adopted, the parliament would have been composed from deputies of 
three parties - SPS, DS and SPO, ethnic minority parties - Democratic 
Party of Hungarians from Vojvodina and Party of Democratic Action 
of Albanians from South Serbia and probably some of the candidates 
from independent citizens groups. The opposition’s perception of the 
impact of proportional voting system was wrong. The socialists made 
the same mistake when they increased the number of constituencies 
from nine to 29, convinced that this would bring them the number of 
seats in the parliament sufficient to form the cabinet by themselves. This 
did not happen. Even with the boycott of the leading opposition parties, 
primarily DS, the socialists won fewer parliament seats than they would 
have had they opted for the proportional system version agreed with 
the opposition. Therefore, the parties did change electoral systems when 
they had that chance, guided by the strategy of maximizing the number 
of seats they would get, but this often backfired. The best example is 
the model of proportional representation with a single constituency 
(Jovanović 1997: 152-9). 

Introduction of a proportional electoral system enabled the frag-
mented party system to be sustained, making it more difficult to achieve 
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majority and creating broad coalition governments. This practice has 
been present for the last decade and has recurred through 4 election cy-
cles. In two legislatures, governments were formed through coalitions 
of hitherto greatest rivals, with SPS first supporting a minority govern-
ment led by Prime Minister V. Koštunica, later to enter into a coali-
tion government together with DS, G17+ and SPO. Consequences are 
metropolitanization of representation - approximately 100 deputies, or 
40%, come  from two major cities, Belgrade and Novi Sad, as well as 
governments with a large number of ministers, resulting in inefficiency 
and ineffectiveness in policy implementation (Jovanović 2008a : 114-
130). Hence the emergence of ideas for reforming the electoral system, 
with the aim to reduce the level of fragmentation within the parliamen-
tary system. We now get to the role of politicians as protagonists and to 
their perception of interests. In switching over to a majoritarian system, 
or at least in personalization of elections through open, non-blocked 
lists, large parties see a way to raise their competitiveness in the elec-
toral race and allow voters to exert greater influence on the election of 
their representatives. Party elites of essentially all parties object to this, 
justifying their objections by the interest of their parties but, in essence, 
defending their own positions. One can hardly expect deputies, who 
had earned their parliamentary status thanks to closed party lists and 
support from the party leaders to vote for an electoral law that would 
expose them to a merciless, uncertain race in personalized voting, 
one which would certainly leave many of them without a desired re-
election. Formally, the main stakeholders are the parties, but projected 
through them are strong personal and group interests of party elites 
who seek to mask their personal interest with that of their parties. 

In post-establishment phase, from 1990-2000, changes in the 
electoral system were frequent. Hitherto ruling elites, old elites from the 
socialist era now transformed into SPS, were replaced by new elites; at 
that point, the electoral system became “hard” to change, despite evident 
problems resulting from the proportional electoral system, closed 
blocked lists, 5% voting threshold and d’Hondt formula. In the second 
phase, key stakeholders shifted positions. Socialists would not agree 
to a return to the majoritarian election system which was introduced 
by their will in “phase zero”, Democrats - through statements by their 
President - advocate a majoritarian formula despite  having led the the 
opposition for a decade in their demand to introduce a proportional 
electoral system.

Such conduct of key stakeholders is a result of change in their 
perception of interests and maximization of mandates. SPS lost an 
enormous part of their voters and lacks sufficient capacities - possible 
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candidates that would be able to compete with the counter candidates 
in all single-mandate constituencies. They choose a proportional system 
- and not the one they had created with nine or 29 constituencies, but 
a pure proportionality with one constituency - motivated by mandate 
maximization. Democrats, whose electoral power has grown and who 
have reached the desired format, organisation-wise, in terms of activists, 
human resources and funds, now advocate a majoritarian voting 
system. Naturally, the stakeholders offer different justifications for their 
goals. SPS argues that it had agreed to do the opposition a favour when it 
introduced the proportional electoral system and the Democrats claim 
that a majoritarian system would decrease the number of parties and 
personalize politics, etc. Behind these disguised goals lie individual 
and collective interests. Advocating reforms now creates an added 
pressure on the parties. As soon as rivals start calling for a reform, the 
other side perceives that this would reduce their rating and resists the 
changes. In essence, socialists and smaller parties wish to preserve their 
parliamentary position and win as many mandates as it takes them to 
get, if not a position in the government, then at least some occasional 
influence. Democrats are becoming aware that their supporters will no 
longer stand for “coat-tail riding” by smaller parties, as this reinforces 
their coalition and blackmail potential; instead, they want an electoral 
formula that would reduce the fragmentation of the parliamentary 
party system, facilitate establishment of a parliamentary majority and 
lead to homogenous governments or coalition governments with fewer 
coalition partners.6 

6 "I am not in favour of changing the electoral system... no one is openly saying that it 
should be changed, either. But it can be guessed, especially as the wish of larger parties, 
for they always prefer a majoritarian system.". "Today, we have the electoral system 
that the opposition requested 18 years ago, and it would be unfair ... that there would 
be any notions of switching back to the majoritarian system". Ivica Dačić, President of 
the SPS, "Politika", December 25, 2010. "In Serbia and in countries in transition there 
should be as many people who have been directly elected as possible..." said Tadić, 
adding that he advocates the introduction of a majoritarian electoral system for the 
parliamentary elections. Boris Tadić, President of the DS, interview with the RTS, July 
11, 2006., Tanjug.

3. Conclusion

Reforms of the electoral system in Serbia followed the practice of 
post-socialist states - they were frequent, thorough and have become an 
eternal issue of institutional design in a broader sense.
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At the outset of transition, Serbia had a century and a half of 
electoral experience. Electoral memory, however, could not prove 
inspiring for the designers. Cyclical alternations between majoritarian 
and proportional formulas with occasional combinations, distorted 
proportionality, frequent intervention of ruling parties in the electoral 
process and unfavourable broader institutional context could not serve 
as a model for the elites confronted with the challenge of choosing an 
election system at the beginning of redemocratization.

Foreign factors, in terms of direct pressure, were absent. Foreign 
experiences, especially those of post-socialist countries which had 
entered the transition earlier, as well as those of states emerging from 
the former socialist federation, were known and assessed from the 
position of party interests. Their influence was not direct. Foreign 
models were absent and there were no initiatives for transplanting 
electoral systems. External factors acted more as an inspiration to a 
small number of domestic experts. In the second phase, there is a larger 
influence of external factors, through the OSCE, but also through other 
organizations working in the field of capacity-building of democratic 
institutions. They role is primarily advisory, but also direct.. An example 
is OSCE’s arbitration in the 1996 local elections, which prevented the 
theft of votes and allowed opposition to exercise power in many large 
municipalities. Requests from the EU and its institutions to respect the 
institution of free mandate and revoke the practice of blank resignations, 
which had derogated the position of delegates, can also be viewed in 
this context. 

Contextual factors were the most influential when it comes to the 
design and redesign of the electoral system in Serbia. Serbia is one of 
the very few post-socialist states and the only one among the former 
republics of the SFR Yugoslavia, to have held its first pluralist elections 
in the new constitutional framework adopted by a communist assembly. 
The old elites realized the need for reform and they dictated its pace. The 
“round table”, as an institution from the group of contextual factors, only 
played a role in the redesign of the electoral system and even so, only 
when the ruling party had already been weakened and the opposition 
strengthened. The result was the introduction of a proportional electoral 
system which has been in force, with certain modification, for eighteen 
years. A sort of pressure-driven” compromise” also occurred during 
the switch in the position of the President of FR Yugoslavia. With the 
victory of V. Koštunica and the defeat of S. Milošević, the new elite 
would dictate the transition to a purely proportional electoral model 
with a single constituency; henceforth, the electoral system would 
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become an institution difficult to change. Among contextual factors, 
actions by the head of the state and the Constitutional Court stand out, 
as the most active institutions intervening in electoral reforms. Heads 
of state acted by directly initiating reforms: S. Milošević through the 
party he led, M. Milutinović by passively observing the shaping of 
reforms outside the intuitions, i.e. outside the parliament, as the one in 
2000, or B. Tadić by inspiring reforms in a broader context of political 
system reforms. Through its decisions, Constitutional Court intervened 
several times in electoral law. Twice it acted to protect the free mandate 
of the deputies from party usurpation, but also to protect the principle 
of direct elections, by prohibiting parties to allocate mandates from 
their lists outside of the order stated on the voting lists. 

The perception of actors’ interests changed throughout reforms. 
Parties, in principle, advocated majoritarian or proportional electoral 
systems, guided by the maximization of number of seats in the 
parliament. In “phase zero”, ruling elites preferred the majoritarian 
electoral system as this gave them an advantage over the opposition, 
which was in the process of formation. The opposition, without an 
organisational, activist network and financial backing, with weak 
support among the voters and divided, saw its chance in concentrating 
the voting power through a proportional electoral system. They were 
wrong to opt for an extreme form of proportional representation with 
a single constituency, as this would introduce far fewer parties into 
parliament than the majoritarian electoral system would have done. 
By positioning themselves in the parliament through a proportional 
voting model with a closed list and with the right of the parties to 
allocate mandates as they pleased, irrespective of the listed order, the 
party elites became a barrier to electoral system changes. They oppose 
all types of reforms that would highlight personalization of the elections 
- majoritarian elections, but also open lists, alternative or preferential 
voting. Naturally, personal interest is disguised by party interests 
or by broader objectives, such as preservation of proportionality, 
representation of different interests in the parliament, unfavourable 
effects of sudden changes on the reforms that  the majoritarian electoral 
model would bring about, etc. At the same time, the existing electoral 
system reinforces fragmentation of the parliamentary party system, 
compounding the creation of parliamentary majority, leading to 
cumbersome coalitions and incoherent governments lacking efficiency. 
But despite all this, the actors are failing to tackle changes of electoral 
institutes, by, for example, introducing a graded electoral threshold for 
coalitions, open voting lists etc, as any such proposition would lead to 
refusal of support to a coalition government.
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Electoral reforms in Serbia have been at a standstill for a decade. 
They are debated in expert and political circles. Negative effects of the 
current electoral system have been observed. Some of the goals of key 
stakeholders - parties - are being projected. Mechanisms that would 
help achieve goals and solve problems are available to the designers. 
The only thing lacking is the power to transpose them into electoral 
law, as there is no political will to do so. It will be interesting to see if 
the impulse for change will again come under the influence of external, 
contextual or interest factors and how individual parties in this process 
will behave
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Abstract

 In this paper, the author attempts to determine the nature of the relationship 
between voters’ social position and value set on the one hand, and the 
programmatic and pragmatic-political, market position of political parties on 
the other. The process of stabilizing and strengthening of their mutual relations 
and the consequent consolidation of the party scene would lead to a way out of 
the party labyrinth for citizens and political processes.

Keywords: parties, ideologies, political supply and demand, social rifts.

The Political Stage 

The political configuration in Serbia is best presented as a horseshoe 
model with a wide frontal part and very close arms (Heywood, 2004:472). 
Until 2000, the horseshoe had a narrowed (and overcrowded) frontal 
(democratic) part and powerful arms, in particular the ruling, “left” 
one. From 2001 to 2008, with the rise of the radicals and the parallel 
decline of the socialists, the horseshoe was inclining to the right.

At the far poles-arms were initially located parties of the former 
regime. The farthest left and right positions actually share and shape 
both “patriotic”, national-populist platform as well as social and anti-
corruption rhetoric. At the same time, they both perceive the order 
established after October 5th, 2000 as a largely illegal, externally inspired, 
assisted and sustained “minion” regime. The advancement towards 
Serbia’s European perspective and accession, which are acceptable in 
principle, must however, in their view, be accomplished on the country’s 
own terms, or at the very least based on such criteria for  EU accession 
that  universally apply to all candidates and not by some specific 
“extortions and dictate imposed on Serbia.” 
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The gradual redesigning and the softening of previous hard lines, as 
well as the assuming of the role of a constructive political force within 
the opposition, but also within a broader, parliamentary, pro-regime 
majority (socialists), however, eventually raised doubts over the initial 
strategic principles. 

The Evolution of Socialists

After stepping down from power, Milosevic’s arrest and death, i.e. 
forced departure from the political stage of the formerly undisputed leader, 
SPS faced a series of (expected) internal divisions and reconfigurations. 
They were, more often than not, supported and inspired from circles 
outside the party, interested in the socialists’ parliamentary support, or 
rather still, in the taking over of their electorate.

At the heart of these divisions are issues of programmatic and 
democratic party evolution and its distancing from the previous, decade-
long governance practice focused on the attitude toward Slobodan 
Milošević. New party leadership revamps its hard lines and formulations 
about democratic socialism as the strategic party goal, on pluralism 
of ownerships, or preservation of social (non) ownership, and on the 
exaggerated (etatistic) welfare role of the state, in efforts to approach, at 
least programme-wise, the social-democratic political family.

The feature placing SPS on the traditional left is their proponency 
for regulated market economy, mixed ownership structure and full 
employment, or advocacy to a better, more just and more humane 
society - democratic socialism (Serbia 2000 - A Step Into the New 
Century, 1996). 

The Socialists underline the importance of collective bargaining, 
models of citizens’ and employees’ direct participation, as well as 
the necessity of environmental protection and highly developed 
environmental awareness. Their advocacy for permanent education 
and embracement of requirements of modern economy for skills 
development and e-training of the workforce belongs to the set of 
modern, even pro-market principles includes. 

Further programmatic evolution toward the social democratic 
position is manifested in the 7th SPS Congress Programme Declaration 
from 2006, through their support for market economy, free enterprise 
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and autonomy of businesses. However, at the same time, the document 
retains powerful ideological rhetoric on exploitation, profit and 
capitalists, as well as a statement that the party is committed to the 
project of democratic socialism and not of softened capitalism. 

In other words, in their 7th Congress Declaration, the Socialists 
emphasize that they alone stand for equality of ownership types, for 
the preservation and strengthening of the public sector, for guaranteed 
collective agreements and for the principle that the majority ownership 
of  public companies and natural resources should remain in the hands 
of the state (Declaration 2006:9-18 ). 

The Declaration underscores opposition to globalization, i.e.  to 
globalist ideology and to Serbia’s membership in military alliances. As 
their allies, the socialists view “genuine” workers’ trade unions, anti-
globalist and anti-fascist combatants’ associations (Declaration of 8th  
SPS Congress 2006:6-7). 

This process was carried on and it gained momentum following SPS 
entry into the ruling coalition in 2008, signing of the Declaration on 
Reconciliation and Common Goals with DS and the adoption of the 
new party programme at the congress held in 2010. The programme 
contains an almost exhaustive list of objectives characteristic of the 
European social-democratic family. 

A new image in political life is also built, from the formal point of 
view, by politically correct public statements and the constructive and 
pragmatic approach to parliamentary decision-making, which first 
resulted in the support to Vojislav Koštunica’s minority cabinet and 
then in entering into a coalition government with the block around DS  
after the 2008 elections. 

In the background lies the self-interest of the party leadership to 
outlive the imminent and powerful political blows, given the party’s 
(semi-)distancing from its past practice and leader, which comes 
from the now greatly reduced “party base” and from a disgruntled, 
critical democratic public. This is, at least in the short term, a kind of a 
“mission impossible”, as guarantee of the parliamentary status and the 
social stronghold of this “party of the rural and the elderly” still are  the 
poor and under-educated, with a greater-than-average propensity for 
conservatism, nationalism, state dirigisme, that is, for upholding the 
position of the authoritarian (pseudo) left. 

Zoran Stojiljković
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The Division Among the Radicals

A separate, specific programmatic-political mix, covering almost  
the entire space between the left and right, is the radicals’ parallel 
commitment to liberal principles and privatization, strong state 
interventionism and a developed solidarity-based social policy. Actually, 
the radicals crossed the path from initial state interventionism toward 
a liberal position contained in their 100-Point Programme from 2000, 
that is, advocacy for a minimal state and supremacy of private property, 
free market and enterprise and back toward re-advocating an active 
role of the state (Opening provisions of their 2006 Social and Economic 
Programme) and inclining toward the position of “left-centrist etatism” 
(Vukomanović 2007:87). 

Thus, for example, general internal liberalisation is combined with 
the preservation of the state’s majority share in all strategic and vital 
branches of the Serbian economy. SRS prefers the granting of concessions 
on strategic resources, with aim to secure their revitalization and protect 
the state from economic colonialism. Radicals also declare themselves 
as a party with the best social program, saying that they will create a 
special social map and put a stop to arbitrary lay-offs. Another attempt 
to articulate the views of the Serbia’s poor majority is advocacy for 
education that is not a privilege of children from well-off families, i.e. that 
higher education institutions should sustain themselves and not make 
extra profit from education. The radicals also argue that they are the 
only party capable of reducing corruption to the very minimum, while 
at the same time waging an uncompromising battle against organized 
crime. 

The radicals made a pragmatic turn by moving their strategic aim of 
creating a “Greater Serbia” into a distant future, while maintaining that 
they will achieve this goal, which implies expansion to the territories of 
sovereign neighbouring states solely by political means of struggle. An 
exception in this regard, for both the radicals and the progressives after 
the party split, is the realistic possibility of association and unification 
of Serbia and the Republic of Srpska. The impression of hard-line 
consistency with their principles transpires also in their highly centralist 
orientation on the issue of internal power distribution in Serbia, or 
namely, resistance to its regionalization, as well as in their earlier 
advocacy for a strong state union with Montenegro and lately, for the 
preservation of Kosovo within Serbia. 

A hard-line and in some aspects even extreme nationalism, with 
saliently traditional patrimony, positions the radicals on the (far) right. 
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On the other hand, prominent social rhetoric, proponency for strong 
state welfare policy, for social programmes, balanced salary and pension 
scales (in the public sector), state control over large infrastructural 
systems, places them on the left. The party officially (preferably) 
positions itself as a party of moderate, national right wing. 

Fundamentally, it is right-wing national-populism, with prominent 
social elements which are the payoff for the populist character and 
broad-based party support. 

Namely, the radicals projected, at least until their 2008 split, a far 
stronger image and impression of compactness, unity, strength and 
consistency. They absorbed a large share of the socialists’ electorate 
by successfully exploiting the already patented and, to say the least, 
potentially volatile, national-social mix, this time in combination and 
fusion of national and social frustration of the massive, lower social 
classes. 

In the meantime, the radicals gained a strong foothold in major 
cities, earning the status of the strongest single party, and entered the 
very corridors of power, determining, at least defensively by their 
sheer size and “extortion potential”, the composition of every ruling 
coalition. Gradually, for parties of the centre-right, they moved from 
undesirable to possible - a second choice, a second-round alternative, 
as the May 2008 elections clearly demonstrated.

The conflict at the party top over the (non) acceptance of the 
Stabilisation and Association Agreement, at first personal and 
tactical and after the departure of the group around Tomislav 
Nikolić and the creation of Serbian Progressive Party (SPS) also 
increasingly conceptual, may lead to a further re-positioning of PSS, 
which actually began already after Šešelj’s departure to the Hague.  
After the split and the creation of new parties, xenophobia and the 
discourse on the West’s conspiracy against Serbia were abandoned 
in the PSS programme objectives and it is underlined that the 
commitment to EU accession is undisputable, provided that Kosovo 
and Metohija is retained. On the other hand, cooperation with Russia, 
as well as with China, India and other great powers, but also friendly 
states, is unquestionable and unconditional. 

In terms of economic and social goals, PSS, like most other parties, 
reiterates as a kind of political mantra its resolve to fight crime and 
corruption and support the rule of law, implementation of a fair 
privatization and a retroactive review of legitimacy of past privatizations, 
as well as stemming unemployment and promoting economic and 
social welfare.

Zoran Stojiljković
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The “Progressives” show that, under certain conditions, primarily their 
open access to power, they might even cooperate with the Democrats, 
within the overall framework of the European orientation. 

On the other hand, the weakened remainder of the radicals, become 
a frail and less than desirable partner even for the progressives. Previous 
local by-elections and public opinion polls show that the balance of 
power between the progressives and the radicals stands at approximately 
3.5: 1 in favour of the progressives. 

Populist Centre-Right 

A still relatively dominant, but constantly declining position within 
the national-democratic, traditionalist centre-right bloc, committed to 
legal, progressive reforms and advancement towards Europe and the 
world at a pace supported by the majority of citizens and securing the 
preservation of Kosovo within Serbia, is held by DSS. 

The distinctiveness of DSS position is reflected in their consistent 
association of economic and political system transformation with 
constitutional reform. The new economic system is based on the free 
market with its four by-constitutive elements - capital, labour, goods 
and services and on predominantly private ownership, with a parallel 
existence of both state and cooperative ownership. 

The conspicuously solidaristic tone and charge of their rhetoric,  
which also draws on the populist and Christian-social inspiration and 
the identity of the political family to which DSS belongs, is featured in 
explicit programme appeals for solidarity, social justice and social role, 
which the state must take over from the economy.

The state’s prime responsibility lies in the process of privatization. 
Resources accumulated through privatization, consistent with the 
principles of rights and justice, must be used to compensate restitution 
claimants, holders of old (lost) hard currency savings, servicing of 
the foreign debt, replenishment of pension funds and (minority) 
shareholding of employees in their company’s assets.

The principle of social justice is defined as the opportunity for and 
right of all community members to self-development, education, family 
creation and quality living conditions. 

Guaranteed social security includes rights to basic health care, pension 
and disability insurance, welfare payment, unemployment benefit and 
protection of children, youth and persons with disabilities. 
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Within this framework, it is hardly surprising that DSS, as a centre-
right party of the populist i.e. solidaristic orientation, often positions 
itself on the plane of social policies and programmes to the left from 
DS and its proclaimed position which is, if not quite social-democratic, 
at least a social-liberal one. 

But, the feature that particularly sets the position of this party apart 
from others, especially after the self-declared independence of Kosovo in 
2008, is its extremely critical stance towards the EU and its very distinct 
anti - NATO position, comparable only to that of the radicals. As could 
be expected, this position does not enjoy much understanding within 
the populist political group of which DSS is an associate member. 

Re-Positioning of the Democratic Party 

If the parties of the former regime gathered citizens - losers of the 
social transition process and if the block around DSS best represented 
the social average of Serbia, then DS and parties around it above all 
articulate the will of the pro-reform - younger, more educated part of 
Serbia (Slavujević 2002:161-167).

However, the third ruling civil-democratic bloc, from 2000 to 2003 
and again after the 2008 elections, besides DS as its pivotal party (and 
one of the two currently strongest political parties) comprises a large 
number of parties, most of which, with the exception of regional and 
ethnic parties, have no prospects of any independent electoral success. 
Aside from parties of the centre and moderate, social-democratic 
left (which show a tendency to merge with DS through different 
modalities) this group also includes the majority of regional and ethnic 
minority parties. The scope of the spectrum thus explicitly points to 
the still dominant tactical, interest-calculating basis for joining of this 
coalition

The Democratic Party is an example of a centre party with highly 
pragmatic -problem orientation, which abandons the principle of explicit 
and precise positioning on the left-right continuum. Programme-wise, 
it defined itself (in 1992) as a “modern party of civic centre “, then as 
a “modern civic people’s party of liberal orientation” (1996). However, 
with its Programme from 2001 and by approaching to the Socialist 
International, its position was implicitly becoming more social-
democratic, or rather social-liberal.

Orientation to problem-solving (policy approach) and the conse-
quent continuous revision, re-examination and upgrading of solutions 
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are incompatible with the creation of comprehensive and long-term 
programmes. A good example of this practice is the evolution of the 
concept of privatization. The Programme from 1995 promotes the 
model of voucher privatization, i.e. free transfer of the majority share in 
existing “socially owned assets” to all grown up citizens. However, the 
Programme from 2001 makes no reference to specific types of privati-
zation, while the DS-led government is simultaneously implementing 
both tender and auction privatization models. 

Economic vision of DS is that of Serbia as a country with stable 
economic institutions, good infrastructure and a large number of small 
and medium-sized enterprises that are flexible and able to adjust to 
global market fluctuations. Consequently, Serbia will predominantly 
be a country of the middle classes - active and enterprising citizens with 
good qualifications, quality jobs and incomes sufficient for a decent life, 
education of children and carefree old age.

On this path, the state exercises its public service function in 
economy by creating strong institutions that protect citizens - from rule 
of law institutions to regulation of labour rights, social security, pension 
benefits, as well as health care and education. It does so also through a 
responsible budgetary practice and anti-monopoly policy. 

The DS perceives itself as a “socially responsible party”, which 
involves both solidarity and a minimum of social protection. However, 
social welfare must not serve as a pretext for individuals to relinquish 
self-engagement and self-help, but an incentive for individual action. 
In this and similar views, inspiration drawn from the experience of the 
European social model, “third way” model and social investment state 
is evident. 

DS’s half-step to the left, i.e. toward the Socialist International also 
seems to have had a dominantly pragmatic basis. In simple terms, it 
was a result of the calculation that in this part of the political spectrum 
(for the time being) unoccupied by a strong, relevant social-democratic 
party, it could expand its own political influence as well as keep under 
control and integrate many unconsolidated parties of the centre-left 
(Stojiljković 2008:150). 

Thus, it is moving from its initial elitist position and image towards 
the format of a mass party with high-quality and qualified human 
resources - a distinctive political mix which should open the party also 
to the basic classes of society. 

Mind you, the proclaimed social-democratic position, international 
connections and the status within the SI and the Party of European 
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Socialists (PES), or in their regional forums, the resulting “social-
democratization” of political rhetoric and, particularly, the sobering 
and “lean” opposition status between 2004 and 2007 have somewhat 
strengthened the perception that DS, at least in the medium to long 
term, is indeed a centre-left party.

Consequently, unlike earlier surveys which showed that DS 
supporters and voters themselves perceive their party’s position rather 
to the right than to the left from the political centre, polls conducted 
after 2006 show that it is now dominantly seen as a party of modern 
democratic and moderate left. Its key, indisputable values are democratic, 
competitive and pluralist policy-institutional arrangement, modernism 
and reformism, cosmopolitanism, moderate (un)religiousness and 
tolerance, as well as the concept of qualitative, desirable chosen growth, 
i.e. socially and environmentally sustainable development. 

The remaining problem is the democrats’ “neo-liberal drift” in the 
sphere of their vision of a preferred and possible economic and social 
policy, expressed, primarily, through their high regard for “self-care” 
and their preference for and embracement of market, rather than social 
justice principles and values. 

The mainstream of DS supporters do not belong to market 
fundamentalists and understand that the market cannot automatically 
secure full employment, provide for health care, education, housing 
development, traffic or environmental protection, i.e. that regulatory 
measures and mechanisms must exist. But the essence of their position is 
best expressed by the slogan of the “Third Way” adherents - “Maximize 
market and competition – reduce regulation to the minimum”. However, 
their repositioning and, of course, nearly a quarter of votes won in the 
2007 and a third in the 2008 elections make DS by far the most influential 
and credible player in the position of the left, social-democratic centre. 

The Fragmented Social Democracy

Still subsisting on the margins of the political scene is a fragmented 
and atomized group of parties with a clear-cut social-democratic position 
and profile, troubled as if by fate, with perpetual appeals for unification 
followed by new splits and divisions. 

The Programme of the Social Democratic Union (SDU) which 
emerged in 1996 from a splinter of the Civic Alliance, features a 
consistent anti-nationalist position, advocacy for participatory and 
dialogue forms of democracy and for extending the space of equality to 
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all minority groups, namely a consistent anti-discriminatory position. 
The position of this party, like that of LSV, is also characterized by the 
practical opposition to the tide of traditionalism, conservatism and 
excessive presence of religious organisations in the education process, 
public and political life. 

SDU and (until 2008) LSV, within the coalition with Čeda 
Jovanović’s LDP, passed the threshold and entered into the parliament 
as representatives of the radically modernist, anti-nationalist and 
pro-European option viewing Boris Tadić’s DS as too mainstream a 
political party, or a party lacking in credible modernizing potential. The 
problem, however, is that these two self-proclaimed social democratic 
parties espoused the coalition’s hard-line (neo) liberal economic and 
social election programme. 

Following the 2008 elections, a new contender arising in the prom-
ising, divisions-plagued field of “genuine social democracy” was Rasim 
Ljajić’s SDP. 

At the same time, DS’s move to the political mainstream caused 
the separation of Čeda Jovanović’s LDP , which, together with Nenad 
Čanak’s LSV and the remainder of GSS and  SDU, aspires to  the  position 
of the “firekeeper” - the most radical proponent of civic- reformist, 
European orientation in Serbian politics - the “guardian of Djindjić’s 
political legacy.”

Political Trajectory of G17 Plus

On the other side, the transformation and profiling of an influential 
group of experts, G17 Plus, into a party with a distinct liberal, modern-
izing orientation points to the possibility of the emergence of a liberal, 
pro-Western centre-right.

The background of G17 Plus as an expert group with a saliently 
liberal orientation, which proposes radical and rapid privatization, 
practically reduced the role of the state to internal and external security 
and the protection of observance of contracts and laws. Social justice is 
meritocratically linked to the principle that everyone participates in the 
distribution according to their contribution, which positions this party 
on the centre right.

The classical liberal paradigm is contained in the principle 
“maximum market – state only as necessary” and in efforts to defend the 
“four market pillars” - private property, free initiative, stable currency 
and competitive environment (G17 Plus Programme). 
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The collision with real life and with political competition led to the 
significant programme shift toward the centre. This is mainly reflected 
in their advocacy of social-market economy, solidarity, social dialogue 
and agreement, directed at poverty-reduction, job creation and the 
creation of an adequate social protection system. 

The social partnership and dialogue between the Government, trade 
unions and employers should promote employment rather than individual 
jobs. Key macroeconomic indicators (production, employment, wages, 
inflation) should be established by agreement and improved according 
to an agreed schedule. Aside from the operational poverty reduction 
strategy and promotion of productive employment, Serbia must begin to 
participate in the EU Strategy for social inclusion. This strategy is based 
on the strengthening of social cohesion through inclusion of socially 
marginalized groups – by implementing the principles of positive 
discrimination (“affirmative action”) into economic life. 

Public opinion polls, however, suggest that, unlike the period prior 
to the 2003 parliamentary elections, this party cannot count on a secure 
parliamentary status. The drop in G17 Plus ratings is also payment 
for their participation in the government, or more specifically, of the 
impression created that they are technologists of power rather than 
experts above politics. 

The current opening of the issue of decentralization and regionalization 
of Serbia and gathering of the local political parties and officials in the 
Party of Regions, however, demonstrates a well-tuned political nerve and 
self-preservation reflex of G17 Plus and its leader, Mlađan Dinkić.

LDP - Radical Modernism and Euro-Atlantism

The political market offer is complete with the creation and parliamen-
tarization of LDP. Created in 2005 from a splinter of DS, LDP merged 
with the Civic Alliance of Serbia (GSS) in 2007. The position of LDP 
is primarily characterized by the radical position of staying outside the 
“constitutional and Kosovo consensus” which involved a wide range of 
parliamentary parties from 2006. LDP does not wish to be just one of 
the many, but a party with a mission of creating discontinuity with the 
values, figures and parties of the Milošević regime. Their insistence on 
the implementation of lustration, dissatisfaction with the procedure of 
passing but also with the content of the 2006 Constitution, particularly 
their criticism of the achievements of decentralization, are some of the 
singularities of LDP. A specific stance is articulated and designated 
by LDP also with regard the Equality Law which should equalize the 
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position of same-sex and heterosexual couples, against the prevailing 
patrimonial and homophobic model. “Against the flow” also describes 
their position on the recognition of Kosovo’s independence, i.e. support 
to plan 2K, or in simple terms, ceding of territories in exchange for 
equality and constitutionality and the principle of consensuality. 
Possibility for coexistence of Albanians and Serbs is seen in surrendering 
administration of territory in return for a binding commitment of the 
Kosovo authorities’ to guarantee equal rights for Serbs as those enjoyed 
by the majority Albanians. On the socio-economic plane, LDP stands 
for economy without limits, accelerated transition, privatization, 
denationalization and for the liberalization of financial transactions 
with the world. Their patently market-liberal position is also contained 
in their advocacy of the tax system reform, control of public revenues 
and expenditures and budgetary balance. In the sphere of social policy, 
too, with their rhetoric about a society of equal opportunities, freedom 
of education, of action and association and of free lifestyle choice, LDP 
sticks to its original liberal inspiration. Programme-wise, LDP is actually 
based on three pillars - modern economy, modern education and 
efficient and cost-effective state. Reduction of public spending to a third 
of GDP, introduction of competition into the public sector institutions 
and companies - cutting down corruption, through abolishment of 
subsidies and rents, firm anti-monopoly legislation are, together with 
the concept of lifelong learning and the downsizing and modernisation 
of state administration through e-government, key programmatic and 
practical-political priorities (Different Serbia 2007:17-34). 

Political Positioning 

If in the liberal segment of the political spectrum the position of DS 
could be designated as social-liberal and that of G17 Plus as liberal-
democratic, then LDP is closest to the neoliberal or libertarian posi-
tion. With its admission in 2008 to ELDR and the Liberal International, 
LDP officially received the recognition and verification of its liberal po-
sition, unlike DS which opted for the social-democratic, or G17 which, 
inconsistent with its programme, opted for the conservative, “populist” 
political family. 

In conclusion, we could state that the horseshoe model best responds 
to the questions about the scope of the political spectrum and the shifting/
repositioning of parties in it.

At the same time, the issue arising is that of the methodological 
grounds and interpretive basis for grouping Serbian parties in their 
respective political families. This grouping, beyond the parties’ self-
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proclaimed positions, detects the reasons and the logic of the program-
matic and practical evolution of parties. 

The most pertinent appears to be  Herbert Kitschelt’s five-category 
classification which is based on combining classical political dimensions: 
left-right, along with the divisional axis: authoritarian-libertarian. 

The elements of classification, i.e. political families include: 1) 
Left-liberal parties; 2) Social democrats, 3) Christian-democratic and 
national-secular parties, 4) Market-liberal parties, 5) Right-authoritarian 
parties (Kitschelt 2003:9). 

To this classification, pertinent for most post-industrial countries in 
Europe, we would add the 6th and 7th element or political family when 
it applies to Serbia and “heavy” transition societies. It comprises tra-
ditional, authoritarian and, usually, nationalist left, which in Serbia is 
still dominantly comprised of SPS and a group of ethnic and regional 
parties. 

A common trait of regional and ethnic parties is that they are focused 
on their key issue on the political agenda, without further clarifying their 
positions on a range of other topical issues, even if their own political 
space is extremely competitive and fragmented. 

An illustrative fact in this regard is that, out of the 76 registered parties, 
as many as 43 are registered as national minority parties. 

On the other side, besides a previous marginal presence in the 
parliament of the self-declared peasants’ parties, the Party of United 
Pensioners of Serbia (PUPS) is a single successful example of interest 
group party representation. Mind you, the 1.6 million pensioners indeed 
represent the largest electoral clientele in Serbia.

The social-democratic field is currently vacant is and contenders for 
this position are located on the left-libertarian, social-liberal (DS) or 
left-authoritarian position (SPS).

The position of pro-European market liberals is occupied by G17 
Plus and LDP. But, while parties positioned to the left from the centre, 
primarily DS, can count on even more than a third of votes, the civic, 
market-liberal orientation and its parties can only count on one tenth 
of the electorate. 

A promising and largely overcrowded political field is the Christian-
democratic or conservative, remarkably national centre-right position. 
The political family of the populist and conservative parties includes 
DSS and NS, but also a Euro-enthusiastic SPO. As well as hard-line 
national positions of former radicals which, even by their their new party 
names – Progressive (Tomislav Nikolić) and People’s (Maja Gojkovic) 
articulate a claim to (re)positioning towards the centre-right.
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Legend: GS – lead party; GJ – ruling coalition partner; O - oposition; 
Table: Parties’ programme orientation

Evidently, the centre-right position is also fragmented by divisions 
along traditionalist/modernist, national-democratic/ Europeans, liberal/
conservative, regionalist/centralist and many other dividing lines.

On the authoritarian-right position, despite some redesigning of 
their messages and entry into the “constitutional vault of parliamentary 
parties” in 2006 is also the Serbian Radical Party.

Social Rifts and Political Choices 

In their analysis of the relation between social and political divisions in 
Serbia, Slavujević, Pantić and Komšić used five indicators to categorise the 
electorate and to position relevant parties: 1) self-positioning of voters or 
supporters of the relevant parties along the line of political divisions (left-
right; 2) index of their attitudinal differentiation; 3) the positioning of the 
relevant parties by their supporters; as well as (4) official self-positioning, 
and 5) programmatic positioning of the parties themselves.

In the (2003) research, Zoran Slavujević notes that the share of 
voters who are willing and able to clasify themselves along the left-right 
continuum is below the (over a half) segment of party-oriented citizens 
(Slavujević 2003:132). 
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A similar finding was obtained in a number of other studies (CPA 
2002; Mihailović et al. 2003; Cesid 2004).

The research findings corroborate the thesis on the   still dominantly 
low prevalence, transience and “artificiality” of the left-right division 
in Serbia, that is, lead o the conclusion on the prospective party 
redistribution along this axis to correspond with its anticipated growing 
importance.  An indirect argument in support of this thesis is the 
presence of a particular political paradox - the majority of the electorate 
attitudinally expresses a “leftist sentiment”, whilst at the same time 
voting for centre or right parties. For example, in a Cesid survey (May 
2004), within just over a half of citizens who identify themselves on the 
scale: left-right, the balance is 2 (right) and 1.5: 1 (left),  while  polar 
positions on both the left and right ends are more widely accepted than 
their moderate wings. 

The unblocking and the “stepping-up” of transition and privatization, 
combined with the time distance from the Milošević quasi-left regime 
brings about two significant changes in this domain. First, research 
done in 2006 shows  that, unlike the previous domination of the centre-
right position, we now have fully balanced power positions, with 
moderate positions both left and right far stronger than their extreme 
poles. Less than one tenth of citizens consider themselves to be either 
radical left or right. At the same time, equal preference for the left and 
right is shown by key segments of society: skilled and highly skilled 
workers, technicians, white collar employees, professionals as well as 
housewives. Farmers and pensioners show preference for the left, while 
just above the average right-wise propensity is noted among pupils and 
students, the unemployed and, as expected, owners (Mihailović 2006).  

Thus, apparently against expectations, the social background in its 
narrower, professional – class meaning is not a significant determinant 
of the preference for left or right, since the latter was formed relatively 
late and was for a long time masked by, only distantly related, national 
and political-cultural divisions.  Preferences for the left, centre or right 
are, as expected, mainly influenced by party allegiance (Ck= 0.42). 
Most leftists and fewest rightists can be found among supporters of 
SPS (64:8). On the opposite pole are the radicals’ voters, half of them 
right-oriented, but also a non-negligible one quarter left-minded. In 
the middle are DS supporters, who are slightly more left-oriented 
(36:23) but dominantly “centrist”, and then supporters of  DSS, with 2 
(moderate) leftists by every 4 centrists and 4 rightists. From the overall 
perspective, leftists most often lack strong party identity (35%), next 
are DS adherents (22%), followed by the supporters of the old regime of 
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the radicals (15%) and socialists (13%). A similar structure, paradoxical 
from the point of view of current political divisions, is shown within 
the support to the right – the majority are not affiliated to any party 
(37%), then radicals (26%), closely followed by DS (13%) and then by 
DSS  supporters(11%).

Political values and Party Allegiance

Even more indicative are findings on the acceptability of rivalling 
political ideologies – social-democratic, Christian democratic, 
conservative, liberal, as well as nationalist and communist. Within 
an approximate half of citizens who are able to position themselves, a 
vast majority - two fifths- prefers social democracy. DS has the highest 
share of social democrats in the total number of supporters - 32%, 
while next to it are, somewhat unexpectedly, DSS and G17 Plus with 
29% each. The second, “reserve” ideology among DS and G17 Plus 
supporters is liberalism (10-14%), and among DSS supporters Christian 
democracy (12%). SPS supporters are are almost evenly divided into 
those embracing communism and social democracy, though with a 
slightly higher share of neo-communists (27%: 24%). Supporters of SPO 
are split “into even parts” - one fifth each, between liberalism, social-
democrats and Christian democrats. Within just a half of the radicals’ 
voters who can formulate their view, there are equal shares (15% each) of 
social democracy and nationalism supporters. Only in the case of LDP 
supporters is social democracy second-rated. Within LDP, liberalism 
is twice more accepted than the social democratic concept (47%: 23%) 
(Cesid 2006). 

However, divisions based on historical-ethnic and cultural-value 
distinctions have the key role in the classification of parties, but also of 
the electorate. Based on these distinctions, parties can be classified into 
national-conservative and civic-modernist groups. The correlation 
between the national-civic (historical-ethnic), and traditionalism-
modernism (cultural-value split) axes is, in fact, very high (C = 0.7), 
with the national overlapping with the traditional and civic with 
the modern, so that, with some simplification, we can talk about a 
single axis: traditional (conservative) nationalism - civic modernism 
(reformism). The synergic effect of these axes could contribute to the 
consolidation of the political supply and to the streamlining of the party 
scene (Slavujević, Komšić, Pantić 2003:176).

According to the survey, overall, in mid-2003, traditionalism prevails 
over modernity (41%: 27%), while every third respondent belongs to 
the “mixed” type (Pantić 2003:110). 
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The Social Rooting of Political Parties

By summarizing the findings on the nature of the relationship 
between social cleavage lines and party identification, we can conclude 
that the ideological line of the left-right division is also in correlation, 
though weaker in intensity, with the other two previously analyzed lines 
of political division.

Apparently contrary to expectations, voters of the pro-national and 
traditional orientation, “traditional social-nationalists”, from socially 
lower and older population segments tend to concentrate above the 
average on the “left”, while younger voters of civic and modernist 
orientation are positioned at the centre and right (centro-rightists). For 
example, in a Cesid survey from April 2005, more than half of those 
who are “left-minded” belong to the lower classes (58%), average - 
“moderate” are members of the middle class (42%), while members of 
the higher social class are far below the average (13 %) among leftists. 

At the same time, low social status (and age), or belonging to the 
groups such as farmers, unskilled workers, housewives, uneducated are 
the social correlate for the preservation of the dominant conservatism. 
The division within the Serbian electorate into the left, centre and 
right shows, as in other countries with a delayed, distorted, previously 
“blocked” (Mladen Lazić) transition, complete inversion compared to 
conventional value orientations that are related to this (West European) 
ideological division (Slavujević, Komšić, Pantić 2003:176).

With all simplifications, it might be concluded that the supporters of 
the parties of former regime are chiefly recruited - based on the prevailing 
values of traditionalism, nationalism and etatism, from lower social 
classes, while parties from the democratic bloc rely on the middle classes. 
A watershed between these two blocks comprises qualified workers, 
divided between the two, on whose support to one side or the other,  their 
future balance of power largely depends (CESID 2005).

After 2008 and the oubreak of the crisis of planetary dimensions, 
which has had a severe impact on Serbia, too, the functional division  
seems to have been been weakening further, along with the decline due 
to the trend of impoverishment, of its (neo) liberal, but also ruling - 
officially “socially responsible” political pole.

On the other hand, processes such as inter-party transfers of 
supporters, steep increase or decline of the support to some political 
options, as well as the splits within some parties, have resulted in the 
“wandering” of political parties in search for their identities in the 
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political arena of Serbia. Thus, some of them which, at the outset of the 
period of pluralism, managed to profile themselves and take root in 
particular social groups, have, over the course of time, lost their identities 
due to these processes. Another feature of all parties in Serbia is certainly 
that they have no distinct social profile, which is especially true of the 
mainstream parties swept by the process of massive expansion.

Yet, at least the “minor” and parties of national minorities can be be 
said to have a more distinct social profile. For example, LDP is largely a 
party of young, educated and urban classes.

The Political Parties’ Social Profile

A general conclusion that is possible to reach from a variety of public 
opinion polls is that citizens who regard themselves as transitional 
losers and belong to lower social classes largely give their confidence to 
the parties of the former regime.

Although in recent years, some changes in social profiles have been 
observed and it seems that the usual distinction that urban and more 
educated citizens vote for DS and other democratic option parties 
and rural, less educated and the older vote for the radicals has been 
overcome, it can be concluded that there is a link between parties of 
the former regime and voters belonging to lower social classes. On the 
other hand, the democratic bloc largely relies on the middle classes.

The Democratic Party – pivot of the ruling coalition, is an example of 
a party which, at the beginning of its political life, was a party of young 
people, intellectuals and professionals, to be later swept by the process of 
“de-intellectualization”. As a result, and due to the increased number of 
supporters after the October changes, but also the transfer of G17 Plus 
and LDP supporters, the party now has a broader social base. Research 
done in the last three years shows that the social structure of the party 
has somewhat stabilized, as dominant among its followers are middle-
aged citizens with secondary education who live in urban areas. Still, 
DS has more supporters from the ranks of educated citizens and those 
with the higher social status than the socialists and “progressives”.

The most similar to the social profile of DS are those of G 17 Plus 
and LDP. 

G 17 Plus, following  its transformation from an expert group into a 
political party, attracted supporters of DS and profiled itself as the party of 
the urban and the youngest, mid- and highly educated voters. However, 
in late 2005 as a result of “tenure” in the government and the fact that the 
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G 17 electorate is the same as that of DS, its ratings decline. It leads to the 
dropout of the youngest and voters with secondary education. However, 
even after all these changes, G17 Plus remains attractive to working-age 
professionals.

Within the social structure of the Liberal Democratic Party young, 
mid- and highly educated voters are dominant. 

The Serbian Radical Party until 2000 profiled itself as a party of mainly 
urban, male voters, initially young and later older, mostly with lower and 
secondary education, who now dominantly represent the social profile 
of the radicals. 

There is still no reliable data which could yield conclusions about the 
social profile of the Serbian Progressive Party, although at first glance it 
seems that middle-aged citizens are dominant. If some generalizations 
are made, it could be said that among the progressives, there is a high 
number of pensioners, unemployed as among the radicals, as well as a 
significant percentage of housewives. 

The Democratic Party of Serbia, just like DS, has experienced “de-
intellectualization” and a radical change of its social structure. Major 
changes have occurred after 2000, “when the party saw a sharp increase 
in the number of its supporters”. The reverse process – some kind of a 
turn back, occured after 2003, due to the dispersion of its supporters. 
Even after all these changes, DSS remains attractive for all voter groups, 

Table: Class self-identification and party orientation (Cesid - July 2005)
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although somewhat more attractive for the urban, educated and older 
population past working age.

New Serbia has a similar profile of supporters to that of DSS, with a 
higher share of farmers, housewives and students. 

From the distinctly working-class, the Socialist Party of Serbia has 
transformed itself into a rural party, with the major share of farmers, 
followed by inactive parts of the electorate, mostly pensioners and 
housewives. At the same time, SPS is also the party to the oldest, least 
educated and poor citizens

The Spatial - Positional Interpretation of the Field of Politics 

The story about the nature and intensity of the relationship between 
the social and political lines of divisions and splits can be re-interpreted 
and considered from the perspective of a specific and autonomous political 

Source: Cesid, October 2008
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space and political actors’ interest matrix. Through the methodological 
approach based on the market theory of politics, the political space 
can be presented and analyzed as a concentric circle - a series of three 
interrelated political markets.

The broadest market and the outer circle of politics is the point of 
convergence of the political supply and demand.

The market, more specifically, political demand is underdeveloped, 
“shallow”, but not devoid of any development potential , and it is 
“promising”. Judging by the research findings, a mere half of  the voters 
- “consumers” has at least some party and political identification and 
orientation in the left - right dimensioning of the political space. At the 
same time, large transfers within and between political blocs, and just a 
two-decade-old market attest to its potential and openness. Along the left 
- right interests continuum, the demand of the poor majority of voters 
is concentrated in the space of   moderate redistributive policies, pushing 
the political actors who aspire to a central role to the (left) centre. 

However, the complexity of the political map and the dominance of 
the historical-ethnic and value divisions along the line of traditionalism 
versus modernism, makes the market diverse and open, like Rubik’s 
cube, for all possible re-combinations. At the same time, oversaturation 
of the left-right division by layers of ethnic and political-cultural 
divisions, like Kosovo and / or Europe, offers a possible explanation 
of the weak and multi-mediated relationship between the social – 
professional and party - political affiliation. 

The central circle is the inter-party market which shapes the 
relations on the political scene and determines the range of political 
supply. Potential political entrepreneurs are confronted with the setup 
of existing market participants and must position their product and 
make it recognizable and desirable. The logic of the market struggle 
makes the relations of actors interested in the same segment of the client 
audience the most delicate - contenders are in a situation either to eject 
and marginalize their nearest competition, or to unite with it. 

Similar to tendencies of creating economic cartels, there is a tendency 
to form political ones. They consist of blocks of power from different 
parts of the political spectrum united in the logic of coalition (post-)
election strategy and of combining national demagoguery, rhetoric and 
social pro-European political mantras as a market-winning combination 
- a kind of political evergreen. 

When it comes to the political market supply, the influence of the 
external environment should not be understated, namely that of veto-
players in the back-stages, or key players behind the political scenes. The 
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command tower or marketplace management, which largely steers the 
relations, roles and prices on the political scene comprises actors such 
as the great powers and their local representatives, powerful economic 
groups and interests, but also religious and intellectual circles and 
representatives of large and organized groups such as pensioners and 
employees, which are interesting as large distributional coalitions, at 
least in the election race. 

Finally, the narrowest, inner circle is a small, intra-party market with 
its additional, specific logic of divisions, conflicts and associations, based 
on the re-combination of human, pragmatic, but also programmatic 
and strategic internal differences. The split within SRS, the departure 
of Nikolić and Vučić and the creation of SNS represent an example of 
the combining of internal reasons and external incentives, personal 
conflicts and frustration over the “eternal” staying in the corridors of 
power, reinforced and argued by tactical and then by programmatic 
evolution. 

It is possible to conclude that existing political (up) setting in Serbia 
is increasingly faced with a rising mistrust among consumers - political 
audience toward political actors. Today’s Serbia seems to have experienced 
a severance of ties between citizens and the political elite. The current 
crisis only further exacerbates the existing, almost dramatic legitimacy 
deficit of political, but also of most civil actors and institutions.

Consequently, it is reasonable to expect further shifts, regroupings 
and re-positionings on the political supply side, both in the spatial 
dimension: regionalism - centralism, and along its developmental, social 
and integration (European) continuum. All relevant parties will attempt 
to enter into a zone of basic consensus which lies in the commitment to 
Serbia as a rule of law, democratic, European and socially responsible 
state and society.

Perspectives 

Research results yield possibilities for formulating several working 
hypotheses. First, given the growing importance of socio-economic 
issues and their key impact on voter preferences, almost all parties, 
in this dimension, actually position themselves in the space around 
the centre or even to the left of it. The struggle for bare survival of the 
numerous and broad social classes drives parties to overstate  elements 
of solidarity, social cohesion and justice in their programmes, in order to 
win voter support in a narrowed space for manoeuvre. This leads to the 
confusion in the positioning on the continuum: left-right, accompanied 
by confusion in the self-identification of voters and party affiliates.
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It is further induced by the resistance of some voters to identify 
themselves with the effects of the former “leftist regime”, stigmatized 
by the very term “leftist”.

Consequently, in the political spectrum of Serbia, there is a large 
vacant space waiting for the emergence of a relevant party of the centre-
left or social-democratic orientation. At the same time, for a variety of 
economic, social, cultural-traditional reasons, its prospects for the time 
being are still limited, despite efforts by both DS and SPS to take over 
this space.

Part of the potential, traditional clientele of the poor, lower classes is 
“infected” by the conservative and authoritarian populism and etatism, 
or “social nationalism”. Younger, more educated, reform-minded part of 
the population is (un)consciously attached to the centre-right parties. 
The highest status inconsistency and uncertainty, accompanied by the 
highest political segmentation, is shown by the lower middle classes 
- skilled workers, technicians and white collar workers, as well as 
professionals from the sphere of social (public) services – a group which 
could, above all others, be the “social clientele” of the social-democratic 
party.  On the other hand, the centre-right space is also largely fragmented 
by divisions to traditionalists and modernists, national democrats, and 
Europeans, liberals and conservatives, regionalists and centralists and 
other types of division.1

1 The declaration of the Government of the Republic of Serbia on July 7th 2008, which is 
actually a coalition of groups around DS and SPS, may mark a turning point on Serbia’s 
party-political scene. Former bitter political rivals, DS and SPS found themselves in 
the same government and on October 18th 2008 signed a "Declaration on political 
reconciliation and shared responsibility for achieving the vision of Serbia as a democratic, 
free , indivisible, economically and culturally developed and socially just country."

 EU membership is stated as the strategic orientation of Serbia. Europe itself is perceived 
in the social democratic perspective. A common European home is seen as a social-
democratic project of the "welfare state", responsible and solidary social state and society (p. 
3). It is the responsibility of such a state to secure human dignity and jobs for everyone.

 By emphasizing that Serbia will retain strategic control over key infrastructure and public 
companies, the preferred social –democratic concept of "mixed economy" is least partially 
retained (p. 4).

 The Declaration includes commitments to: social security and solidarity, reduction of 
drastic social disparities, social justice as equal prospects and affirmative action in favour 
of the marginalized classes and ethnic and other minority groups. 

 The key starting point is the belief that a socially responsible society can only be achieved 
through social justice and that without solidarity there is no humane society.

 The  signed Declaration, unless a mere act of political marketing, can have a constructive 
impact not only on mutual relations between Democrats and Socialists, but also for the 
relaxation of relations on the broader political – party scene in Serbia. 

 On the right side of the political spectrum, the rift within SRS and the creation of SNS, 
which aims to become the key party of the centre-right not opposed to European 
integration, has had a similar effect. 
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It is realistic to expect that struggle for the status of key pivotal party 
will occur in this part of the spectrum, both at its civic-modernizing and 
national-traditional pole.

As a consequence, Serbia, due to its complex national and regional 
map, along with 2-3 “big parties” and their occasional partners and / or 
rivals, will for a relatively long time have relatively numerous, coalition-
relevant parties of national minorities, as well as parties with a regional 
prefix and outreach.
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Statistical Analysis of Executive Stability in 
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to mesure the degree of executive stability in Serbia via 
possible correlation between two political notions: one being the fragmentation 
of the party system and the other the stability of the government, e.g. the 
length of the period during which the “cabinet” is in office. If the correlation 
is strong, we can conclude that this would not only permit us to follow further 
changes of their relationships, so to have some basic insights of their processual 
tendencies also, but it would also enable us to raise the Serbian political science 
to a higher level, which implies a relatively reliable prognostics through the 
use of the regression. Prior to that, an overview of all known formulas for the 
fractionalization is presented and one option is chosen, for even though the 
formula does not influence the coefficient of the correlation or the regression, 
we have wanted to clarify some counterintuitive inconsistencies which can 
emerge when bias toward under/overestimation of the fragmentation in the 
formulas is mathematically detected.

Key words: executive stability, cabinet durability, stability of the government, 
party fragmentation, Poisson regression, probability.

In our analysis, we shall use the rational choice approach in terms of 
the party standpoints and party discipline. That is, we will assume that the 
parties are unitary actors with the objective of maximising their power 
regardless of the ideological string of their partners or adversaries. We take 
into account only their power which depends on the share (percentage) 
in the total number of MPs. These are the policy blindness and unitary 
actor approaches (Dumont, Caulier 2011: 9, 19). We have no desire to 
diminish the ideological roots of the disputes among the parties which 
can influence the stability of the government, but rather to determine to 
what extent the quantitative indicators influence the category of stability. 
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Even more so because in the paper which represents the grounds 
for our work, Herman and Tailor have confirmed that there are no 
ideological type differences which could better explain the variability of 
the government stability from the degree of fragmentation of parties in 
a parliament. They have calculated, in the cross-national analysis of 196 
post-war governments, the correlation coefficient with the negative sign 
between the fractionalization and stability (r = - 0.448). This value shows 
us that this is a strong negative correlation, and the coefficient square 
(r² = 0.201) shows that the parliamentary fragmentation accounts for 
one fifth of the government stability variation (Taylor, Herman 1971: 
31) during which the correlation is significant at the (0,01) level. We 
will calculate the degree of the correlation, having in mind the mandate 
of each Serbian government from 1990 to 2011, however, before that, 
we choose the intuitively valid fragmentation formula with the minimal 
deviation.

Fragmentation Formulas

The Laakso-Taagepera index (Laakso, Taagepera 1979: 3-27), e.g. 
the effective number of parties (ENP) is most commonly used. As 
Lijphart points out, this index is nothing more than an adaptation of 
the fractionalization index offered by Douglas Rae (Lijphart 1990: 483). 

The formula for the Rae’s index is:

where n is the total number of parties, i is an individual party, and Si 
is the share of each party in a parliament. Therefore, if five parties have 
equal share of 20%, the index value will be 0,80, thus implying greater 
fragmentation then when we have two parties with 50% share with index 
value 0,50. According to Lijphart, the advantage of the Laakso-Taagepera 
index is that it can also be interrpreted as a number of relevant parties, 
not only as an abstract value (Dumont, Caulier 2011: 6). The formula:

enables us to calculate the situation in which five parties equally share 
positions in a parliament with the value 5.00, because at that specific 
moment all five parties have equal chances of forming a government. 

n

i=1

ENP = 1
n

i=1
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If four of them are at the quantitatively same level, then the number of 
effective parties is 4.00, etc.  However, if we do have five parties in the 
parliament, and the ENP is 4.00, then this means that some parties (or 
just one) have more “political weight” than the others and that they 
dominate over the “smaller ones” due to a greater number of seats. We 
should keep in mind that, in this formula the sum of all share squares 
is in fact the Hirchman-Herfindahl concentration index (HH) which 
represents the probability that two randomly chosen MPs will belong 
to the same party (Kuster, Botero 2008: 5). Regardless of the fact that 
it represents the improvement of the previous formulas and that it is 
most commonly used, the ENP has had its share of criticism. 

One part of the criticism referred to the fact that the ENP does not 
provide higher values, and the other to the fact that it overemphasizes 
fragmentation. Here, the Kesselman-Wildgen hyperfractionalization 
and the Molinar index (NP) are concerned (Molinar 1991: 1383-1385). 
We calculate the Kesselman-Wildgen index (I) with the formula:

Where the antilog is in fact the Euler’s number or the exponential 
constant (е2,71), since the exponential function is the inverse of the 
logarithmic. Pi is the share of each party, and the log is actually the 
natural logarithm with the base e, and not 10 as it would follow on the 
basis of this label. Therefore, we believe that in this formula ln should be 
used as a common sign for the natural logarithm instead of log. Just to 
remind ourselves, the natural logarithm of x is a number that we raise to 
the base e, in order to get that number x. The minus sign in front of the 
sum has been put to annul the negative value in the inner parentheses 
since the natural logarithm of each number that is less than 1 (shares 
of parties in decimals) can only be a negative number (!). Therefore, it 
is clear why this index is tied to hyperfractionalization. The lower the 
percentage of a party in a parliament, the higher the negative natural 
logarithm, which will increase the e base level with the same degree 
and thus automatically increase the number of relevant parties. To best 
see how this index is biased parliament we will imagine a hypothetical 
parliament in which one party holds 49% of the seats, ten hold 5% each 
and one holds 1%. The number of relevant parties at the time is even 
6.55 (!). The ENP gives a value of 3.77 for the same hypothesis. 

However, these formulas do not treat separately the power of the biggest 
party, as opposed to the Molinar index. Molinar correctly concludes 
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that the number of relevant parties will be inversely proportional to 
the power of the party with the most votes. He also argues that both 
the ENP and the I react too sensitively (overreact) to even the smallest 
changes in the power of the leading party. His index yields the lowest 
value in relation to our hypothesis on 1.86. It is obtained by multiplying 
the ENP formula with the expression in which the difference between 
the sum of the share square of each party and the square of the strongest 
party is divided by the sum of squares and in the end we add one: 

where the N is the Laakso-Taagepera index. 
However, in order to rationally choose an index, it is not enough 

just to determine which produces higher, and which produces lower 
scores in order to fit our intuitive understanding of the nature of the 
party system. It is necessary to verify which of the NP and ENP indices 
show, more accurately and evenly, i.e. with less biased deviations and 
anomalies shown through their values the change in the power of the 
strongest party. We dismiss the I index from consideration immediately 
because it is exponentially biased. We adopt the Dunleavy-Boucek 
model of maximum fractionalization, which provides greatest possible 
distance between the biggest and the other parties (Dunleavy, Boucek 
2003: 296). Thus, if the first has 45% or 30% of the votes, all others 
have 1% each (so 55 of them, i.e. 70). The reason for this is, that with 
such great discrepancies greater deviations from the formulas can be 
easily observed, and therefore the advantages/disadvantages of the 
individual, although the model itself has obviously no empirical value. 
The hypothesis says that with the reduction of power of largest the 
party (from 45% to 40% and 30% to 25%) the others do not win over 
more individual power, but only an increase in the total number (60 of 
them with 1% of the seats, i.e. 75 with 1%) in order to better detect the 
deviations. 

The NP index does really undermine the fragmentation when 
measuring the decrease of power of the strongest party from 45% to 
40%, since then we observe the growth of the fractionalization from 
1.18 to only 1.21. The decrease of 5% in power produced the increase of 
the index for mere 2.54%. The fact that the Molinar index overrates the 
fractionalization on lower level of analysis (the fall from 30% to 25%) 
allows us to exclude the Molinar index from further analysis. Namely, 
index value shifts from 1.74 to 2.53 and thus increases by as much as 
45.4% (!). This index is even more biased at the lower levels. We conclude 

NP = 1+N n
i=1

n
i=1
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that Molinar observed the importance of the largest party for the index 
very correctly, but however, he created a completely wrong formula. 

The ENP index also shows anomalies, judging by the diagram in the 
paper of the aforementioned duo Dunleavy-Boucek. Although it does not 
shift from strict undermining to a strong overrating of fractionalization 
as Molinar’s model, but rather gravitates to constant overrating, this index 
does not do so in equal intensity. In some segments of the strongest party 
power scale (<50%), which produces the variation in the values   of ENP, 
we alternately observe: strong and growing bias toward fragmentation 
while approaching lower levels (<<50%) on one hand, and almost 
stagnation towards the same on the other. Dunleavy and Boucek named 
this anomaly kinks in the lower anchor points (Ibid: 302). In order to 
correct these distortions they developed the (Nb) index which singles 
out the power of the largest party strength as does the NP, but in a slightly 
different formula:

where the Si² is the square of the share of the party i, and the S1 is the 
share of the largest party. 

We will now compare the ENP and Nb. With the fall of 5% of the 
largest party’s power, the ENP increases the fractionalization from 4.86 
to 6.02, which is a 23.86% increase in the index. The Nb will increase 
the index from 3.54 to 4.26, which is an increase of 20.33%. We see that 
on this level, that the ENP is still biased. The same happens at a lower 
level (the decrease from 30% to 25%), because the ENP increases the 
index from 10.3 to 14.28 or for 38.64%, while the Nb does that with 
the increase from 6.81 to 9.14 or for 34.21%, however now the bias 
of the ENP towards fractionalization has increased when compared to 
Nb for an additional 1%. Finally, how do we account for the fact that 
the Molinar index (share of votes) for the post-war Japan and Sweden 
gives an average index below 2, even though the Liberal Democratic 
Party of Japan had, for a significant period, less than 50% + 1 of the 
votes, and the Swedish Social Democratic had above 50% of the votes 
only in 1968? On the other hands, Laakso-Taagepera, gives the average 
value of above 3 to the aforementioned party systems, which doesn’t 
add up with the history of uninterrupted rule of Japanese liberals, i.e. 
the 50 years of rule of the Swedish SDP starting from the post-war 60s. 
In the second part we use the most appropriate formula for the relevant 
number of parties Nb and the Dunleavy-Boucek index. 

However, it is necessary to point out one exception in which we will 
not be using the Nb formula. When one party has absolute majority, it 
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is intuitively clear that the index has to be 1 because there is no other 
mathematical combination that would allow other parties to form a 
government without the first party. In this case the previously mentioned 
formulas never give the result 1. The ENP goes so far, that with the 
distribution between parties (53-15-10-10-10-2%) gives the index 
value of 3.00 (!). This inconsistency was recognized by Taagepera as 
well, who suggested adding an additional indicator of the largest share 
index (largest component approach - N∞) to the ENP (Taagepera 
1999: 497). And according to a very simple formula: 

where p1 is the share of the largest party.
However, N ∞ just lowered the result below the 2. The NP is the 

closest to 1, but as Taagepera correctly observes in his work, once a 
party exceeds 50%, is it really important whether it has 53% or 57%? 
Over 57% and the ENP decreases below 2. Only the Dumant-Caulier 
effective number of relevant parties (ENRP) solves the problem as the 
quotient of 1 and the Banzhaf index (Dumont, Caulier, 2011: 19): 

The first government after the multi-party elections in 1990 was 
formed by only one party – the SSP, and we can calculate that during 
their mandate the fractionalization was only 1. 

Executive Stability in Serbia (1990-2011)

Lijphart pointed out that government stability can be measured 
by the average duration of the ‘’cabinet’’ (Lijphart 2008: 176). We will 
calculate the mandate of the government in months (see Table 1). 
The end of one government and beginning of a new government can 
be measured in two ways. The first implies that the government lasts 
as long as its party composition does not change, while the second 
considers these events crucial in marking of the end/ beginning of a 
cabinet: elections, the change of the Prime Minister and the coalition 
status - the minimum, minority and majority win (Lajphart 2003: 
162). The other way is specific and more precise, however we will 
mention two exceptions. The change of the Prime Minister without 
any constructive no confidence vote shall not be interpreted as the end 

1
p1

N    = 8

ENPR = 1
n

i=1
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of a government mandate. The first government in which Radoman 
Božović replaced Radoslav Zelenović belonging to the same party and 
the post-October government in which Zoran Živković (DP) replaced 
the deceased Zoran Đinđić (DP) we count as one. The changes in 
the composition of a broader coalition will be ignored, in case some 
parties have decided to leave the government, and they did not have the 
capacity to overthrow it in the parliament. The termination of the DPS 
and the DOP coalition has not led to the creation of a new government, 
and ultimately, the status of the coalition remained unchanged. Also, 
we will assume that the current government of the Prime Minister 
Mirko Cvetković lasted while this paper was updated, that is until April 
15th, 2011. After the correlation we will conclude whether the extension 
of the deadline would seriously affect the research. The provisional 
government of Milomir Minić in 2000, will not be analyzed due to 
irregular circumstances. 

In calculating the index, we will take each party into account 
separately, regardless of the size and coalition agreements in accordance 
with the introductory paragraph on the study of the unitary actors and 
the political ‘’indifference’’ approach. Although ideological moments 
in Serbia played a role in the formation of the government, there were 
unexpected turns such as when the far-right parties supported the 
socialist government, and MPs from DEMOS refused to bring down 
the government, through forming the government in coalition with the 
SSP and the New Democracy and the termination with DEMOS, the 
dissolution of the Coalition of Vojvodina, the current coalition with 
once used very antagonized DP and SSP. There are no arguments that 
would encourage us a priori to consider any coalition a unified actor 
and exclude the possibility of termination of the coalition after the 
elections. The stability of government is not affected only by the number 
of coalitions, but rather the number of parties within the coalition.1 

1 Dijana Vukomanović uses the approach of calculating all mandates of all the parties 
individuall, even though she uses the ENP index, see more: Vukomanović, D. (2005) 
''Dinamika partijskog sistema Srbije (1990-2005)'', Srpska politička misao, 14 (1-2): p. 36.

 *from: Milan Jovanović, Političke institucije u političkom sistemu Srbije, IPS, Belgrade, 
2008, pg. 320
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Elections 1990. 1992. 1993. 1997. 2000. 2003. 2007. 2008. 

24 13,25 48 31 37,22 38,38 13,7 33,26 

Table* 1
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Now, it only remains to cross-reference the data from the table and 
calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient (r). Then perform the 
guidance test of the null hypothesis (one tailed), as we started from 
the assumption that the increase in the fragmentation causes shorter 
government mandate and then to determine the level of significance of 
correlation. The average government mandate lasts for 29.85 months, 
while the average fractionalization is 3.72. On the grounds of these data 
we obtained the following coefficient: 

r = + 0.2

What immediately attracts attention is the low level of correlation 
that makes it weak. In order for the correlation to be at least moderately 
high, the value of 0.3 is required. Yet, what is most surprising is the 
positive sign of the correlation. At first glance it seems that the greater 
fractionalization of the party, the longer and more stable the government 
in Serbia (!). However, apart from low-value coefficient, which does not 
allow us to say anything more exact, the lack of statistical significance 
prevents us from the performance of the relevant statistical conclusion. 
In the guiding test we cannot reject the null hypothesis, or confirm an 
alternative, since the signs of the perceived and received correlation do 
not match. However, even if we did get a negative correlation of such 
low value, it would not have passed the significance test. Since the 
number of the relation is N = 8, and the degree of freedom is df = N 
- 2 = 6, the critical r value in order for the correlation to be significant 
at the 0.05 level, is 0.621, meaning that the coefficient must be higher 
than that number (Hinton 2004: 372). Even if we did perform the non-
guiding test (two tailed test) the coefficient would not have reached the 
even higher critical r value of 0.7. We think that we could give tentative 
conclusions by pairing the deviation variables from the total average.

elections 1990. 1992. 1993. 1997. 2000. 2003. 2007. 2008.  
mandate 
deviation -5.85 -16.6 +18.15 +1.15 +7.37 +8.53 -16.15 +3.41 

fractionalization 
deviation 

-2.72 -0.6 -1.05 -0.33 +3.5 + 0.28 +0.34 +0.61 

*Nb1990 Nb1992 Nb1993 Nb1997 Nb2000 Nb2003 Nb2007 Nb2008 

1 3.12 2.67 3.39 7.22 4 4.06 4.33 

Table 2

Table 3
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Regardless of the fact that N is only eight, from Table 3, we can 
see best that in most pairs (5 / 8) both variables have the same sign. 
The negative correlation trends in the period before 2000 are even 
more emphasized, since we have two pairs with different signs. The 
decrease in the fragmentation of 14.4% in 1993 compared to 1992 
existed with the 34.7 months long government, while the index growth 
of 27%, in 1997 compared to the previous one is connected with the 
government that lasted 15 months shorter. On the other hand, the 
fractionalization growth of 112%, in 2000 has been paralleled by the 
extension of the mandate for 6.2 months, and almost a double decrease 
of the fragmentation in correlation with a month longer government in 
2003. It was only in 2007, that the slight increase of the index did exist 
along with a mandate reduction of well over two years (!). In 2008, 6% 
greater fragmentation resulted 19.5 months longer government term. 
As we can see, if we had full information about the Cvetković cabinet’s 
term we would get a slightly higher value of the coefficient r (+), the 
statistically negligible for the correlation strength. But even if we did 
have a strong positive correlation, and passed all tests, yet we would not 
dare to accept it in any other way than as a complete anomaly in political 
life, because it is impossible for Serbia who is out of the framework of 
all organized and stable European political systems and practices and 
thereby regard its political life as sufficiently institutionalized. It’s hard 
to explain a possible positive correlation with the inexperience of the 
new political elite in an uncertain period of transition. As demonstrated 
by comparison of fragmentation and the stability of governments in 
Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary, a small number of relevant 
parties produced stable governments, if we do not observe the Polish 
coalition AWS - Electoral Solidarity Action as an actor (Nikolenyi 2004: 
132), just as we have done. 

Prospects for Government Stability in the Poisson Model 

Even though we still hadn’t had a chance to use regression to predict 
the duration of the mandate of the Serbian government, in this section, 
we will show which mathematical - statistical formula we could use when 
in Serbia the relationship between stability and the fractionalization of 
a government was properly correlated, as a start. 

One of the first political scientists primarily tried to measure the 
stability of the government only in a stochastic manner (randomness). 
That is, government stability is a phenomenon that does not depend 
on some explanatory (independent) variables that are known ex ante, 
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but only from the moment of coincidence, which can be caused by war, 
assassination, major economic crises and the like (Warwick, T. Easton 
1992: 123). First, we should determine the probability distribution 
curve f(t) in which in one place at the moment t an event occurs. It can 
be shown in the form of function integral:

and its values shift from 0 to 1 in time intercepts ∂t. 
The cumulative distribution function F(t) is associated with this, 

which is in fact the probability that the fall of the government will occur 
at some point in time T ≤ t, and can be present in the same form as the 
integral distribution f(t), except that its span is from - ∞ to t, e.g. from 0 
to t. Then the function of ‘’survival’’ (survival function) of government 
is S(t) = 1 - F(t), if the probability that the government will fall before 
time t is little, the probability of survival after t is higher. The quotient 
between f(t) / S (t) | f(t) / 1 - F (t) is the hazard rate λ (t), which we will 
explain later. The stochastics measures the probability of ‘’time’’, which 
is based on the exponential distribution. It is similar to Poisson ‘’event’’ 
distribution in some interval t. If you want to know the probability 
that the government will fall three times in a span of 6 years, if the 
average number of governments that fall within this range is 4, we use 
the Poisson formula:

Where the λ is the number of government collapses on average, so 
it is 4, and the x moves in the range (0-3) and represents each collapse 
individually, conclusive with the final collapse whose probability we are 
interested in most. When all probabilities for every individual collapse, 
we get the probability of our case which is P ≈ 43,3%. 

Unlike the Poisson, the exponential distribution does not measure 
the probability of the number of events (events count), but rather the 
probability of time flow to or from an event (single) in the moment t, 
so it has a slightly different form:

8
8

+

-

x!
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which is a commonly known expression for the exponential distribution 
of probability. Here λ is the hazard rate, an average rate of events (in this 
case) per time unit and has the value λ = 1/μt, where μt is the average 
event time, and since in our research t is always more than 1, than the 
value is less than 1(!). The proof for this equation is the MLE statistical 
method, (Maximum likelihood estimation)21 which finds the hazard rate 
in the form of a coefficient. If we have the average of samples of the 
government mandate, than that coefficient is the one that maximizes 
the probability of our sample which can be written like this:

 

So we write this function in the ln form, then we take the derivate 
according to λ and equate the expression with 0, because if we have no 
curve slope according to ∂λ, we know this is the maximum:

And we add, under the condition that the other derivate is negative, 
which is the case:

from which follows, by substitution from the penultimate expression 
that the λ = 1 / μt, because the sum Ti = n · μt. If the μt of the Serbian 
government is 29,85 months, then λ = 0,033. This unit is constant 
regardless of the t in the exponential distribution which is derived 
from λ(t) = (t) / 1 – F(t), and if the formula for the cumulative exp 
distribution is:

than

2 Procedure described at: http://www.weibull.com/hotwire/issue33/relbasics33.htm 
(11.2.2011); 
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Finally, when we are calculating the probability that the Serbian 
government will collapse in the 20th month (having in mind that λ = 
0,033, then by using the exponential F(t) we get P ≈ 48%, and when we 
are measuring probability S(t), that the government will last through 
a full mandate than P ≈ 20%. These methods, apart from providing 
us with the probability in percentages, do not enable us to predict the 
mandate variables of the government in the unit of time, they have not 
shown the more significant complementarity with the practice, since 
they were confirmed in only 4 systems even though they were used 
in twelve systems (Warwick, T. Easton 1992: 125). In order to predict 
the length of the government mandate, we use regression analysis. 
However, linear regression is not a good solution since it could produce 
negative results, if we have negative regression coefficients (like in the 
case of the negative correlation), while the solution of this problem by 
logging the regression variables produces much larger standard errors 
in relation to the Poission regression (King, 1988: 845, 852). 

Poisson regression is somewhere halfway between the linear 
regression and stochastic models we described. Authors who have 
applied this procedure for the first time in political science - King, Alt, 
Burns and Laver wanted to include the random fall of the government 
through punctual events and to include in the regression model the 
influence of familiar variables that affect the dissolution of the cabinet, 
such as the polarization, the length of post-election negotiations to 
form a government and party system fractionalization (King et al. 
1990: 848). Instead of the regression formula, the impact of any future 
independent variables Xi (fractionalization) on the dependent Yi 
(government mandate) has to be linear and equal to the product Xiβ 
(the regression coefficient β), these authors suggest that the impact 
should be expressed in the formula for the Poisson regression:

Where the Xi, is the i value of the fractionalization, while β obtained 
in the same manner as the hazard rate, and the quotient of number 1 
and the average fractionalization from the sample is negative only if 
there is a negative correlation between the variables. The stochastic trail 
lies in the similarity with the S(t) survival formula that we have shown 
previously, with the difference that Xi doesen’t have to be only a time 
variable, and β does not need to be negative like the S(t)λ. The full form 
of the Poisson regression:
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Is actually a linear regression as a degree of the e constant and since the 
Poisson regression is written in the ln form as well ln(Yi) = (β0+ β1x1+ 
β2x2...), the Poisson regression is also called log linear. Our work is based 
on the study of relations of the party parliament fractionalization and 
the government stability as dependent variable, thus the aforementioned 
formulas may be simplified and represented as:

where β0 is the regression constant and is found from the upper 
expression as an unknown, if we have an average mandate of a 
governments μY, average fractionalization μX, and we know that β = 
1 / μX. If we had data on the negative correlation, β would be negative. 
Finally we make a simulation. If we assume that the data μY =29,85 and 
the μX = 3.72 we got the second part are highly negatively correlated, 
we have to ask how long the new government will last, if the current 
fractionalization of the parliamentary parties is 3? Using the formula 
above we get that Y ≈ 36 months. The second formula offered by 
the authors (King et al.) indicates how long or how short the next 
government in relation to the previous will be:

where the ΔX is the difference between the new and the previous 
fragmentation index. If the new index is 4, and the previous one 2,5 then 
ΔY ≈ - 12. The new government will be approximately a year shorter. 

Concluding Observations

On the basis of the results of this study, we conclude that the parties 
could provide high stability of political institutions such as government, 
only by previously strictly dividing the departments between themselves, 
by becoming the absolute masters in their work domain. It seems that 
the thesis on the feudalization of government is really true. For, in these 
circumstances, the probability that a real conflict should break out 
within the government about the harmonization of government policies 
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rapidly reduces. This constellation has no direct effect on the stability 
of the government, but it certainly has broader structural effects on the 
environment of the political system (to remind ourselves that the political 
relations of medieval feudalism were very stable, but then the societies 
were behind in many areas, especially economic). The solution is not to 
form a government with two largest parties by using election laws, not 
only because there are no structural conditions for the existence of the 
bipartite system (like in the U.S.), but also due to the fact that we got a 
government composed of two fiefdoms (which is even more dangerous 
because of the reduced possibility of control). As long as the number of 
parties is really not the reason for the ongoing crisis and overthrow of 
governments, governments and their work methods should be improved. 
The Prime Minister would have to have greater authority to coordinate 
departments to lead a coherent and systematic policy. 
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The evolution of the European 
Union’s role in the area of foreign 
policy, security and defence over 
the last decade thanks to the devel-
opment of its security and defence 

policy, points to a new ambition 
of member-states to remodel the 
nature of the EU in such a way 
that it can influence international 
developments and pursue a proac-
tive policy as a political and strate-
gic power. The originality of this 
concept is reflected in attempts to 
Europeanise the EU security pol-
icy, rather than maintain a set of 
national policies, while preserving 
national identity. This is a complex 
process of harmonising the na-
tional with the European, where 
concepts of integration, coopera-
tion, togetherness, etc. intertwine. 

At the same time, the develop-
ment and implications of this pol-
icy on the nature of the EU raise 
numerous questions. Are we wit-
nessing the emergence of an EU as 
a strategic actor and what impact 
will such development of the EU 
have on international relations? 
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What is the role and importance of 
the EU security and defence policy 
for the EU’s institutional setup? 
What are the perspectives of the 
EU defence policy? These issues 
are examined by Dejana Vukčević 
in her work: “L’émergence d’une Eu-
rope de la défense: difficultés et pes-
pectives”, published in 2010 by Edi-
tions européennes universitaires. 

The structure of the study 
points to an original, analytically 
versatile and comprehensive ana-
lysis of the issue in hand. The book 
is divided into two large parts, 
each further sub-divided into two 
large segments. In Part One, the 
author examines the institutional 
basis of the Common EU Security 
and Defence Policy. It is assumed 
that the EU progress in the area of 
defence is not free from contro-
versy and ambiguity and the ana-
lysis focuses on three key issues. Is 
national identity an impediment 
to the development of the Euro-
pean defence policy? What kind 
of balance can be struck between 
the EU defence policy and natio-
nal particularities? What is the in-
fluence of the institutionalisation 
of this policy on the EU institu-
tional framework? As the author 
points out: „all these controversies 
are pertinent when it comes to an 
analysis of the EU’s institutional 
basis“. This part is divided in two 
large segments. The first one deals 
with the emergence and develop-
ment of the security dimension in 
the European integration process, 
aiming to point to the main obs-

tacles and difficulties involved in 
the integration of the security di-
mension in the EU’s institutional 
system, as well as to analyse the 
phenomenon of progressive assi-
milation of the defence domain in 
the EU institutional system and its 
impact on the existing EU struc-
ture. The author concludes that the 
emergence and develoment of the 
EU security dimension shows si-
gnificant differences among mem-
ber-states in defining the direction 
of their own integration in the area 
of defence. The consequence of this 
is a years-long distinction between 
foreign policy, being developed in 
the scope of the European inte-
gration process, and the defence 
domain, developing outside this 
process. However, the institutiona-
lisation of the EU security policy 
can be perceived as a driving force 
behind the „Europeanisation“ of 
this area and the overcoming of 
exclusively national interests. Yet, 
the preponderance of intergovern-
mental cooperation in this sphere 
and unanimity as a key decision-
making mechanism both suggest 
that “Brusselisation“ in this area is 
hard to achieve in the short term. 
Also, great differences exist in the 
„leverage“ of some states and thus 
the provisions on different forms 
of flexible cooperation in the se-
curity and defence area, since this 
appears to have been the only way 
to introduce security and defence 
in treaty provisions as competen-
cies vested in the Union.  Thus, a 
balance was achieved between the 
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„military“ competencies of the 
European Union included in the 
treaties and national singularities 
and interests. In the strictly insti-
tutional sphere, the introduction 
of provisions on EU common fo-
reign, security and defence policy 
has added complexity to the exis-
ting EU institutional  structure. 
This complexity creates competi-
tion and overlapping of compe-
tencies of its bodies, leading the 
author to conclude that it is ne-
cessary to enhance cooperation of 
the various actors and coherence 
of different political instruments.

In the second segment of Part 
One, institutional arrangements 
between EU on the one hand and 
NATO and WEU (Western Euro-
pean Union) are analysed. The un-
derlying assumption in the author’s 
analysis is that the latter two have, 
more or less, influenced the „sha-
ping“ of the EU’s security dimen-
sion. Yet, this  relationship is not 
free from controversies and the 
author attempts to show to what 
extent the EU, through its insti-
tutional arrangements, succeded 
to emancipate itself from NATO. 
Also, the author’s opinion is that 
the role of WEU should not be un-
derstated, as it represents an expres-
sion of European indecision in the 
process of EU’s „transition“ from 
the level of dependence to a level 
of autonomy in relation to NATO.

Part Two of this book explores 
the progressive concretization of 
the EU as a strategic power. The 
author emphasizes that institutio-

nal bases of the EU security and de-
fence policy reflect the ambition of 
a Europe-power, but also raise the 
question on how this ambition will 
be concretely achieved. This part is 
divided into two large segments. 
The first one covers the research 
of the  EU’s military and civilian 
operations carried out in the scope 
of its security policy with a pur-
pose to show to what extent these 
operations have influenced the 
credibility and efficiency of the EU 
deployment and its increasing im-
portance on the international stage. 
Based on this analysis, the author 
reaches a conclusion that the EU 
institutional mechanisms have ex-
erted an influence on the political 
will of the member-states, namely, 
that the institutional framework of 
the EU security policy “compelled” 
member-states to pursue a certain 
direction in developing their de-
fence policies. It is also pointed 
out that a foreign policy lacking a 
security dimension is doomed to 
failure. Furthermore, the EU’s in-
stitutional rearrangement through 
the development of security and 
defence policy points to an as-
piration by the EU to become a 
fully-fledged international actor. 
It is, therefore, seeking to define its 
position within the international 
system. Hence, the author also 
examines the issue of the develop-
ment of the EU’s strategic concept, 
based on the assumption that the 
common strategic concept among 
the EU member-states is necessary 
for determining the direction of 
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the EU security and defence poli-
cy development and action of the 
EU as strategic player. The author 
points to certain shortcomings in 
the strategic conceptualization of 
the EU, particularly taking into ac-
count its deployment in Africa, the 
Balkans, Middle East etc., which, 
as the author points out, raises the 
issue of the criteria on which these 
EU policy priorities are based. The 
focus of the analysis is the contri-
bution of the European Security 
Strategy, which the author views 
as a result of a minimal consen-
sus among member-states, since 
it fails to define common versus 
national interests and does not as-
sociate resources with the political 
goals, underscoring further the ne-
cessity for developing a European 
strategic concept. The EU strategic 
concept also implies a redefin-
ing of the relations with the U.S., 
whose aim would be for the EU to 
become more “independent” from 
the U.S.  However, as the author 
emphasizes, the Union is finding it 
difficult to resolve the strategic au-
tonomy vs. Atlantic alliance dilem-
ma and the national factor remains 
crucial to the EU-U.S. relations. 

Part Two of this book is dedi-
cated to the EU’s capacities and re-
sources as strategic actor. The start-
ing assumption is that autonomy 
of action is not possible without 
adequate strategic capacities which 
represent the key element of the 
EU credibility as strategic partner. 
Hence, the focus of the research is 
on the degree of convergence in 

developing the EU’s operational 
capacities. The analysis includes 
the member-states’ financial efforts 
in the area of defence, military re-
form, and the main shortcomings 
in the development of the EU stra-
tegic capacities. This particularly 
refers to strategic transportation 
and military intelligence. A sepa-
rate chapter deals with the arms 
industry and the development of 
a sound technological and indus-
trial armament base for supplying 
member-states with appropriate 
military and civilian resources and 
capacities. The author’s assumption 
is that the creation of the European 
military industry is a pre-requisite 
for the EU security and defence 
policy development and its strate-
gic restructuring since without ad-
equate strategic capabilities, the EU 
cannot act as a political and strate-
gic power. The principal difficulties 
in the Europeanisation of the mili-
tary industry are, in the author’s 
view, manifested in the absence of 
will by member-states to forgo their 
national interests and, as a con-
sequence, the European military 
industry is caught up in a conflict 
of national preferences and market 
economy logic. Through an analy-
sis of the current state of the arms 
industry development, the author 
notes that this area is subject to the 
will of member-states to harmon-
ise their policies and that, except 
for some joint projects, we cannot 
yet refer to a common policy of 
the EU member states in this area.. 
The preponderance of national in-
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terests has its consequences for the 
development of Euro-Atlantic co-
operation since European industry 
is faced with a dominance of the 
American military industry which 
greatly slows its development. Eu-
ro-Atlantic relations in armament 
are based on competition rather 
than cooperation and are a result 
of attempts to win a dominant po-
sition in the process of arms sup-
ply. Hence the author’s view that 
European arms industry cannot be 
built by relying on Euro-Atlantic 
cooperation and that the creation 
of the so-called “Fortress Europe” 
is a better solution than the pres-
ent situation, as it is necessary for 
the EU to create a genuinely Eu-
ropean arms industry as the basis 
of the EU’s strategic autonomy. 

In the conclusion, it is sug-
gested that the EU security policy 
will continue to “juggle” European 
and national components: tensions 
between these two components 
will be recurring as the European 
dimension will face difficulties in 
shaping a common vision on issues 
related to security and defence. 
This tension will be continuous. In 
other words, the EU security policy 
will largely remain in the hands of 
member-states. It does not aspire 
to replacing national policies with 
a single common security and de-
fence policy. However, the transfer 
of competencies in this area to the 
Union indicates that national sov-
ereignty is not absolute. The con-
cept of a communitary Europe in 
which: “with the development of 

the EU, and particularly of its se-
curity dimension, we are moving 
towards a kind of a post-modern 
state whose government relies upon 
multi-level governance, and which 
is founded on both national and 
supra-national institutions. In the 
area of security and defence, we are 
between two concepts: traditional 
definition of security and defence 
policy which is exclusively nation-
al and which proves inadequate in 
a new environment requiring clos-
er links among states, and a new 
definition implying multi-level 
governance. The European ambi-
tion in the area of security and de-
fence will move in this direction».

The author of this book demon-
strates research innovativeness and 
clarity of the subject presentation. 
This is a substantial, original and 
analytically comprehensive scien-
tific work clearly presenting the EU 
security and defence dimension. It is 
a book which, by its quality, should 
become mandatory reading on the 
subject of the security and defence 
aspect of the European integration 
process, but also on the perspec-
tives of this process on the whole.
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followed by In: Book editor(s) initials and surnames with (ed.) or (eds.) after the 
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and last page numbers followed by full-stop.
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